


Evolutionary History

Uniting History and Biology to Understand Life on Earth

We tend to see history and evolution springing from separate roots,
one grounded in the human world and the other in the natural world.
Human beings have become, however, probably the most powerful
species shaping evolution today, and human-caused evolution in pop-
ulations of other species has probably been the most important force
shaping human history. This book introduces readers to evolutionary
history, a new field that unites history and biology to create a fuller
understanding of the past than either field of study can produce on
its own. Evolutionary history can stimulate surprising new hypothe-
ses for any field of history and evolutionary biology. How many art
historians would have guessed that sculpture encouraged the evolution
of tuskless elephants? How many biologists would have predicted that
human poverty would accelerate animal evolution? How many military
historians would have suspected that plant evolution would convert a
counterinsurgency strategy into a rebel subsidy? How many historians
of technology would have credited evolution in the New World with
sparking the Industrial Revolution? With examples from around the
globe, this book will help readers see the broadest patterns of history
and the details of their own lives in a new light.

Edmund Russell is Associate Professor in the Department of Science,
Technology, and Society and the Department of History at the Uni-
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three years by a scholar within ten years of his or her PhD. His previous
books include Natural Enemy, Natural Ally: Toward an Environmen-
tal History of War (coedited with Richard P. Tucker, 2004) and War
and Nature: Fighting Humans and Insects with Chemicals from World
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Preface

Beverly Rathcke planted the seed of this book in a lecture she gave in
an ecology class during my first semester in graduate school. She told
us about cotton farmers who tried to control an insect pest by spraying
an insecticide. This strategy worked for a while, but then a couple of
puzzling things happened. The first was that farmers found themselves
battling more and more species1 of insect pests as the years went by.
The second was that their insecticide lost its ability to kill insect species
that it once had clobbered. Farmers substituted a new type of insecticide,
which worked for a while, and then it, too, failed. They kept replacing
insecticides, and increasing the frequency of spraying, until they had no
poisons left. With no way of halting crop destruction by insects, farmers
had no choice but to abandon growing cotton on thousands of acres.

To understand why farmers battled ever more species of pests over
time, Beverly explained, one had to bring ecology to bear. One of the
central concerns of this discipline is explaining the abundance of organ-
isms. In farm fields, one finds many species of insects. Some species live
in such large populations, and eat so much of a farmer’s crops, that we
call them pests. Populations of dozens of other insect species also live
in farm fields, but most pass without notice because they cause no mea-
surable damage to crops. In some cases, they are not pests because they
eat something other than the crop. In other cases, they do feast on the
crop, but their populations are too small to cause measurable losses. Sev-
eral factors keep populations of insect species small, including predation
by other species of insects. (Picture ladybugs preying on aphids.) This
means that from the farmer’s point of view, some insect species in fields
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are harmful (because they gobble up crops), but other insect species are
beneficial (because they kill the insects that eat the crops).

A children’s rhyme supplies an analogy. In the house that Jack built,
Jack was like a farmer. The malt in the house that Jack built was like a
crop. The rats that ate the malt in the house that Jack built resembled
crop-eating insects. (Because we are talking about populations of animals
rather than single individuals, we will make some species in the story
plural.) The cats that ate the rats that ate the malt in the house that Jack
built were predators akin to insects that prey on other insects. Now let us
modify the story and add another species: the mouse. Mice lived in the
house and ate the malt, but the cats killed them so efficiently that losses
to mice were trivial. Mice resembled insect species living in farm fields in
very small populations.

Now we have three species of mammals in Jack’s house (not counting
Jack) and a pair of predator-prey relations. One species, the rat, was
numerous enough, and fond enough of malt, to qualify as a pest. A
second malt-eating species, the mouse, inhabited the house in such low
numbers one rarely noticed it and so it did not rise to pest status. A third
species, the cat, benefited Jack by killing rats and mice. A similar cast of
insect characters inhabited cotton fields – a large population of a crop-
eating species (a pest), small populations of other crop-eating species, and
populations of varying sizes of insect-eating (predatory) species.

Next imagine that Jack decided his losses to rats were unacceptably
high. How might he respond? One way would be to import more cats.
Another would be to poison the rats. Let us say Jack chose the latter route
and scattered poison about the house. And let us say he chose a poison
lethal to many mammalian species, including cats and mice, and these
two species succumbed along with the rats. Furthermore, let us say other
rats and mice lived in surrounding fields and migrated quickly into the
house once the poison decayed. Cats, on the other hand, migrated in more
slowly because they lived in the barns of distant neighbors. It would not
be hard for populations of rats and mice to explode and for the mice to
cause enough damage to join the rats as full-fledged pests. Now Jack lived
in the house with lots of rats and mice but no cats. Ironically, in trying to
kill one species, Jack accidentally helped a second species become a pest.

Insecticides had similar effects on insects in cotton fields. Many insec-
ticides kill a wide range of insect species, beneficial as well as harm-
ful. When spraying for one species of insect pest, farmers accidentally
killed off populations of beneficial species of predatory insects, too. Freed
from predation, populations of formerly rare plant-eating insect species
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blossomed into full-blown pests. Spraying thus had the ironic effect of
increasing rather than decreasing the number of pest species. (Enough
insect species have become pests as a by-product of spraying that ento-
mologists have a term for them: secondary pests.) Spraying did not create
new species, but it helped populations of several species become plentiful
enough to cause economic problems. This explained why the number of
pest species attacking cotton fields increased over time despite regular
doses of insecticides.

To solve the second puzzle – the failure of insecticides to kill species
they formerly controlled – Beverly turned to evolutionary theory. Unwit-
tingly, cotton farmers had been carrying out experiments in Darwinian
evolution by natural selection. In On the Origin of Species, Charles Dar-
win summed up his theory this way: if “variations useful to any organic
being ever do occur, assuredly individuals thus characterized will have
the best chance of being preserved in the struggle for life; and from the
strong principle of inheritance, these will tend to produce offspring sim-
ilarly characterized. This principle of preservation, or the survival of the
fittest, I have called Natural Selection.”2

Darwin would have little trouble applying his theory to insects in cot-
ton fields. First, he would note that “variations useful” to individuals did
occur. When spraying began, most individual insects of a given species
in a given field (that is, a population) were susceptible to a given insecti-
cide. A few individuals, however, were resistant to the insecticide because
they happened to possess some biochemical machinery that detoxified
the poison. So individuals varied in a “useful” trait. Second, Darwin
would observe that this difference in traits influenced the “chance of
being preserved in the struggle for life.” Resistant individuals survived
spraying more often than susceptible individuals. In Darwinian terms,
spraying selected for one trait (resistance) and against another (suscepti-
bility). Third, because of “the strong principle of inheritance,” individual
insects “produced offspring similarly characterized.” Susceptible parents
produced susceptible offspring, and resistant parents produced resistant
offspring. Today we attribute “the strong principle of inheritance” to the
passing of genes (strings of DNA with instructions for how cells should
operate) for traits from parents to offspring.

Puzzle solved. Insecticides did not lose their ability to kill insects
because the poisons changed; they lost their ability because the target
insect populations changed. When spraying began, susceptible individu-
als outnumbered resistant individuals in a cotton field by far, which made
the insecticide effective. But each round of spraying acted as a selective
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force, favoring the survival and reproduction of the resistant over the sus-
ceptible. Repeating this process over many insect generations increased
the proportion of resistant individuals in the population until the insec-
ticides failed to kill enough pests in the population to make it worth
spraying. The insect population had evolved.

The encouragement of secondary pests and the evolution of resistance
launched farmers onto something called the pesticide treadmill. In the
short run, a pesticide worked, but in the long run, it failed. Farmers
substituted a new insecticide, and the process repeated itself, ad infini-
tum. Beverly described this process as a coevolutionary arms race: insects
evolved resistance, which led to a technological change by people, which
led to more evolution for resistance, which led to more technological
change, and so on. Farmers mimicked the Red Queen in Alice in Won-
derland, running ever faster on the treadmill just to stay where they were.3

That evening, I gushed about Beverly’s lecture to my wife as she was
preparing dinner. (I think we were having burritos, but it could have been
spaghetti. On our budget, we had one or the other most nights.) I have a
feeling that even now, I have not identified all the reasons the story seemed
so compelling, but I can point to some. It occupied the middle ground
between the human and the natural. It showed reciprocal effects over
time. It required the linking of tools from science (evolutionary ecology)
and humanities (history) to understand events. You will see those same
ideas in this book.
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1

Matters of Life and Death

When I was thirteen, my grandfather died of a heart attack. He had
entered the hospital for treatment of a prostate problem. Once there,
he picked up an infection that led to heart failure. His death saddened
me, of course, but it also puzzled me. I had seen wonder drugs such
as penicillin cure ailments plaguing members of my family, so I could
not understand why similar drugs would not have controlled my grand-
father’s infection. It seemed especially odd that he died in a hospital,
where he should have benefited from the best treatment available. But the
shelf of memory devoted to unsolved mysteries is long and dark, and I
stored my grandfather’s death there for decades.

Recently, I realized that a potential solution to the puzzle glowed
on the computer screen in front of me. My grandfather’s death might
have been an example of this book’s argument: people have encouraged
evolution in populations of other species, which in turn has shaped human
experience. I had known for decades that pathogens evolved resistance to
antibiotics, but I had never applied that idea to the death of a loved one.
The realization sent my heart racing and my fingers trembling so much I
could not type for an hour.

Here is what might have happened. Before my grandfather arrived,
doctors at a hospital in Omaha used a certain antibiotic (such as peni-
cillin or a newer drug) after surgery to prevent and treat infections. It
worked effectively. However, with time, a population of pathogenic bac-
teria living in the hospital evolved resistance to the drug. Alternatively,
this strain may have evolved elsewhere and arrived at my grandfather’s
hospital in the body of a patient. (If evolution of resistance sounds
mysterious, Chapter 2 is for you. For now, please take my word that

1



2 Evolutionary History

populations of pathogens can evolve resistance to antibiotics.) Because
this population differed in a trait (drug resistance) from other popula-
tions of the same species, we call it a strain.

Initially, doctors did not realize that a new, resistant strain had infected
their patients, so they continued prescribing the same antibiotic that had
worked in the past. Bacteria belonging to that strain traveled from one
patient to the next on equipment and the hands of hospital personnel.
Some rode a catheter into my grandfather’s urinary tract, thrived despite
antibiotic treatment, challenged a weakened body, sparked a fever (which
stressed his heart), and contributed to my grandfather’s death.

We can predict the fate of the pathogenic strain with some confidence
because the pattern has repeated itself in hospitals around the world. After
enough failures, doctors realized that the drug had lost potency against
the pathogen in their hospital. They substituted a second antibiotic drug,
the hospital’s population of bacteria evolved resistance to it, doctors
substituted a third antibiotic, and so on up to the present.

As for my grandfather and pathogens, so for the world. This book
makes four arguments that help us understand events ranging in scale
from the personal to the global:

1. People have shaped evolution in populations of human and non-
human species.

2. Human-induced evolution has shaped human history.
3. Human and nonhuman populations have coevolved, or continually

changed in response to each other.
4. A young, synthetic field called evolutionary history can help us

understand the past and present better than history or biology
alone.

We shall see evidence for these arguments and their implications through-
out the book. Here let me list some examples to illustrate their signifi-
cance:

1. Human beings shape evolution today more powerfully than any
other species. We have encouraged game animals and fish to shrink
in size, pathogens and pests to evolve resistance to poisons, and
domestic plants and animals to display traits we value. Organisms
evolve in specific environments. We have modified terrestrial and
marine environments over vast areas. Today our (probable) effect
on climate is influencing the evolution of populations of species
around the globe.
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2. Anthropogenic (human-caused) evolution made possible the most
important transition in human history, the agricultural revolu-
tion of about twelve thousand years ago, which was essential
for nearly everything historians traditionally have studied. The
agricultural revolution was an evolutionary revolution. It led to
settled societies, which produced writing, class conflict, classical
Greek philosophy, capitalism, nation-states, complex technologies,
Kabuki theater, the Federal Reserve System, and management by
objectives.

3. Anthropogenic evolution sparked the second most important tran-
sition in human history, the Industrial Revolution of the late eigh-
teenth and early nineteenth centuries. One of the leading edges of
the Industrial Revolution was mechanization of cotton textile man-
ufacturing, which depended on the long, strong cotton fibers that
Amerindians (peoples who inhabited the Americas before Euro-
peans) had encouraged to evolve.

4. Coevolution between people and populations of agricultural
species may have been responsible for the evolution of light skin,
the trait that racists and segregationists used to divide social groups.

5. Linking history and biology in the new field of evolutionary history
enables us to understand events more fully than either discipline
can achieve in isolation. History may explain why my grandfather
entered a hospital, but traditional historical approaches would have
little to say about why an antibiotic would fail. Biology can explain
the antibiotic failure, but it would have little to say about the rise
of the organizations and technologies that brought antibiotics and
pathogens together in the first place.

6. Social forces have been evolutionary forces. Historians usually
study the impact of human beings on each other, but nearly all fields
of history could widen their understanding of impact to include the
evolution of populations of other species. Few political historians,
to pick one example, have written about state building as an evolu-
tionary force, but we shall see that the strengths and weaknesses of
states have influenced the evolution of populations of elephants and
mountain goats. Similarly, biologists could include state capacity
as one of the variables in evolutionary models.

7. Anthropogenic evolution has been a social force. The previous
point emphasized that historians can extend their understanding of
impact beyond the human realm to include evolution in nonhuman
species. Similarly, we can extend our understanding of causation
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beyond the human realm to include evolution. Manipulating the
traits of populations of agricultural species has enabled states to
conquer other states.

Subsequent chapters develop these arguments in stages. Chapters 2–8
explore the first argument, that people have shaped the evolution of other
species. Chapter 2 defines evolution, explains how it works, clarifies the
ability of human beings to influence it, and defines key terms (which also
appear in the glossary). Chapters 3–8 provide examples of anthropogenic
evolution, organized by types of human activity. We will look at hunt-
ing and fishing, eradication of organisms, environmental modification,
domestication, intentional evolution, and coevolution.

Chapters 3–8 also develop the second argument, that anthropogenic
evolution has shaped human history. We will see how changes we have
wrought in populations of other species have circled back to shape human
experience. Anthropogenic evolution has boosted and reduced our food
supply, helped and harmed our health, added to and cut the cost of
agriculture and medicine, perhaps helped rebels and cocaine producers
circumvent government control, and expanded the gross national product
of nations.

Chapter 8 explores the third argument: people and populations of other
species have coevolved. This argument looks beyond one-way impacts
to trace ways in which populations of people and other species have
repeatedly evolved in response to each other.

Chapter 9 applies the ideas from previous chapters to show how evo-
lutionary history can change our understanding of well-studied historical
episodes. I will use one of the most important transitions in history,
the Industrial Revolution, to make this argument. Scholars usually credit
the English, their inventions, and their organizations with creating the
Industrial Revolution. Using the history of the cotton industry as a case
study, Chapter 9 suggests that anthropogenic evolution made the Indus-
trial Revolution possible. The introduction of extra long cotton fiber from
the New World, I suggest, enabled inventors to develop machines to spin
and weave cotton. Extralong fiber evolved in the New World as a result
of selection by Amerindians, so the Industrial Revolution in cotton was
a response to anthropogenic evolution in the New World.

I hope these chapters will convince you that a synthetic field called
evolutionary history can help us understand the past better than his-
tory or biology alone. Biologists already use evolutionary history to refer
to the ancestry of species (as in the evolutionary history of elephants).
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I propose broadening the term to mean the field (or research program)
that studies the ways populations of human beings and other species have
shaped each other’s traits over time and the significance of those changes
for all those populations.

Evolutionary history has the potential to expand the scope of many
fields. As examples, I spell out implications for two fields – environmental
history and history of technology – in Chapters 10 and 11. These chapters
aim not to provide exhaustive reviews of the literature but rather to show
how these fields lay the foundation for evolutionary history and could
benefit from it. I envision evolutionary history as a crosscutting approach
to scholarship rather than as a stand-alone field. In the concluding chap-
ter, I suggest ways that evolutionary history might shape other fields of
history as well.

One of the central goals of this book is to contradict the sense many
of us have that evolution is something that happens “out there” – well
away from us in time, well away from us in space, well away from
us as a species, and certainly well away from us as individuals.1 My
grandfather’s experience with evolution took place in an ordinary hospital
in an ordinary city as a result of ordinary actions by ordinary people
performing ordinary jobs with ordinary patients from ordinary families
living ordinary lives.

Evolution is ordinary, not exceptional. It happens all around (and
inside) every one of us – you, me, and the dog next door – every day. We
rarely notice it, but it shapes our lives continually.



2

Evolution’s Visible Hands

When discussing the ideas in this book with others, I have come to rec-
ognize a certain puzzled look. It usually involves a knitted brow and
occasionally a sideways tilt of the head. Then a hand rises and objections
follow. One of the most common objections has to do with the definition
of evolution: “I think of evolution as speciation,” people have said. “Are
you saying people create new species? Didn’t speciation take millions
of years to accomplish, and didn’t it finish a long time ago?” Another
common protest has to do with the mechanism of evolution: “Darwin
showed that evolution happens because of natural selection. What you
are describing is artificial selection, so it does not qualify as the same
thing Darwin described at all. That is not real evolution.” If you have
similar questions or objections, this chapter is for you.

The goals of this chapter are (1) to explain why processes described in
this book qualify as evolution, (2) to provide a primer (or refresher) on
ideas about evolution that will be essential for understanding the rest of
this book, and (3) to clarify terminology. We will look at current concepts
of evolution, list essential elements, and watch those elements at work
in the wild and in everyday life. We will clarify the meanings of terms
such as natural selection, artificial selection, anthropogenic evolution,
drift, sampling effect, and extinction. If all these ideas are familiar to you,
please feel free to skip to the next chapter.

It is not hard to see why many of us would equate evolution with speci-
ation. The latter is the evolutionary outcome that has grabbed most of the
headlines and sparked most of the controversy. Charles Darwin focused
attention on speciation in the title of his landmark book On the Ori-
gin of Species (Figure 2.1), and for 150 years, religious fundamentalists
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have challenged the idea that human beings evolved from other species
rather than arriving on earth wholly formed on the sixth day of God’s
creation. They have sought to ban the teaching of evolution in public
schools because of this aspect of evolutionary theory.

Biologists think of evolution as a broader process than speciation
alone. To understand why, let us look at an example from the islands that
Charles Darwin helped make famous: the Galapagos. Peter and Rosemary
Grant of Princeton University began studying birds there in 1973. They
and their collaborators have shown that the traits of finch populations
change rapidly. During a drought in 1977, for example, the supply of
small seeds on one of the islands plummeted, forcing finches to rely on
big, tough seeds for food. Finches with bigger beaks opened these seeds
more easily than finches with smaller beaks, and bigger-beaked individ-
uals survived more often than their smaller-beaked relatives. Offspring
resemble their parents when it comes to beak size, and the average size of
beaks increased in the next generation.1

The increase in beak size fits the definition of evolution that is com-
mon among biologists: change in inherited traits of populations over
generations.2 This definition requires several things, some explicit and
others implicit, that we can illustrate with the finches:

1. A population, which we can describe roughly as a group of indi-
viduals of a given species living in a certain place. The popula-
tion we mentioned consists of members of a species of ground
finch (Geospiza fortis) living on one island (Daphne Major) in the
Galapagos.

2. Variation among individuals in heritable traits. Within the ground
finch population on Daphne Major, individuals grow beaks of vari-
ous sizes. Big-beaked finches have big-beaked offspring, and small-
beaked finches have small-beaked offspring.

3. Reproduction, which is essential to pass traits to future generations.
4. Change in inherited traits of a population over generations. The

average size of beaks in this population increased from one gener-
ation to the next.

Note that this definition does not require several things that many of us
associate with evolution. It does not limit evolution to speciation because
any change in traits in a population qualifies. It does not require millions
of years because a population can evolve in just one generation. It does
not require natural selection because the mechanism for change in traits
goes unspecified. (The finch population did change as a result of natural
selection, but the definition allows other mechanisms as well. We will see
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table 2.1. Understanding of Evolution

Criterion Popular Ideas Evolutionary Biology

Definition of evolution Speciation Change in traits of
populations over
generations

Most common form of
evolution

Speciation Changes in populations
short of speciation

Reason for speciation Goal of evolution One outcome of evolution,
which has no goal

Direction of evolution Toward speciation Multiple, changing
directions

Time required for
evolution

Long (thousands or
millions of years)

Long or short (hours for
bacteria)

Cause of evolution Natural selection only Anything that influences
traits of populations over
generations, including
natural selection,
sexual selection,
methodical selection,
unconscious selection,
sampling effects,
genetic engineering

Role of people in
evolution

None – we cause
artificial selection,
not natural selection

Important because we affect
traits of many
populations over
generations

Composition of species Unitary Made up of populations
with overlapping genes
and traits

Options people create
for species

Survive in same form
or go extinct

Survive in same form,
evolve, or go extinct

Extinction Only species can go
extinct

Any population can go
extinct

Status of evolution
today

Largely complete Continuing (no more
complete or incomplete
than other periods)

Note: Not everyone thinks of evolution the same way as evolutionary biologists. This table
highlights some of the most common differences. This book builds its arguments on the
ideas in the evolutionary biology column.

examples later.) The definition does not require that we exclude human
beings as evolutionary forces because it does not limit evolutionary forces
to so-called nature. Finally, it does not require that evolution be random
because the definition is silent on intentionality (Table 2.1).
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Those who believe evolution happens only as a result of natural selec-
tion might be shocked to learn that Charles Darwin identified not one but
four types of selection. Two of them occur in the wild. The first and most
famous is natural selection, which Darwin defined as “the preservation
of favourable individual differences and variations, and the destruction
of those which are injurious.”3 Darwin considered natural selection to be
the most important force driving evolution. The second is sexual selec-
tion, which Darwin described as “a struggle between the individuals of
one sex, generally the males, for the possession of the other sex. The result
is not death to the unsuccessful competitor, but few or no offspring.”4

The other two occur under domestication. One is methodical selection.
Darwin wrote, “Nature gives successive variations; man adds them up in
certain directions useful to him.” Darwin thought this process helps create
breeds of animals and plants that are well adapted to human desires.5 The
other is unconscious selection. Darwin believed that this process “results
from every one trying to possess and breed from the best individual ani-
mals. . . . [The owner] has no wish or expectation of permanently altering
the breed. . . . This process, continued during centuries, would improve
and modify any breed.”6

The striking fact about this list is that Charles Darwin included things
that many of us believe Darwinian evolution excludes. Changes short
of speciation? Check. Mechanisms other than natural selection? Check.
Human beings as evolutionary actors? Check. Domestic plants and ani-
mals? Check. Human intentionality? Check. It is not Darwin’s fault if, in
popular retelling, people have confined his ideas to natural selection.

These clarifications make it easier to see why events in my grand-
father’s hospital (see Chapter 1) qualify as evolution. We saw four ele-
ments coincide to shape evolution among finches in the distant and exotic
Galapagos. The same four elements shaped evolution among pathogens
in the more familiar setting of a hospital room in the United States:

1. A population of a pathogenic species lived in a hospital (more
specifically, in the hospital’s patients). We do not know the name
of the species, but we know it existed because it caused infections.

2. There was variation in a heritable trait. In one or more patients,
some individual members of the pathogen population survived
treatment with an antibiotic, and some did not. We call the indi-
vidual pathogens that survived treatment resistant and those that
did not susceptible. Individual pathogens inherited resistance or
susceptibility from the previous generation.
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3. Reproduction occurred. Members of the pathogen population
reproduced themselves in patients. Hospital equipment and person-
nel helped the population survive by carrying its members (germs)
from one patient to the next.

4. Change in inherited traits of a population over generations occu-
rred. Before doctors used an antibiotic on patients in the hospital,
most individual pathogens in the population were susceptible (oth-
erwise, doctors would have abandoned the drug immediately). One
or more generations later, resistant individuals made up a higher
percentage of the pathogen population than they did before the
antibiotic arrived.

Our understanding of the second element, inheritance of traits, has
changed over the past 150 years. Darwin’s study of breeding convinced
him that parents passed traits to their offspring, but the mechanism
stumped him (a fact he freely admitted). It was hard to fathom, for
example, how a trait might appear in one generation, disappear in the
next, and reappear in the following.

Darwin made a game effort by hypothesizing a mechanism he called
pangenesis, in which individual parts of the body throw off gemmules
that concentrate in sperm and egg. As an offspring develops from the
fertilized ovum, the parents’ gemmules travel to the appropriate body
parts in the offspring. If external conditions alter a part of the parent’s
body, that part throws off modified gemmules and the offspring inherits
modified traits.7 Darwin’s hypothesis might come as a surprise. Many of
us learned to contrast Darwinian evolution with Lamarckian evolution,
the key difference being that Darwinian evolution rejects the idea of
inheritance of acquired traits, whereas the latter embraces it. In fact,
Darwin and Lamarck both believed in inheritance of acquired traits.

The development of the field of genetics supplied a more durable mech-
anism than Darwin’s gemmules. Gregor Mendel and others documented
predictable patterns of inheritance that involved, among other things,
dominant and recessive traits. Biologists dubbed the hypothesized units
that controlled traits genes. Over the twentieth century, scientists figured
out that genes were stretches of DNA that carried instructions for cell
functioning. Some geneticists broadened their perspective from genes as
traits of individuals or families to genes as traits of populations, giving
rise to the field called population genetics.

In the mid-twentieth century, evolutionary biologists and popula-
tion geneticists merged their insights in the modern (or neo-Darwinian)
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synthesis. The synthesizers held that the laws of genetics and evolutionary
biology were compatible. Though this idea may seem obvious today, it
was not so clear early in the twentieth century. In the synthesis, genes
explained inheritance of traits, genetic variation explained variation in
traits, and mutations explained the generation of new traits. The synthe-
sizers placed populations at the center of evolutionary processes, and they
credited natural selection with the biggest role in driving evolution. The
neo-Darwinian synthesis remains the dominant model in evolutionary
biology today.8

The synthesis led to a new definition of evolution as changes in the
genetic makeup of populations of organisms over generations.9 This def-
inition is common among biologists but unfamiliar to many members of
the public. The key idea is that genetic change is the measure of evolution.
If even a single gene becomes more or less common in a population over
generations, evolution has occurred. One of the most important benefits
of this definition is that it helps us understand evolution across all scales,
from individual populations to species and on up to kingdoms. There
is no difference in mechanism between what some call microevolution
and macroevolution. The degree of change differs across scales, but the
process does not.

Recent discoveries in a field known as epigenetics have challenged
the dogmas that limit evolution to genetic inheritance and exclude the
inheritance of acquired traits. It appears that the addition or removal
of a certain chemical structure (methyl) on DNA can turn genes on or
off, which in turn can influence the traits of organisms. It also appears
that offspring can inherit methylation from their parents. Methyl groups
are not genes, so they do not qualify as genetic inheritance, but they
do provide a nongenetic means of inheriting acquired traits. Epigenetics
is a young, fast-changing field that might lead to revisions in the neo-
Darwinian synthesis.10

Readers familiar with the term artificial selection may wonder why
it rarely appears in this work. It is, after all, a popular term. A Google
search for it turned up 311,000 hits. Biologists have applied it to processes
described in this book such as the development of resistance and breeding.
It is a legitimate term but one I avoid because it obscures more than it
clarifies.

One source of confusion is disagreement over the meaning of artifi-
cial selection. Some authors, especially in textbooks, have more or less
equated the term with breeding. Following are a couple of examples:
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� Douglas Futuyma’s evolutionary biology textbook defines artificial
selection as “selection by humans of a consciously chosen trait or
combination of traits in a (usually captive) population; differing from
natural selection in that the criterion of survival and reproduction
is the trait chosen, rather than fitness as determined by the entire
genotype.”11

� Helena Curtis’s introductory biology textbook defines artificial selec-
tion as “the breeding of selected organisms for the purpose of produc-
ing descendants with desired traits.”12

Both definitions highlight a conscious desire to shape future genera-
tions, human control of reproduction, and the development of desirable
traits.

Other biologists have used artificial selection to refer to processes with
opposite features – accidental effects on future generations, no human
control of reproduction, and the development of undesirable traits. Fol-
lowing are examples from the peer-reviewed literature:

� Stephanie Carlson et al. describe trait-selective harvesting (catching
big fish, in this case), which accidentally leads wild fish populations to
become smaller, as artificial selection.13

� Jean-Marc Rolain et al. describe the evolution of pathogens resistant
to multiple antibiotics as artificial selection.14

Biologists use artificial selection in contradictory ways, but they agree
on one thing: artificial selection is something people do. In practice, if
not in theory, then, the major job of artificial selection is to separate
human beings from all other actors (which we usually call nature). The
first definition of artificial in the Oxford English Dictionary is “opposed
to natural.” Every time we use artificial selection, we confirm our self-
image. If we are fundamentally different from nature, then our actions
and their effects are also fundamentally different. Once artificial slips its
nose into the evolutionary tent as a synonym for human-influenced, it
wastes little time dragging in other meanings. Two of the most insidious
are false and feigned. Familiar with artificial flowers and artificial fruit,
we might easily conclude that artificial selection is an imitation of real
selection. This conclusion would, quite logically, lead us to see the effect
of artificial selection as imitation evolution. But this idea is mistaken.
Changes in traits of populations are just as real whether they take place
on a remote island or in a barnyard.
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To head off the confusion created by artificial, this book relies on
terms such as human-induced, human-shaped, and anthropogenic. These
terms (which I use interchangeably) identify human beings as evolutionary
actors without implying that the effects of our own species are any less real
or important than those of other species. My preferred terms also enable
us to sidestep the confusion over whether artificial selection includes
accidental impacts. When intentionality or its absence matters, I rely on
Darwin’s adjectives methodical and unconscious.

Given that authors attribute the term artificial selection to Darwin, it
is worth clarifying that the evolutionist did not push the term very hard.
He did use it in contrast with natural selection, but he never defined it
or listed it in his taxonomy of selection. Artificial selection appears twice
in On the Origin of Species and once in Variation of Animals and Plants
under Domestication. The latter is a detailed, two-volume study of plant
and animal breeding, so the term’s lone appearance is striking. Artificial
selection does not appear in the indexes to Origin or Variation. As we
saw earlier, Darwin did highlight two other terms for human actions:
methodical selection appears seven times in Origin, twenty-three times
in Variation, and in the indexes of both books; unconscious selection
appears seven times in Origin, forty-three times in Variation, and in the
indexes of both books.15

Darwin may have used artificial sparingly because he ranged types of
selection along a continuum rather than assigning them to separate boxes.
Methodical selection anchors one end. It shades into unconscious selec-
tion, which shades into natural selection at the other end.16 In a passage
worth quoting at length, Darwin took to task authors who cleaved the
continuum into the artificial and the natural:

Some authors have drawn a wide distinction between artificial and natural breeds;
although in extreme cases the distinction is plain, in many other cases it is arbi-
trary; the difference depending chiefly on the kind of selection which has been
applied. Artificial breeds are those which have been intentionally improved by
man. . . . The so-called natural breeds, on the other hand, . . . have been rarely
acted on by man’s intentional selection; more frequently by unconscious selec-
tion, and partly by natural selection.17

We owe Darwin’s most famous term, natural selection, to his desire
to emphasize commonalities rather than contrasts between human and
natural selection. In the nineteenth century, selection referred to what
we call breeding today. Darwin’s readers knew that selection involved
human actions, so he had no need to add artificial to imply human action.
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Quite the opposite: he had to add natural to give the term a new twist.
It was a risky move. As he noted, “the term ‘natural selection’ is in
some respects a bad one, as it seems to imply conscious choice.”18 But
Darwin thought the risk was worthwhile because he wanted to blow
down the walls separating the human from the natural. He wrote, “The
term [natural selection] is so far a good one as it brings into connection
the production of domestic races by man’s power of selection, and the
natural preservation of varieties and species in a state of nature.”19

Another term that can spark confusion is extinction. Consistent
with the idea that evolution equals the birth of a species, many of us
have the idea that extinction equals the death of a species. This belief has
led to objections when other taxonomic units, such as varieties of plants
or breeds of animals, are described as going extinct. The broader view of
evolution developed in this chapter points a way out of this confusion.
Populations stand at the center of evolution. In some cases, we aggregate
populations into entities we call varieties and species. The extinction of a
variety or species happens when all its populations disappear, that is, go
extinct. Extinction, like evolution, is a population process. All disappear-
ances of species are extinctions, but not all extinctions are disappearances
of species.

Darwin held much the same view. He emphasized that species assign-
ments reflect a scientist’s judgment and that no clear line demarcates vari-
eties from species. “I look at the term species as one arbitrarily given, for
the sake of convenience,” he wrote, “to a set of individuals closely resem-
bling each other, and that it does not essentially differ from the term vari-
ety, which is given to less distinct and more fluctuating forms. The term
variety, again, in comparison with more individual differences, is also
applied arbitrarily, for convenience sake.”20 Out of this idea flowed Dar-
win’s conclusion that varieties (as well as species) “may become extinct,
or they may endure as varieties for very long periods.”21

Darwin’s ideas have proved so powerful that many people equate
evolution with evolution by natural selection. We have already seen one
flaw in this equation, which is that Darwin thought evolution proceeded
by sexual, unconscious, and methodical selection as well as by natural
selection. Here we turn to another flaw, which is to limit evolution to the
effects of selection of any stripe.

Evolution can occur without selection, especially in small populations,
as a result of sampling effects. If chance limits reproduction to an unrep-
resentative subset of individuals in a population (e.g., only members of
professional basketball teams rather than all Americans), the traits of the
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population will change over generations (individuals in the next gener-
ation will be taller, on average, than individuals in the previous gener-
ation). Selection also limits reproduction to an unrepresentative subset
of individuals, so the distinction between selection and sampling effects
is subtle. The key lies in the role of variation in traits. In selection, a
subset of individuals reproduces because of advantageous traits. In sam-
pling effects, a subset of individuals reproduces by chance, independent
of traits. (Selection and sampling effects can also operate at the same time
in a population.) Chapter 3 provides examples of sampling effects, so
here our purpose is to flag the process.

Knowing about sampling effects helps us nail down the difference
between evolution and selection. Evolution involves changes in inherited
traits or genes of populations over generations. It can result from any
mechanism, including selection and sampling effects. The key idea in
selection is that an individual’s traits affect its reproduction. Selection
includes natural, sexual, methodical, and unconscious selection. The key
idea in sampling effects is that they affect all individuals in a population
with equal likelihood. If variation in traits has no impact on reproduction,
selection is not at work. All cases in which selection affects the genetic
makeup of populations over generations is evolution, but not all cases of
evolution happen because of selection.

I like to think of this book as following in the Darwinian tradi-
tion, which partly explains my fondness for appealing to Darwin’s ideas.
Although we associate him with natural selection, Darwin believed one
of the best ways to understand this process was to study selection in
domestic plants and animals. He was glad he did. When puzzled, he
wrote, “I have invariably found that our knowledge, imperfect though it
be, of variation under domestication, afforded the best and safest clue. I
may venture to express my conviction for the high value of such studies,
although they have been very commonly neglected by naturalists.”22 I
am not a Darwin, but I take inspiration from his belief that one of the
best ways to understand evolution is to look at what we ourselves have
wrought.
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Hunting and Fishing

If you and I were to travel to the South Luangwa National Park and the
adjacent Lupande Game Management Area in Zambia, we would likely
keep our eyes peeled for elephants. For every ten elephants, we would
expect to see six with tusks and four without (Figure 3.1). Those of
us familiar with Asian elephants, but not African, might come up with a
reasonable explanation: the park harbors a few more male elephants than
females. And indeed, in Asian elephants, males bear tusks and females
do not. But those of us familiar with African elephants will reject that
hypothesis, for both males and females grow tusks in Africa. Historically,
almost all adult elephants bore tusks. Tusklessness is an inherited genetic
trait, and it has become more common, so elephants in Zambia fit our
definition of an evolving population of a species.1

Tuskless elephants illustrate one argument of this chapter: by selec-
tively harvesting animals, human beings have altered the traits of popu-
lations of wild species; that is, we have pushed their evolution in certain
directions. We will see similar processes affecting other animals in moun-
tains, plains, and seas. In most of these examples, people have altered
the traits of populations without encouraging new species to arise. The
modern plains bison of North America, on the other hand, might be an
example of changing a population’s traits so radically we consider it to
have become a new species.

These examples illustrate an important way in which we need to
broaden our concept of unconscious selection. As we noted in Chapter 2,
Darwin used the term to refer to the impact of culling on the traits of
domestic animals. Because people kept the animals they most valued,
this process usually led to the enhancement of traits people found

17
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figure 3.1. Hunting was an evolutionary force for elephants. Hunting and fish-
ing have altered the traits of populations of wild animals by selecting for and
against certain traits. Traditionally, adult African elephants of both sexes bore
tusks. Ivory hunting inflicted high mortality on tusked elephants. Once-rare tusk-
less elephants like this one became common because they survived hunting. Tusk-
lessness is a genetic trait, so the offspring of tuskless parents are usually tuskless.
The proportion of tuskless elephants in one African national park reached 38 per-
cent. This photo is from Kruger National Park, South Africa. (Photo copyright C©
Scotch Macaskill. Reprinted by permission of Wildlife-StockPictures.com.)

desirable. This chapter shows that culling (in the form of selective hunt-
ing and fishing) has affected traits of populations of wild animals in ways
that people find undesirable.

This chapter makes a second argument that links human history with
evolution: the state has been an evolutionary force. By requiring hunters to
harvest larger bighorn sheep, the government of Canada created selection
for smaller animals. We extend our understanding of the state as an
evolutionary force by drawing on the concept of state capacity (the ability
of a state to control behavior). Governments with high capacity, such
as Canada, affected evolution by controlling the behavior of big game
hunters. A government with lower capacity, Zambia, affected evolution
by failing to control the behavior of poachers who killed elephants for
their tusks.
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The evolution of tuskless elephants in Zambia is striking but not
unique. It is striking because African elephants (Loxodonta africana) ben-
efit from tusks. They use them to dig for water and salt, move objects, and
mark territory by stripping bark from trees. Natural selection favored tusk
bearing. But Zambia’s elephants are not alone in evolving higher rates of
tusklessness. In 1920, hunters in Uganda’s Queen Elizabeth National Park
killed two thousand elephants. Only one was tuskless, or 0.05 percent of
the population. The feature seemed so odd that the specimen was sent
to the British Museum to check for diseases. By 1988, tuskless elephants
made up about 10 percent of the overall population. The proportion grew
to two-thirds for those over forty years old.2

A likely reason these populations evolved tusklessness was selective
hunting. People have killed African elephants for various reasons, includ-
ing to use them as food and to protect farm fields from destruction, but
the primary motive over the past couple centuries has been ivory harvest-
ing. Ivory has found its way into sculptures, billiard balls, cutlery handles,
and piano keys. A trade in African ivory grew up alongside its sibling, the
slave trade, and sent mind-boggling numbers of elephant tusks onto the
world market. The name of one of Africa’s nations, Côte d’Ivoire (Ivory
Coast), testifies to the historical demand for this product.

Selective hunting converted a liability into an asset and vice versa.
Absent human hunting, tusk bearing was an asset and tusklessness a lia-
bility. Heavy ivory hunting reversed their roles. Cutting a tusk off a live,
wild elephant is a task recommended only for the suicidal, so ivory hunters
killed elephants to get at the tusks safely. Numbers of elephants plum-
meted so low that, in the twentieth century, conservationists launched
efforts to save the species through the creation of national parks and
bans on hunting. But a flammable brew of poverty, lax enforcement,
and global demand fueled poaching in Africa, even in protected areas.
Poachers wanted nothing from elephants except tusks (they usually left
the rest of the carcass to rot or be eaten by scavengers). A once-rare
genetic trait, tusklessness, grew far more common as poachers made its
advantages outweigh its disadvantages. Tuskless elephants usually lived
to reproduce; tusked elephants often did not.3

Hunting and government also played important roles in evolution
on Ram Mountain in Alberta, Canada. As you would guess from the
mountain’s name, bighorn sheep rams (and ewes) inhabit this peak. It
is a popular place for hunters. The demand for trophy bighorn rams
has grown so enormous that hunters have paid hundreds of thousands
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of dollars for auctioned permits. One ponied up more than one million
Canadian dollars for special permits in 1998 and 1999.

Hunter preferences have paired with government regulations to
encourage selective hunting of rams based on horn size. Trophy hunters
prize rams with large horns, and hunting regulations limited hunters to
rams with horns above a minimum size. On Ram Mountain, hunters har-
vested an average of 40 percent of the trophy rams in the area between
1975 and 2002. This 40 percent fatality rate created a strong selective
force. Rams with large horns often died, whereas those with small horns
tended to survive. Rams inherit horn size from their sire, so we can pre-
dict the result: the size of ram horns declined as rams with small horns
gained a selective advantage. And because big horns grew on rams with
big bodies, the bodies of rams shrank as well.4

We can tease out several lessons from evolution by bighorn sheep
and elephants. The first is the irony of hunting: hunters have reduced
the production of the very things they want, such as elephant tusks or
rams with large horns, by selectively hunting the individuals with those
traits. The traditional way of thinking about hunting’s negative effects
on target species gravitated toward ecological impact – that is, the effect
on population size – thus the government’s imposition of bag limits for
hunters and fishers. Limiting one hunter’s take enabled more hunters
to bag a ram. But these examples from Africa and Canada show that
hunting affected the evolution of game species along with their ecology.
On a mountain where hunters harvested 40 percent of big rams, adult
rams with small horns stood a better chance of surviving and passing their
genes along to the next generation than did the more hulking members
of their generation.

Second, these examples illustrate the impact of states and their strength
on evolution. By influencing the behavior of individual human beings,
the state indirectly reshaped the gene pools of other species. Canada
illustrated the impact of state strength. Government regulations forced
hunters to kill sheep with big horns rather than small ones. Absent
enforcement of these rules, hunters probably would have shot rams of
all sizes (thus the rationale for regulations), which would have reduced
selection for small horns. (Hunting still would have been an ecological
force because it would have affected population size.) In contrast, Zambia
showed the impact of state weakness. By failing to control poaching,
the government allowed hunters to hunt tusked elephants selectively. A
state with the power and will to enforce game laws would have reduced
poaching to a low level and reduced its selective impact.
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Third, the sheep example showed the importance of correlation among
traits and indirect evolutionary impact. Trophy hunters wanted ram
necks, heads, and horns to mount on the walls of their cabins, not ram
bodies. But big horns grow on rams with big bodies, so selecting against
big horns also selected against big bodies. Rams became smaller on aver-
age on Ram Mountain. So even when people consciously sought certain
traits in organisms, they unconsciously selected for other traits because
selection acts on whole organisms, and traits (such as size of body and
size of horns) are often correlated.

If we travel south from Canada along the spine of the Rocky Moun-
tains to the first national park in the world, Yellowstone, we will see
one of the most dramatic examples of anthropogenic evolution. The
emblem of the U.S. National Park Service, which manages the park, brings
together two key elements of our story. One is the shape of the emblem,
which traces the outline of a stone arrowhead or spear tip that implies a
human presence. The second is bison, a silhouette of which rests near the
bottom.

When human beings wandered from Asia into North America, they
found an enormous, now extinct creature known as the giant long-horned
bison (Bison priscus). We know that early Americans hunted these beasts
because excavated skeletons of the bison bear stone spear tips. The style
of the points dates them to twelve to thirteen thousand years ago, not
long after the first wave of human immigrants washed south and east
across the continent. These early Americans ate a variety of plants and
animals, but judging from campsite remains, they had a special taste for
giant long-horned bison. It was their favorite prey, perhaps because one
animal filled so many bellies.5

The giant horns that gave Bison priscus its common name tell us some
important things about its lifestyle. Animals with gigantic weapons on
their heads usually live alone or in small groups. Animals that live in
herds usually have small horns.6 Horns and antlers help males in several
ways. Animals use these daggers to fight with other members of the
same species, to increase their appeal to potential mates, and to protect
themselves from predators. Fossil bones suggest that giant bison used their
long, outward-facing horns to impale their opponents. An individual with
longer horns had a better chance of circumventing its opponents’ sabers
and burying a fatal jab than one with shorter horns. Females probably
preferred to mate with winners of these contests rather than with losers,
either because they liked what they saw in the male or because they liked
the territory that the male could defend from competitors.7
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The giant bison’s architecture served it well for thousands of years,
but its body shrank and changed shape starting about twelve thousand
years ago. The timing gives us an important clue about the cause. Only
two major predators, wolves and lions, had hunted giant bison for tens
of thousands of years. If they caused the change, it would have happened
much earlier. The big change in the bison’s environment twelve to thirteen
thousand years ago was the arrival of a new predator. This one walked
on two feet, hunted in cooperative bands, and carried spears with well-
designed stone points. Its remarkable efficiency at hunting seems to have
caused a reduction in the body size of other large mammals, too. Over
the past ten thousand years, North American sheep, elk, moose, musk
ox, bears, antelope, and wolves have all shrunk.8

Scholars have offered various explanations for these changes, but it
seems likely that these new hunters converted the giant bison’s shape and
habits from virtues into liabilities. Hunters who needed to get close to
their prey, such as wolves and human beings armed with spears, preferred
to attack lone individuals rather than many victims at once. Hunting
punished solitary, territorial giant bison and rewarded those that stayed
close together. Clumps of bison became more common and grew into
herds.

Herding is a classic response to heavy predation. It brings a statistical
advantage to herd members because the odds that a predator will hone in
on any one individual will decrease with the size of the herd. Herds further
improved odds for members through cooperative behavior. Members
warned each other of danger, and they fought off predators by joining
forces (e.g., by forming a circle with vulnerable rumps to the center and
dangerous horns facing the periphery).

But bison paid a price for herding. In a given area, the supply of
food per individual declined along with the chances of being attacked.
Smaller bodies probably resulted from a decline in food availability as
bison crowded together. Herding changed the bison’s shape as well as
size. Now survival depended on the ability to crop grass, bison’s main
food, quickly. Shifting the head closer to the ground, reducing horn size,
and growing a hump to cantilever the head’s weight enabled bison to
graze for long periods without strain. Giant horns, which enabled males
to defend territory, may also have become a liability as being able to stay
close together became more valuable.9

In sum, human hunting may have created a new species. By select-
ing for clumping and against traveling alone, hunters could have cre-
ated the short-horned, humpbacked bison (Bison bison) from the giant
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long-horned bison (Bison priscus). Most of this book focuses on ways in
which human beings have affected the evolution of traits within species,
but here we have an example of human beings who seem to have pushed
the traits of one species so much that its descendents became known as a
separate species.

So far we have stressed unconscious selection. But people also may have
shaped bison by encouraging another type of selection. Male bison grow
dramatic, hairy pantaloons on their forequarters. Great-horned bison
did not. Pantaloons do not seem to increase survival, so it is not clear
how natural selection would have encouraged their evolution. The trait
may have developed and spread by chance. Or, some researchers have
suggested, they may have evolved because of mate choice.

Female bison may have chosen to mate with pantaloon-bearing males
more often than with duller males. If so, it would be an example of
sexual selection. Natural selection acts by increasing or reducing survival
(and thus reproduction). Sexual selection acts by increasing or decreasing
the ability to find mates (and thus reproduction). Why would females
prefer pantaloons? Females of a number of animal species also prefer
males with showy displays. Biologists have offered various hypotheses to
explain this pattern, including the good genes hypothesis, which holds
that showy displays cost the male a lot of calories, so only strong, fit
males can afford them. Sick, parasite-filled animals have a hard time keep-
ing up appearances. When bison began clumping in herds, they made it
easier for pathogens and parasites to jump from one individual to the
next. So pantaloons may have been visible signs of strong immune sys-
tems. Females that mated with showy males may have given birth to off-
spring that survived and reproduced more often than offspring of females
that mated with duller males, encouraging the trait to spread as a by-
product of herding, which might in turn have been a by-product of human
hunting.10

Bison and other animals adapted to hunting by shrinking or herding,
but other species met a different evolutionary fate: extinction. A number
of large mammals disappeared from North America at the end of the last
Ice Age, or roughly twelve thousand years ago, including the wooly mam-
moth and the mastodon. Two main explanations have emerged for these
extinctions. One blames climate change, and there is no doubt that the
climate warmed a great deal at the time. The other blames human hunting.
One name given to this argument is the Pleistocene overkill. Another is
the black hole hypothesis because it holds that animals disappeared into
the black hole between the jaws of human beings.11
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I find the black hole hypothesis more likely than the climate change
hypothesis for three reasons. First, these species survived earlier periods
of warming and cooling, which encourages us to look for a factor unique
to this episode. The most striking change was the immigration of human
beings from Asia. Second, mass die-offs did not take place at the same
time in other regions of the world, which also would have undergone
climate shifts. And third, mass extinctions occurred, in other periods and
on other continents, shortly after human beings first arrived.12

Bison survived the Pleistocene epoch by evolving into a new species
with different traits, but the arrival of a new brand of human being in the
nineteenth century almost sent the species to the same graveyard as the
mammoth and mastodon. These new people converted herding from an
asset back into a liability. In less than a hundred years, hunters slaugh-
tered bison so efficiently that they reduced herds of twenty-eight to thirty
million on the Great Plains to about a thousand individuals by 1890.13

They achieved such ruthless efficiency by harnessing two technologies.
One was the rifle, which made herding (an adaptation to an earlier mode
of hunting) into a liability. Buffalo hunters, such as the famous Buffalo
Bill Cody, fired shot after shot into herds of bison, which collapsed and
died on the spot. Solitary individuals would have been harder to track
and kill.

The other technology was the railroad. It enabled people to reach bison
more quickly and in larger numbers. Some hunters did not bother leaving
the comfort of railroad cars as they shot bison through the window
for sport. But the railroad played a more important role by providing
a way to ship a few valued buffalo products, such as hides (for use as
robes) and tongue (a delicacy), to markets in the East. It also facilitated
the replacement of the bison’s habitat, grasslands, with farms because it
enabled the transport of farm produce to eastern markets. The relative
contribution of hunting and habitat destruction is hard to gauge, but
hunting clearly had an impact.14

Collapsing giant herds into a handful of marooned individuals opened
the door for sampling effects to walk into bison lives. One type of sam-
pling effect is known as the founder effect, which I like to picture as a
genetic bottleneck. The estimated twenty-eight to thirty million bison that
roamed the Great Plains would have carried a lot of variation in genes
and genetic traits. But when one plucks a thousand individual bison out
of twenty-eight to thirty million, the sample (about 0.003% of the parent
population) would not have all the genes carried by the twenty-eighty to
thirty million. Only the genes of those thousand would survive. So their
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descendents – the founders of today’s herds of bison in Yellowstone –
inherited only a subset of the genes available to their ancestors. Some
genes disappeared, which means the traits of today’s herd are not identi-
cal to those of the ancestral herd, which means the herd evolved. So the
founder effect refers to differences in traits between ancestral and descen-
dent populations because of a small, unrepresentative sample of indi-
viduals from the ancestral population surviving to found the descendent
population. This can lead to rapid evolution over just a few generations.

The founder effect has also been at work in African elephants. In 1931,
South Africa set up the Addo Elephant National Park to protect eleven
elephants that managed to survive hunting in the Eastern Cape Province.
Since then, no elephants have migrated into the park, creating a genetic
island as effectively as if the park had been plunked onto an atoll far out
to sea. The herd numbered 324 in 2000, all descended from those 11
elephants.

We can see the founder effect in the rate of tusklessness. Of the eight
founding females, four or five were tuskless (selective ivory hunting prob-
ably created this high rate), so the founder effect alone would likely
produce a 50 percent tuskless rate today – higher even than the 38 per-
cent rate at an African national park with a recent poaching problem.
And indeed, the rate of tusklessness in Addo is high. The park has pro-
tected the herd from hunting and poaching for the past quarter century,
so selection via ivory harvesting appears to have played little role.15

But something else has also been at work, for the proportion of tuskless
females is 98 percent rather than 50 percent. That factor is probably
another sampling effect known as genetic drift. It refers to the tendency,
in the absence of selection, for the frequency of genes and traits to change
randomly through time. Drift is strongest in small populations because
random events affecting a small number of individuals have a big effect
on the population as a whole. In this case, if just two of the three or four
tusked female ancestors happened not to produce offspring, and if that
same thing happened several years running, the proportion of tuskless
elephants would quickly grow. By creating a genetic island with a few
founders, South Africans appear to have set in motion genetic drift that
created a population of almost tuskless female elephants.16

One of the major problems facing a growing world population is the
collapse of fisheries. Common explanations for the collapse of live natural
resources (fish, birds, and trees) are anthropogenic mortality and habitat
destruction. A 1996 report from the United Nations Food and Agricul-
ture Organization on worldwide fisheries concluded that 35 percent of
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the world’s fisheries were declining. Another 25 percent were “mature,”
meaning that catches had leveled and probably would drop. The report
blamed overfishing and damage to breeding grounds. Its policy recom-
mendations, mainly limits on the numbers of boats and tonnage, grew
out of this emphasis on ecological impacts (i.e., on population size and
habitat).17

Evolutionary history can revise this interpretation by demonstrating
the effect of humans on fish evolution as well as ecology. In his study
of salmon in the American Pacific Northwest, environmental historian
Joseph Taylor argues that fish hatcheries pushed salmon populations
into “new evolutionary paths.” Hatchery fish clumped together, carried
less genetic variation, and were smaller than wild fish. These factors
combined to increase mortality. Fishways in dams reinforced these trends.
By causing more damage to large salmon than small, fishways selected
for smaller and faster-maturing fish.18

Taylor’s study emphasizes the impact of human beings on fish popula-
tions in streams and rivers. We can push his analysis further by drawing
on fishery biologists to show that anthropogenic selection at sea also
reduced catches. Between 1950 and 1990, the size of spawning salmon
declined 30 percent. Absent people, natural selection favored big fish.
Salmon hatched, went to sea, returned to their natal stream, and either
laid or fertilized eggs. Big fish were better than small fish at fighting their
way upstream and at competing for spawning sites, resulting in their
selective advantage. Ocean nets changed the odds. By snaring up to 80
percent of returning fish, the nets selected against large fish and for those
small enough to slip through. Small fish produced fewer and smaller off-
spring than large fish, reducing the number and size of salmon in the
next generation even more. Smaller fish meant lower tonnage (the usual
measure of commercial fishery harvests) even if the number of fish caught
remained the same.19

Size selection drove catches down in another way: by selecting for
and against certain behaviors. Traditionally, going to sea for eighteen
months was a good strategy because it made salmon bigger than if they
were to stay home. A few salmon (called jack) came back a year earlier
than normal, and some (called parr) never went to sea at all. Jack and
parr competed poorly against big fish for spawning sites and mates. By
catching oceangoing salmon, however, fishers altered the odds. Ocean
nets selected against fish that went to sea and grew large. Now jack
and parr had as much chance at reproducing as the traditionalists who
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ventured out to sea, although they produced fewer and smaller offspring
than did large fish. The number and size of oceangoing salmon declined.20

This revision of the received view becomes more persuasive when we
find similar patterns elsewhere. Whitefish in North American freshwater
lakes once supported commercial fishing. The average size of whitefish
declined between 1941 and 1965, when the fishery collapsed. In the
1940s, the average nine-year-old whitefish weighed two kilograms. By
the 1970s, the average had declined to one kilogram. Observers blamed
the size reduction on removal of older, bigger fish, but it also resulted from
changing whitefish genetics. Young fish grew as rapidly in 1970 as they
did in 1940, but adults grew more slowly. In the 1950s, nets caught fish
aged two years and up. In the 1970s, nets caught fish aged seven years and
up. The 5.5-inch holes in nets had created a size threshold beyond which
fish grew at their peril. Similarly, the average size of fish in populations
of Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) declined under heavy fishing pressure.21

After hastening decline, adaptations to heavy fishing may have slowed
the recovery of fish stocks as well. Once relieved of heavy harvesting, some
commercial fisheries have rebounded more slowly than fishery managers
expected. Evolution might be at least part of the explanation. One reason
is the time lag built into adaptation. Natural selection acts over gener-
ations, and many commercial fish species have long generation times,
so populations may adapt slowly to new environments. In this case, it
appears that natural selection for larger fish requires years to reverse the
effects of heavy selection for smaller fish.22

Another evolutionary factor is the impact of size selection on other
traits that dampen population growth. Although selection may favor an
individual because of a single trait, it acts on the whole organism. Traits
correlated with the selected trait get pulled along with it into the next
generation. Experiments with the Atlantic silverside (Menidia menidia)
found that populations subjected to heavy harvesting of large fish dis-
played reductions in “fecundity, egg volume, larval size at hatch, larval
viability, larval growth rates, food consumption rate and conversion effi-
ciency, vertebral number, and willingness to forage.” All these traits lower
the ability of a population to rebound rapidly from low numbers.23

Fisheries offer us a chance to see how anthropogenic evolution in
populations of other species can circle back to affect human experience.
The cod of the North Atlantic have been famous for centuries for their
productivity, and heavily fished as a result, but a spike in harvests came
with the arrival of larger trawlers after World War II. The average size
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of cod populations near the Canadian coast decreased, probably because
of a combination of evolution and removal of older fish. In the 1980s,
fishers responded by illegally lining their nets with smaller-mesh nets.
This response hastened the collapse of the fishery, and the Canadian
government had little choice but to declare a moratorium on fishing in
1992. But the stocks did not rebound as hoped, and the government
closed the fishery in 2003.24

Plummeting catches in the late 1980s set in motion, and the 1992
moratorium accelerated, a variety of social effects in Newfoundland fish-
ing villages. Unemployment rose, reaching 43 percent in one headland,
and brought stress in its wake. Young adults moved away from their
villages more often, leaving smaller and older populations behind, and
the remaining young people stayed in school longer than their parents.
Fishers turned their attention to catching a more diverse range of species,
especially invertebrates (shrimp and scallop). But technology-intensive
invertebrate fishing created fewer jobs than cod fishing, so the outlook
for full employment remained dim.25

Some biologists have suggested that fishery policies informed by evo-
lutionary thinking might reduce the chances of collapse in the future.
Instead of selecting against the traits we want (such as big fish), what if
we selected for those traits? A study of Atlantic silverside put this idea to
the test. Researchers took a population of silverside and divided it into
six smaller populations in tanks. They subjected two populations to selec-
tion against large size by harvesting the largest 90 percent of individuals.
(This mimicked the usual direction of selection exerted by fishers.) They
subjected two other populations to selection for large size by harvesting
the smallest 90 percent of individuals. In the remaining two populations,
they harvested 90 percent of the fish randomly with respect to size. They
repeated this protocol for four generations.26

The results were both predictable and dramatic. Predictable, because
fish evolved in the directions we would expect. In populations where
selection worked against large size (by harvesting larger fish), the aver-
age size of harvested individuals and their aggregate weight declined over
generations. In populations where selection favored large size (by harvest-
ing smaller fish), the fish became larger. In populations subjected to no
size selection, sizes stayed the same. These results were dramatic because
of the speed and degree of the divergence. In just four generations, har-
vested individuals from populations under selection for large size became
twice as large as fish in populations under selection against large size.
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The reason was not that the larger fish produced more offspring but that
their offspring grew faster.27

Many of us might find these results surprising. It seems logical that
catching bigger fish would lead to bigger catches, and in the first gen-
eration, that was true. But in the longer run, catching bigger fish led to
smaller catches. The practical import of this idea is easier to see if we
translate the terms into commercial language. Imagine the experimenters
were fishers, harvests were their catches, and the experimental popula-
tions were fish in the sea (in this case, silverside, which have a generation
time of one year). If the same pattern were to hold at sea as in the exper-
imental tanks, fishers who caught the smallest 90 percent of fish in one
population would, after just four years, bring home twice as much fish as
fishers who consistently caught the largest 90 percent of fish in a different
population.

Salmon, cod, and silverside are hardly alone. A 2007 study of fish,
invertebrates, and terrestrial vertebrates found that human hunting and
fishing have created size-dependent selection in populations of 108 to 136
wild species. In most cases, these practices select against the traits people
want (usually, bigger animals). A strategy informed by evolutionary ideas
might reverse this effect by forcing hunters and fishers to catch only small
or mid-sized individuals and leave the largest behind to reproduce.28

We can draw several lessons from bison, mastodons, elephants, and
fish. First, human beings seem to have changed some populations of
organisms so radically that today, we consider them to be different species
from their ancestors. With bison, the selection came in the form of hunt-
ing. Second, we have done the converse – eliminated species by driving
them extinct. So human beings have played the role of the alpha and
omega of evolutionary forces.

Third, people have been evolutionary forces for a long time. We prob-
ably have been shaping bison (as well as North American sheep, elk,
moose, musk ox, bears, antelope, and wolves) for as long as twelve thou-
sand years. Fourth, technology is an important variable in anthropogenic
evolution because it can affect survival so dramatically. The introduc-
tion of the rifle and the railroad accelerated the devastation of millions
of bison on the Great Plains. Fifth, reducing populations to small sizes
has encouraged evolution via the founder effect and genetic drift. Sixth,
intensive selection may have played a role in the collapse of fisheries, an
important source of food for a growing world population, and slowed
their recovery once fishing pressure lifted.
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But seventh, evolutionary history offers lessons useful to policy makers.
We make choices that influence evolution in populations of other species.
Evolutionary history can help us understand why people made some
choices in the past and see the impact of those choices. By linking the social
and biological, it can help make clear to policy makers the value of making
different choices in the future. In the case of fishery management, evidence
suggests that current policies have the opposite effect of that intended.
Taking evolution into account, as some biologists have suggested, might
lead to a reversal of policies that encourage depletion of the traits we
most desire in other species.

Hunters and fishers were not alone in encouraging undesired traits in
populations of species they killed. So did eradicators, as we shall see in
the next chapter.
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Eradication

I run most mornings with a dog named Riley. We have worked out a
clear division of labor: he defecates, and I clean up. Riley takes his role
very seriously. Picking the location to make his deposit seems to be the
most important decision of his day, for he takes great care to sniff out
precisely the spot he thinks best, does his business, and draws attention
to his feat by scratching up big wads of grass. Then I ruin his achievement
by slipping a plastic bag over my hand, picking up the deposit, tying the
bag, and tossing this canine gold into a trash bin. I try to minimize hand-
feces contact, but tears in the bags (they previously held newspapers or
groceries) lead to failures. Dogs can transmit some nasty germs in their
feces, such as Salmonella bacteria that cause human gastroenteritis. So
when I get home, I wash my hands with soap and water, and perhaps
I cause some evolution by selecting for strains of bacteria resistant to a
chemical called triclosan in antibacterial soap.1

My hand washing is one example of a larger human enterprise that
has driven evolution: efforts to eradicate organisms. Although hunters
and fishers kill animals, they like having the species they target around –
the more abundant the better. Eradicators bring the opposite sentiment
to their task. Eradication has various meanings. Here I use it to mean the
elimination of a species from a certain place. The scale has varied from
the individual (trying to rid my hands of a pathogen) to the local (trying
to free a house from rats) to the regional (trying to exterminate the cotton
boll weevil from the American South) to the global (trying to eradicate
malaria from the earth).

This chapter argues that eradication efforts have driven evolutionary
change in populations of target species. It identifies social forces that have

31
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acted as evolutionary forces, including advertising, profit making, repres-
sion of political insurgents and drug trafficking, and war. It steps back
from specific examples to draw some broader lessons about adaptability
of species to human actions. The key idea is that some species stand a
better chance of surviving human impact than others because their traits
enable them to evolve more quickly. As it happens, people tend to like the
species that have the hardest time adapting to our world, and we tend to
dislike the species that adapt most easily. So in remaking the world as we
wish, we are favoring companions that we might not wish to have with
us in the future.

For many years, the soap in our house contained an antibacterial ingre-
dient called triclosan. We started using antibacterial soaps when we were
changing diapers on our infant daughters, and we continued after our
children grew older because it became hard to find liquid soaps without
such ingredients. When we got a dog and resumed our feces handling,
antibacterial soap seemed like a good idea again. The Web site of the
manufacturer of the brand we used said its soap was “clinically proven to
eliminate ninety-nine percent of the germs your family encounters. Offers
antibacterial protection.”2

Sounds great, right? But notice that pesky 1 percent that survives. That
is one bacterial cell in a hundred. I must encounter one-in-a-hundred
individuals all day long because colonies of bacteria host thousands and
millions of individuals. Bacterial populations found anywhere carry vari-
ation, but I like to think my hands harbor supersized variation. Students
from most states and over a hundred countries study at my university.
When they arrive in August and return from break in January, so do
germs from their hometowns and vacation sites. Students leave germs
on doorknobs, handrails, coins, and computer terminals. I use all those
things, too. I must have picked up germs from every state in the union,
plus Asia, Africa, South America, Australia, and Europe. (We get few
students from Antarctica.) To be fair, this is a two-way street. When I
travel, I leave germs in the places I visit.

All the elements for evolution of resistance to triclosan came together
on my hands. My hands provided a welcoming environment for bacteria
because I used them to pick up dog feces and handle objects other people
touched. The bacteria surely varied in inherited traits. Frequent wash-
ing may have selected for triclosan-resistant strains, which multiplied
over time. I do not know this occurred, but experiments suggest it could
have. Many germs have evolved resistance to triclosan in the laboratory,
including populations of Escherichia coli (strains of which cause severe
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intestinal illness), Salmonella enterica (strains of which cause salmonella
poisoning and typhoid fever), Pseudomonas aeruginosa (which causes
gastroenteritis and urinary tract infections), and Staphylococcus aureus
(the most common cause of staph infections).3

When we were still using antibacterial soap, I expected it was losing its
punch over time because of resistance. But I saw no great harm – the soap
still functioned as soap and helped wash off germs. It turns out, though,
that I may have been playing for higher stakes. Making germs resistant to
triclosan could also have made them resistant to antibiotics. In the same
way that trenches protect soldiers against bullets and bombs, bacterial
methods of defense can work against more than one weapon. The traits
that protect bacteria against triclosan – such as impermeability, pumps to
get rid of noxious compounds, and enzymes that disable poisons – also
work against antibiotics. Triclosan-resistant bacterial strains survive some
of the most valuable antibiotics we have – tetracycline, chloramphenicol,
erythromycin, amoxicillin, ciprofloxacin, and ampicillin.4

Inadvertently, I could have been encouraging antibiotic-resistant bac-
teria on my hands. I could have passed these strains to my daughters while
preparing dinner, and they could have grown ill. When their pediatrician
prescribed an antibiotic, she might have chosen ampicillin. Because tri-
closan resistance can also confer resistance to ampicillin, the antibiotic
may have been useless. So my daughters might have suffered longer than
necessary until the pediatrician tried an antibiotic to which the pathogen
had not evolved resistance.

You might be performing a similar experiment. Seventy-five percent
of Americans show triclosan in their urine. (Not all of it need come from
soap. Manufacturers put triclosan in toothpaste, mouthwash, deodorants,
toys, and plastic kitchenware.) The concentration people carry in their
bodies increases with income, possibly because wealthier people consume
more – and more expensive – products. There are also age differences.
Concentration accelerates from ages six to twenty-nine and then declines
among older people. Our bodies are environments for the bacteria that
live in and on them, and the products we use affect that environment,
so each one of us is a little evolutionary laboratory. And odds are, the
wealthier you are, the more likely you are selecting for triclosan-resistant
bacteria.5

At our house, we have tried to end our little evolutionary experiment
by changing to soap without antibacterial ingredients. A peer-reviewed
study showed antibacterial soaps to be no more effective than ordinary
soaps at removing bacteria from hands. Even in septic cities in the third
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world, washing with triclosan prevents no more diseases than regular
soap. So far as I can tell, then, triclosan soap offers us no benefits, and
it does create risks. It was hard to find liquid soap without triclosan,
but a diligent search by my wife finally located some. I like to think we
may have done our tiny share to improve public health by slowing the
evolution of resistance to antibiotics.6

This example shows the power of the profit motive and advertising to
drive evolution. It is no surprise that manufacturers advertise products
to increase sales and thereby profits – the profit motive is supposed to
drive our economy. But advertising can spur consumers to act in ways
that otherwise we would not, which can in turn affect evolution. In this
case, the company created the impression that antibacterial soap offered
protection above that provided by regular soap. Otherwise, there would
be no point in adding (and paying for) antibacterial ingredients.

The advertising also created the impression that clinical tests (i.e.,
research involving patients) had proven that the soap protected family
members from almost all germs and, one would conclude, infections.
Without those expectations, we would not have bought the soap. A close
reading of the label reveals that the company raised these expectations
without precisely claiming its soap would prevent infections, a feat I can
only attribute to astute lawyers and an advertising genius.

To isolate advertising as an evolutionary force, we need to show that
its effects differed from other ways of conveying information. It is easy
to do so here because advertising convinced us to use the soap, and
knowledge of resistance (derived ultimately from peer-reviewed scientific
publications) convinced us to stop. It is possible, though, that my search
missed the research that proved a benefit to family health, in which case,
peer-reviewed research might also have convinced us to use the soap. So
I wrote to the company and asked for the research behind its claims. The
company replied with a message listing five pathogens the soap killed – but
no references or explanation of the research. A second request produced
the same result.7 A good faith effort thus produced a divergence between
the information conveyed in advertising and that conveyed through other
media, and the difference affected behavior in a way with potential evo-
lutionary implications.

Now let us widen the scope a bit while staying on the personal scale.
The manufacturer of our soap guided our attention to five disease-causing
germs. But those are not the only species on my hands. When researchers
sampled the hands of fifty-one college students, they found that the aver-
age hand harbored 150 species of bacteria. So when I washed my left
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hand, I may have been selecting for triclosan resistance in 145 bacterial
populations in addition to the five the company mentioned. Washing my
right hand at the same time drove the total higher. The species on the left
and right hands of the same person vary – only 17 percent of those on one
usually appear on the other. That is about twenty-five species in common,
so washing my right hand might have selected for triclosan resistance in
an additional 125 populations, or populations of 275 species of bacteria
on my two hands alone.8

The number of simultaneous evolutionary experiments soars as we
bring more people into our circle. The hands of the fifty-one college
students in the study hosted 4,742 species of bacteria, with only 5 per-
cent of the species appearing on all the hands. So each hand of each
person was a petri dish of bacteria living in a unique environment that
probably selected for some traits over others. Although the researchers
did not compare strains of bacteria within species, they did find differ-
ences in the patterns of species that seem to result from environmental
differences. Women’s hands harbored more bacteria than men’s hands,
perhaps because men had more acidic skin than women. The sexes also
differed in sweat and oil production, use of moisturizers and cosmetics,
skin thickness, and hormone levels, and any of these might have played
a role.9

We can measure the significance of anthropogenic evolution by
pathogens in deaths. A study in the United States estimated that 6 per-
cent of hospital-acquired infections were drug resistant in 1999–2002. In
China, 41 percent of infections picked up in hospitals in 1999–2001 were
resistant to drugs,10 and in Vietnam, antibiotic-resistant germs infected
74 percent of children with respiratory infections in 1999.11 When cou-
pled with the ecology of hospitals, which encouraged the spread of infec-
tions, these strains became grimly efficient reapers. A study estimated that
in 2002 alone, American hospitals gave patients 1.7 million infections,
98,787 of which resulted in death; that is, almost one hundred thousand
people entered the hospital for one problem, contracted a new infection
in the hospital, and died of the latter.12

Malaria has killed millions of people each year thanks to a similar
process. After World War II, a worldwide effort to eradicate malaria
relied on insecticides (such as DDT, which killed the mosquitoes that car-
ried the malaria plasmodium) and antimalarial drugs (such as atabrine
and quinine, which stopped the malaria plasmodium from reproducing
inside human bodies). The project saved an estimated fifteen to twenty-
five million lives but foundered when, among other things, mosquito and
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plasmodium populations evolved resistance to their respective poisons.
Unable to reach its goal, the World Health Organization halted the pro-
gram in the early 1970s. By 2000, malaria was killing roughly two million
people each year.13

We can also measure the impact of anthropogenic evolution in
pathogens by tallying treasure lost. By 2000, tuberculosis infected one-
third of humanity and caused three million deaths each year. Strains of
tuberculosis resistant to the major drugs infected 11 percent of the new
cases. Fallback medicines cost more than the drugs of first choice. Similar
patterns hold for other pathogens. Overall, resistance to antibiotics costs
Americans thirty billion dollars each year.14

Now let us board a plane to Colombia to see what has happened
in efforts to eradicate plants. As we cruise over remote mountainsides,
we might spy the effects of U.S. and Colombian efforts to fight a pair
of foes. One is the coca industry, which supplies the raw ingredient for
the cocaine that finds its way into American noses, lungs, and veins. The
United States has aimed for years to eradicate the coca crop by funding the
Colombian National Police, who go into the field to kill plants. The other
foe is political insurgents. Coca thrives in areas controlled by guerrillas,
making it hard for government forces to eradicate the crop. National
Police aircraft flying over these areas face ground fire. Guerrillas (rightist
and leftist) finance their activities with profits from the drug trade.15 In
their struggles against the United States and the Colombian government,
then, coca and insurgents form a strategic alliance. Insurgents help coca
by planting and protecting coca, and coca helps insurgents by generating
income.

The United States has spared little expense in this two-front war, spend-
ing more than five billion dollars in hopes of victory. The coca eradication
effort has relied on two weapons. One is manual eradication, or tearing
up plants by hand. In 2007, Colombia’s drug police used this method
on sixty-five thousand hectares of coca fields. The method has disadvan-
tages. It is labor intensive, and it requires that government agents walk
into fields, a dangerous proposition in areas controlled by insurgents.
The other and more important weapon is glyphosate, the herbicide better
known by its trade name Roundup. Although dangerous, aerial spraying
risks fewer lives and takes less time than manual eradication. Colombian
police sprayed herbicide on 153,000 hectares in 2007, more than twice
the area attacked manually.16

In the early 2000s, rumors began circulating that coca farmers were
planting coca resistant to glyphosate. A reporter for Wired magazine
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learned from the head of a Colombian farmers union (himself a former
coca grower) that farmers called the new strain Boliviana negra. The
union leader guided the reporter to fields to see the result. The pair first
hiked through a field of coca plants devastated by herbicide spraying. The
leader identified the (dead) coca plants as Peruviana blanca. Then they
topped a hill and came on healthy, neck-high coca plants stretching as far
as the eye could see – Boliviana negra. Herbicides had rained down on
both sides of the hill, but one variety perished while the other survived.17

How did the glyphosate-resistant Boliviana negra strain of coca evolve?
One possibility was that drug traffickers hired scientists to insert a gene
for resistance to glyphosate. The manufacturer of Roundup, Monsanto,
had already demonstrated proof of concept by inserting such a gene in
cotton. A Colombian geneticist told Wired that traffickers had offered
him about ten million dollars to do the same thing with coca, but he had
declined. The scientist did, however, test samples of Boliviana negra and
found no evidence of genetic engineering. A second possibility was that
coca plants generated the new trait themselves via mutation. Plants with
the trait would have stood out like green lighthouses in brown seas of
devastation after spraying, so it took no great skill for farmers to notice
them. Growers propagated the new variety, which replaced older varieties
in their fields.18

A third possibility is that growers switched species. There are two
cultivated species of coca (Erythroxylum novogranatense and E. coca).
I was unable to find a peer-reviewed study of the susceptibility of the two
species to glyphosate, though one study mentions that E. novogranatense
is more susceptible than E. coca. E. novogranatense is from Peru, and
E. coca is from Bolivia. It is possible that Peruviana blanca is E. novo-
granatense and Boliviana negra is E. coca. If the resistance of E. coca is
strong enough to survive glyphosate, growers may have altered the genetic
composition of their plants by replacing one species with another.19

Resistance to glyphosate converted eradication programs into allies
of coca plants and their human comrades. Glyphosate normally kills all
plants it encounters, which makes it useful for clearing fields but not
for killing weeds among crops. Monsanto inserted a gene for glyphosate
resistance into cotton because it opened up a huge market for its herbicide.
Roundup increased yields from glyphosate-resistant cotton by eliminating
competition from weeds. Now it did the same for coca. Yields jumped
as spraying wiped out weeds but not the coca crop. Thanks to a little
bit of evolution, the millions of dollars spent on the eradication program
amounted to government subsidies for coca production. The U.S. and
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Colombian eradication program became a free aerial weed-killing service
for coca farmers.20

Now let us sail to Europe during World War II to see how little six-
legged creatures fared against total war. The desire to protect soldiers
from insect-borne diseases, especially typhus (carried by lice) and malaria
(transmitted by mosquitoes), led belligerent nations to launch crash pro-
grams to find effective insecticides. Paul Müller, a chemist at the Swiss
chemical company Geigy, had recently discovered a long-lasting, syn-
thetic insecticide known as DDT (for dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane).
Geigy shipped a sample to the United States for testing. It seemed miracu-
lous. Small concentrations killed many species of insects for long periods
of time, and the chemical had low acute toxicity to human beings. The
United States launched a crash production program, modified chemical
warfare gear to disperse the chemical from the air, and sprayed DDT
over vast areas to protect soldiers from malaria. The United States had
brought the malaria rate down to low levels through other means before
DDT, but publicity credited DDT with victory.

Wartime success sent hopes for eradicating insect-borne diseases over
the moon. Müller won the Nobel Prize for Medicine or Physiology
in 1948. Governments, foundations, and international organizations
launched ever-larger efforts to eradicate malaria until they reached the
apex of ambition – to wipe malaria from the earth. But as we saw, these
efforts foundered when mosquitoes evolved resistance to insecticides and
malaria plasmodia evolved resistance to drugs. Evolution enabled insects
and simple, one-celled creatures to defy the most powerful weapons fired
at them.

The list of species that have evolved resistance to pesticides is a long
one, and the economic cost is high. By 1986, populations of some 450
species of insects and mites, 100 species of plant pathogens (largely
fungi), and 48 species of weeds had evolved resistance to their respec-
tive poisons.21 By 1991, pesticide resistance led American farmers alone
to spend $1.4 billion per year to apply extra insecticide. This cost has
risen each year as the number of resistant species has grown. In some
cases, resistance has forced the abandonment of enterprises altogether.
In the 1960s, farmers in the American Southwest and northern Mexico
had to stop growing cotton on seven hundred thousand acres because
insecticides no longer controlled major pests.22

We can learn many things about anthropogenic evolution from erad-
ication efforts, but let us focus here on four ideas. The first deepens
our understanding of the role of states: governments and international
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organizations have often driven rapid evolution because they mobilized
large-scale eradication efforts. A homeowner might hope to eradicate
mosquitoes from her home, but she alone has little power over large
areas. A mosquito with a DDT-resistant mutation might happen to fly
into her home, starting a new variety, but odds are small. But the odds that
a mosquito somewhere in the world will evolve a helpful mutation are
high. Government has the power to mobilize large amounts of resources,
override property rights, and spray pesticides over thousands of square
miles. So the more government involves itself in eradication efforts, the
more likely it is that the target of eradication efforts will evolve resistance.

The second idea also adds to our thinking about states: war has driven
evolutionary change. One of the central responsibilities of any state has
been national defense. Usually we think of human enemies as threaten-
ing national security, but natural enemies threatened security, too. The
United States poured so much effort into developing insecticides during
World War II because it knew malaria and typhus posed bigger threats
to its military than enemy soldiers did. Early in the Pacific war, malaria
caused eight times more casualties than battle. So the ability to defeat
human foes rested on the ability to defeat natural foes. The chemicals,
dispersal technology (planes, spray tanks, fogging machines), personnel,
and organizational models of World War II flowed right into postwar
malaria control efforts and quickly prompted evolution in mosquitoes.
In South America, efforts by the United States and Colombia to battle
political insurgents produced evolution in coca plants.

The third highlights the role of economic scale: the larger the reach of
a corporation, the likelier it is to cause evolution. If a company markets
only locally, its effects parallel those of the homeowner encountering
a mosquito. Its drug might encounter a pathogen with a mutation for
resistance in one town, but the odds increase dramatically with market
area. When gigantic companies sell identical antibiotics around the globe,
their drugs almost inevitably chance on a resistant individual somewhere.

The fourth idea predicts the kinds of species our eradication efforts
tend to favor: those we like the least. By accident and intent, people have
managed to eradicate (globally, regionally, or locally) a number of species
of large mammals. These include, in North America, wolves and cougars
(also known as mountain lions or pumas) as well as perhaps mammoths
and mastodons. Against little critters, they have usually failed.

An evolutionary thought experiment reveals why small-bodied species
have adapted more quickly to eradication efforts than have large-bodied
species. If we were to invent two species, one designed to evolve slowly
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and the other quickly, what traits would we give them? My slow-evolving
species would have (1) little variation in traits among individuals, reduc-
ing the options for adapting to a threat; (2) long generation time, slowing
the rate at which populations could change; and (3) few offspring per indi-
vidual, slowing the rate at which a trait could spread. My fast-evolving
species would have (1) great variation among individuals, increasing the
chance that some individuals bear traits that enable them to survive any
given threat; (2) short generation time, accelerating the rate at which a
population can change; and (3) large numbers of offspring per individual,
accelerating the rate at which traits can spread.

Next let us do an ecological thought experiment. If we were to invent
one species designed to go extinct quickly and another to persist, what
would they look like? My fast-faltering species would have (1) a small
population size, so killing an individual would have a measurable impact;
(2) a long generation time, preventing populations from rebounding
quickly; (3) few offspring per individual, also preventing populations
from rebounding quickly; (4) large territories, making it easier to erad-
icate all individuals in a given area; and (5) the ability to live in only
a narrow range of environmental conditions, so eliminating one habitat
would kill off the species. My persistent species would have (1) a large
population; (2) a short generation time; (3) many offspring per individual;
and (4) the ability to survive in a variety of habitats.

Now let us apply the results of our thought experiment to eradica-
tion. Wolves, cougars, and other predators fit the bill for slow-adapting,
easily extinguished species. They have long generation times (a year or
more), few offspring per individual (we could count the pups in a litter
on one or two hands), and large territories (measured in square miles)
that keep population density low.23 They could not evolve or reproduce
rapidly enough to find a way around well-organized eradication efforts
by U.S. federal and state agencies. Insects, viruses, bacteria, and fungi
are the opposite. They live in large populations (billions and trillions of
individuals), have short generations (measured in hours or days for some
bacteria and viruses), and produce huge numbers of offspring per indi-
vidual (hundreds or thousands). It is easy for many of them to evolve and
reproduce rapidly enough to survive conscious or unconscious actions
that could wipe them out.

That big-bodied species tend to evolve more slowly than small-bodied
species is no accident. Species with large bodies usually have long gen-
eration times and produce few offspring per individual. It takes time to
grow from infant to adult wolf or whale, postponing the arrival of sexual
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maturity. Big-bodied animals bear relatively big offspring, limiting the
number a female can carry at one time. The offspring require a lot of help
from parents until they mature, which also lengthens generation time and
limits the number of offspring. Species with small bodies, on the other
hand, reach sexual maturity more quickly. They produce tiny offspring
(in the form of cells for bacteria and eggs for insects) that require no
parental care to mature, which aids in keeping generation times short
and numbers of offspring large.

Evolutionarily, both types of organisms are betting that their offspring
will survive to the next generation, but they go about it in opposite
ways. Big-bodied animals often take the quality approach: by investing
large resources in a few offspring, they bank on bringing a high per-
centage to maturity. Small-bodied organisms generally take the quantity
approach: by investing little in each offspring, they can produce so many
offspring that a few survive even though most die young.24 This brings us
to our general conclusion: among the species that have grabbed human
attention, small-bodied creatures have generally adapted to threats more
quickly than large-bodied organisms. The small-bodied organisms that
live in large populations, and spread over wide areas and habitats, have
met with the most success.

The implications for the kind of world we might expect in the future
are profound – and opposite of what most people would like to see.
People tend to like big, showy birds and mammals. Conservationists call
them charismatic megafauna and highlight them in publicity campaigns.
Even the people who shoot megafauna want to have them around. But
megafauna adapt slowly to a changing world, and it is not hard to drive
them extinct by hunting and habitat destruction. In contrast, people
tend to dislike little creepy things and germs. But many little species
have the traits that enable them to adapt quickly to threats. The faster
we change the environment, the more likely we are to drive specialized
large mammals extinct while keeping small generalist organisms, some of
whom do not have our best interests at heart, around for company.

Hunting, fishing, and eradicating resemble each other in that all involve
intentional efforts by people to interact with specific species. In the next
chapter, we turn our focus to the evolutionary impact of environmental
change, which changes species without most of us noticing.
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Altering Environments

I hope your walking shoes and Mackintosh are at hand, for we are off
on a ramble through the English countryside. We have jumped back to
the nineteenth century, and as we head out, we see green hues burst
forth from crops and weeds, grasses and shrubs, and trees and marsh.
Birds and insects seem to be flying, buzzing, or crawling most places we
look. We can even see a tall, tweedy fellow with a net chasing butterflies
at the edge of the woods. Generations of farmers have encouraged this
diversity of plants by dividing fields, plowing some and leaving others
fallow, growing several types of crops, and planting hedgerows.

Now let us jump forward to today. The landscape looks very different.
Large fields have replaced small fields, hedgerows and woods have dis-
appeared to make tractor plowing easier, manufactured fertilizers have
substituted for plant and animal manures and fallowing, single crops
grow over large areas, grasslands are closely cropped, herbicides have
annihilated weeds, and combine harvesting has left few seeds behind
for avian gleaning. Monotony has squeezed out diversity.1 Mostly these
changes have been ecological, altering the distribution and abundance of
organisms, but some of the changes have been evolutionary, changing the
traits of organisms.

We know about some of the evolutionary changes. The farmer plants
crops bred for high yield and likes to hunt with a retrieving dog, both
of which have been inbred to reduce variation of genes and traits. The
insects and diseases infesting the crops probably evolved resistance to an
earlier generation of pesticides. Crops, pets, and pests – these are the types
of species we notice because they affect our lives. And these have been
the types of species on which we have focused so far in this book. This

42
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chapter shifts our focus from the species we notice to those we usually do
not. We change the evolution of unobserved species, too.

This chapter argues that we have accidentally shaped the evolution
of populations by altering environments. We have no idea how many
species we have changed in this way, or how radically, or how quickly.
The reason is that most of the species in the world are tiny little things
that pass beneath our gaze. Many of them, such as bacteria, become
visible only under a microscope. Others are big enough to see but seem
trivial. Hundreds of species of insects live in farm fields, but farmers usu-
ally notice only those that become numerous enough to cause economic
damage. What is true of farm fields is true of the globe. Scientists have
named 1.75 million species, and they estimate that 5 to 100 million more
remain to be classified.2 Insects account for perhaps half this diversity.
The range of the estimates, spanning orders of magnitude, provides a clue
to our ignorance. We know so little that we cannot confidently predict
how much we do not know.

This chapter explores accidental selection via environmental change on
three scales. The first section looks at the personal scale, using bacteria as
an example. The second looks at the regional scale, using peppered moths
as a case study. And the third looks at the global scale, looking at several
species of plants and animals that have altered their traits in response to
climate change. A variety of human activities have affected environments
on all these scales. We have been changing sea levels, increasing ultraviolet
radiation, transferring species across continents, contributing pollutants
to air and water, and changing the pH of rain through additions of sulfur
dioxide and nitrogen oxides.3

If you dislike the idea of bacteria in your body, I have some bad news.
Our bodies teem with bacteria. Inside your gut alone, so many bacteria
live that the number of their cells is ten times higher than the number of
human-derived cells in your entire body. So 90 percent or more of the
cells in and on our bodies belong to other species hitching a ride. This is
a good thing, too. We depend on these bacteria to survive. The bacteria
in our intestines, for example, digest our food.4

Given that we harbor so many bacteria, we can safely predict that each
of us is managing thousands of evolutionary experiments even when we
are not thinking about bacteria at all. Take the impact of weight loss.
Thousands of species of bacteria live inside each of us, and they differ
dramatically from person to person, but most (92.6%) belong to two
major divisions: the bacteriodetes and the firmicutes. The ratio of bacte-
riodetes to firmicutes is smaller in obese than in lean people, but when
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obese people lose weight, the ratio increases significantly.5 These data are
ecological – they describe differences in species abundance. But environ-
mental changes large enough to alter species composition probably alter
selection for varieties within species as well.

This leads me to propose a testable hypothesis: changes in diet affect
the evolution of human gut bacteria. I would venture that populations
of bacteria in the gut of an alcoholic, for example, might have evolved
traits different from populations in the gut of a teetotaler. This is an
example of using evolutionary history to generate hypotheses that future
research can test and support or refute. At the moment, we have little
grasp on how selection has shaped the genomes and functions of human
gut bacteria at all, much less the role of diet, though the recently
launched Human Microbiome Project should lay the groundwork for
deeper understanding.6

What social factors have driven evolutionary change on the personal
scale? The most obvious factors are personal decisions – the soaps we
use to wash our hands or the food we eat and thus how much we weigh.
But we can push the historical side much harder. In the case of gut
bacteria, obesity is not just a function of personal choice. It is also grows
out of broad social choices that shape personal decisions. A variety of
institutions shape those choices.

Let us return to the role of the U.S. federal government and highlight
just two ways it has contributed to obesity and thus to the types of
bacteria favored in American guts. One is by subsidizing the production
of corn. The cost of producing a bushel of corn often exceeds the price it
would command on the market. The only reason farmers can afford to
raise an uneconomical crop is government crop subsidies.

Those subsidies result from many factors, but one is the constitutional
distribution of power. Every state, no matter how small the population,
has two senators. So sparsely populated agricultural states have enormous
clout in Congress, which enables senators to channel billions of dollars
to farmers. The subsidies reward farmers who produce the most bushels
per acre. The result is predictable – huge mountains of cheap corn at
harvest time. Processors realized that cheap corn enabled them to make a
cheap sweetener, high fructose corn syrup, which replaced more expensive
crystalline sugar (sucrose) in hundreds of products, from soft drinks to
spaghetti sauce. Cheap sweeteners mean cheap calories for consumers, so
caloric consumption has risen steadily in the United States.7

Now let us turn from the energy we put into our bodies to the energy
we burn up. Once again, we will look at the role of the state. Eating more
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calories increases our body weight only if we eat more than we use car-
rying out daily activities. Unfortunately, calorie consumption rose at the
same time that physical activity declined. The biggest factor was a shift in
the labor market, with service jobs at desks replacing labor-intensive jobs
involving constant motion. But activity outside work also declined, and
two of the biggest reasons were the automobile and television. People
who commuted by car walked a few feet from house to car, drove to
work, walked a few feet from parking lot to desk, walked the same few
feet back to the parking lot, drove home, walked a few feet to the house,
and sat on a couch to watch television all evening.8

The growth of automobile-dependent suburbs encouraged this pat-
tern of behavior, and government policies encouraged the growth of
suburbs through permissive zoning, road building, mortgage subsidies,
and tax breaks. Suburban living almost always forced a person to drive
to work and shopping. State actions thus modulated the amount of
physical activity Americans got, which influenced their weight, which
influenced their gut bacteria, which probably encouraged the evolution
of some strains over others without anyone ever thinking about this
effect.9

The growth of suburbs provides a nice transition from the personal
to the regional scale of evolution-inducing environmental change. Here
I cannot resist looking at one of the classic stories of human-induced
evolution involving peppered moths (Biston betularia Linn.). Remember
the tweedy fellow at the edge of the woods we saw at the beginning
of this chapter? He is important to our story, for his hobby led him to
skewer butterflies and moths on pins and store them in special boxes that
we can examine today. He, his predecessors, and his successors created
the physical record we need to chart changes in peppered moths over
time.

Let us begin with colors. The first transition in coloring of peppered
moths is better known, though the second part is equally important. In
the first part, the frequency of dark wings increased in certain popula-
tions over time. In the eighteenth century, the species looked the way its
common name suggests – mottled, with black spots on white wings. In
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, dark wings became more
common over much of England. The second transition is less famous.
Beginning around 1970, the traditional mottled coloring became more
common once again. Understanding the reasons for the seesaw pattern
requires that we bring together biology (moth genetics and bird predation)
with history (economics and politics).10
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When English lepidopterists of the eighteenth century sent their nets
swooping, the peppered moths they caught were almost always light
colored. Collectors did capture a few with dark wings, but the scientific
community remained ignorant of their existence until the second half of
the nineteenth century. In the years 1848 to 1860, collectors in Lancashire
and Yorkshire noticed a surge in the frequency of dark individuals. This
pattern radiated north and south from there over the following decades,
until dark moths turned up in London in 1897. By the 1950s, 90 percent
of the peppered moths over a large swath of England flitted around on
dark wings.11

Continental Europe and North America saw similar patterns. Dark
peppered moths appeared in Breda, the Netherlands, in 1867. They spread
to Germany by 1880; to the Ruhr by 1882; and to Berlin, Prague, north-
ern Bohemia, the Baltic coasts, and Copenhagen by the early twentieth
century. Once they arrived, they became increasingly common. In Berlin,
records show dark moths present in 1903. They made up 25 percent of
the population in 1933, 50 percent in 1939, and 85 percent by 1955.
In North America, the first reports came from southeastern Pennsylva-
nia in 1906. Dark moths appeared in Pittsburgh in 1910 and Detroit in
1929, and from there, they spread up the east coast to New England. By
1960, the frequency reached 80 to 97 percent in Michigan, 36 percent in
Ontario, and 3 to 11 percent in Massachusetts.12

The percentage of dark moths soared because birds preyed on light-
colored individuals more heavily. At least nine bird species feasted on
peppered moths in England, and a similar variety probably did so else-
where. Light-colored moths stood out against dark trees and buildings,
which made it easier for birds to find them than the dark moths that
blended in with the background. Light individuals probably suffered
25 to 50 percent more predation than dark individuals during the century
or so when the dark color came to predominate.13

Then the pattern reversed itself. In the last third of the twentieth cen-
tury, the frequency of dark moths plummeted from over 90 percent to
about 50 percent in northeast England and from 90 percent to 10 per-
cent in Michigan and Pennsylvania. Again birds shifted the proportion
by playing a biased grim reaper. They gobbled up dark individuals 5 to
20 percent more often than light moths during this period, and they did
so for the same reason as before – they could see the dark moths more
easily against the light backgrounds that dominated the landscape.14

The main force darkening the environment in which moths lived
was coal burning. Early research in peppered moth coloration credited
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(or blamed) coal soot for the change. All the places where peppered
moth populations evolved dark wings – England, the upper Midwest
of the United States, and northern continental Europe (especially the
Ruhr Valley) – saw an increase in coal usage in the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries and then a decline late in the twentieth. More recent
research has supported the idea that coal use darkened the landscape but
suggested that sulfur dioxide bore more responsibility than soot. Sulfur
dioxide contributed to acid rain, which killed plants, including the light-
colored lichen that used to grow on tree trunks. The switch from coal to
cleaner fuels dramatically lowered the amount of soot and sulfur dioxide
in the air, which enabled trees and lichen to regrow in lighter colors and
urbanites to wash away the grime that had hidden light-colored walls
from view.

The rise and fall of coal as fuel tells us why the environment changed
color, but it does not explain why coal rose and fell in popularity. For that,
we have to turn to history. The usual, quick explanation is industrializa-
tion. The Industrial Revolution created an enormous appetite for energy,
both in factories and in the homes of workers, and coal fed the maws of
steam engines and fireplaces. But coal was not the inevitable fuel of the
Industrial Revolution. Water powered the English Industrial Revolution
at first, which explains why the vanguard of change – the textile industry
– grew up in the northwest part of the country. That mountainous region
received steady rainfall, so it could pour plenty of water over steep drops
to power water mills. Had the Industrial Revolution continued to rely on
water, peppered moth populations would have retained their traditional
mottled colors.

As industry and cities expanded, though, demand for power exceeded
water’s reach. Before the invention of hydroelectric dams and power
grids, water offered nothing to homeowners wanting to drive the chill
out of their bones and homes. Factory owners found that water lacked
reliability (when it froze or dried up) and constrained their choice of
factory locations (next to rivers with steep drops in elevation). Firewood
could have fueled homes and factories, but England would have had to
rely on imports because it had already leveled its forests.

England happened to sit over large coal deposits near rivers and canals,
making this black rock a cost-effective replacement for wood and water.
And as it happened, the coal deposits also lay in northern England,
enabling industry to continue to grow there. Factories and power plants
in the blackened regions of the United States and Germany turned to coal
because of the same price advantages growing out of location. In other
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regions, such as the Northwest of the United States, hydroelectricity pow-
ered factories without churning out soot and sulfur dioxide. It was not
industrialization per se that caused coal use to increase but rather a price
advantage over other fuels in regions that happened to lie near deposits.15

Similarly, deindustrialization offers a too-quick explanation for plum-
meting coal use. It played an important role, especially in the past few
decades, but the decline began before industry left these regions. Politics,
more than economics, drove the initial drop. England saw bouts of hor-
rendous urban air pollution in 1952, and Manchester (one of the centers
of industry, coal burning, and dark moths) established smoke control
zones the same year. Four years later, Britain’s Clean Air Acts required
the use of smokeless fuels over more of the country and dispersed power
plants to rural areas. The 1960s saw a big shift from coal to oil and elec-
tricity, which further reduced air pollution. In the United States, the Clean
Air Act (especially the Extension of 1981) slashed urban air pollution and
helped drive the shift to less-polluting types of coal.16

We can draw several lessons from this case study. First, human beings
have changed environments over large areas by accident. People burned
coal to power factories and heat homes, not with the goal of darkening
the countryside. Second, human impact on other species via environ-
mental change has been neither unidirectional nor final – it has changed
and continued over time. The frequency of dark peppered moths rose
and then fell again because human beings alternately darkened and light-
ened the landscape.

Third, economics, technological choice, and politics all have influenced
the way people have shaped environments and thus evolution. Economics
played a key role in technological choice: people used coal where it was
cheap and abundant, and that drove parallel evolution in England, con-
tinental Europe, and the United States. Moths in other regions, where
dams provided a cheap and abundant source of power, did not face the
same selective pressures, but politics intervened in the economy to prompt
a shift from coal to cleaner fuels, which ushered in a different selective
regime for moths in places where coal could have continued to pollute
the landscape.

Fourth, we change populations of species without knowing it. When
English laborers decided to light the coal in a grate, they had no thought
of peppered moths. Few could have recognized or named the species.
But striking the match contributed in a small way to evolution within this
species. And fifth, we have no way to track the evolution we cause in most
species. We know people changed the peppered moth because we happen
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to have records in the form of moths on pins. But human beings do not
keep records on the vast majority of species on earth. The peppered moth
is the tip of an iceberg of inadvertent evolution.

Although estimates vary, serious efforts to quantify our environmen-
tal impact have produced some impressive numbers. One dimension is
spatial. Human beings now affect, at least moderately, 60 percent of the
world’s land surface area. We shape 41 percent of the world’s marine
environments. In a given year, roughly 40 percent of all the world’s plant
growth goes to human uses, and we almost certainly have been altering
climate around the globe. Another dimension is temporal. In wild popula-
tions that human beings harvest (such as fish), evolution occurs at a pace
as much as three times faster than that observed in natural systems.17

Small wonder that some scientists and historians believe we have entered
a new geological epoch dubbed the Anthropocene.18 By altering most of
the world’s environments, we are altering most of the crucibles in which
populations evolve.

How have we managed to do this? Key enterprises include agriculture,
industry, commerce, and recreation. These endeavors have visibly altered
the face of the earth by clearing land and cutting trees. Less obviously,
at least to the casual visitor, is the extent to which we affect ecosystems
through grazing, hunting, fishing, species introductions, extinctions, and
nutrient use. One study estimated that human beings have depleted, fully
exploited, or overexploited 66 percent of the world’s fisheries, increased
atmospheric carbon dioxide by 30 percent, commandeered over half
the accessible surface water, doubled nitrogen fixation, introduced new
species almost everywhere, and driven up to 25 percent of bird species
extinct.19

Our impact extends beyond those species we affect directly. Plants and
animals live in ecological webs, and plucking one strand often twangs
others as well. Yellowstone National Park provides a dramatic example.
Government programs drove many large predators almost extinct in the
lower forty-eight states by the 1920s. Over the next sixty or seventy years,
almost no new cottonwood trees (Populus spp.) established themselves
along the Lamar River. The population of beaver (Castor canadensis)
also plummeted.

The Lamar River’s ecology changed after the reintroduction of wolves
to the park in 1995 and 1996. Young cottonwoods shot up in some
places. Beaver returned to areas in which they had become rare. The best
explanation appears to be that wolves indirectly affected cottonwoods
and beaver via their effect on elk. With no fear of predators, elk had
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browsed wherever they pleased for six or seven decades. Once wolves
returned, elk changed their behavior. Wolves find it easier to kill elk
in some terrain than others (e.g., depending on whether elk have an
escape route). Elk began avoiding areas with a high risk of predation,
including certain stretches along the Lamar River, and concentrating in
other, lower-risk areas. Freed from heavy browsing, young cottonwoods
thrived in the higher-risk areas, and they in turn attracted beaver.20 This
is an example of ways in which a keystone predator (an animal at the top
of the food chain) affects the ecology of other species below it in the chain.
By affecting wolf populations, people indirectly altered environments for
cottonwoods and beaver as well.

We do not have enough evolutionary biologists to track any but the
tiniest fraction of the ways in which populations have adapted (or gone
extinct) as a result of human actions. We do know, however, that chang-
ing environments around the globe potentially affect every species on
earth, and the scale of our impact appears to have become global. As
coal plants and fireplaces spewed soot and sulfur dioxide into the air,
they also churned out an invisible gas, carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide
(along with methane and a few other gases) rose into the sky and erected
a gaseous roof around the world. Like glass roofs in greenhouses, this
gaseous roof allowed sunlight to shine through to warm earth and water.
But again like glass roofs, greenhouse gases trapped heat when earth and
water exhaled their warm breath. Our planet has warmed, almost surely
because of anthropogenic greenhouse gases, and it will continue to do so
in the foreseeable future.

We hear most about how global warming shapes geography and ecol-
ogy, but it also has affected evolution. Geographical and ecological effects
include melting glaciers, rising sea levels, spreading deserts, and shifting
animal and plant ranges, to name just a few. But changes in climate
affect the environments in which populations evolve, so climate change
has made human beings a selective force around the globe. When the
laborer struck the match to light the coal in a nineteenth-century English
terrace house, the evolutionary impact extended beyond the peppered
moths fluttering in the countryside downwind. That fire also pushed the
temperature of the entire earth the tiniest bit higher and pushed the traits
of species in a different direction. We are only just beginning to get data
on the evolutionary impact of climate change.

The species with the best chance of navigating the storm of climate
change are those with the capacity for fast evolution. As we saw in Chap-
ter 3, they tend to reproduce in large numbers, live in a variety of habitats,
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have short generation times, and carry great genetic variability. We have
already seen that many species of bacteria and insects fit the bill (though
other species in these groups are quite specialized). Now let us look at
the plants we call weeds. Technically, a weed is a plant growing any-
where people do not want it, so trees can be weeds. But most plants
we call weeds are annuals growing in disturbed soil such as farm fields.
With plows churning up their homes every year, these species have to
live in rapidly changing habitats (in fact, many live only in disturbed
areas). As a result, they arrive at the evolutionary dance dressed to the
nines.

So let us take a twirl on the evolutionary dance floor with a common
weed, wild mustard (Brassica rapa). Global warming has been predicted
to bring, among other things, drought. In 2000 to 2004, a drought that
struck southern California gave researchers a chance to see whether mus-
tard populations could adapt genetically to this type of change over a
short period. By a stroke of luck, the researchers had happened to collect
wild mustard seeds in 1997. They collected more seeds in 2004, grew
seeds from both years under wet and dry conditions, and found that off-
spring of the 2004 population flowered 1.9 or 8.6 days sooner (depending
on moisture) than offspring of the 1997 population. The population had
evolved genetically in just seven years.21

Insects are champion evolvers, so it is no surprise that they have been
dancing to the new tune. On O Pedroso Mountain in northwest Spain, a
population of fruit fly (Drosophila subobscura) faced rising temperatures
between 1976 and 1991. One Drosophila chromosome (called O) car-
ries genes responsible for enabling flies to tolerate heat. The chromosome
comes in fifteen versions. As temperatures rose, the frequency of one ver-
sion declined 47 percent in the population while the frequency of another
rose. The version that declined was originally common in northern parts
of the fly’s range and more rare in the south, and the one that rose was
originally more common in the south and more rare in the north. Because
southern areas are warmer than northern areas, the shift in gene frequency
is consistent with adaptation to rising temperatures.22 Mosquitoes have
also adapted to global warming. Between 1972 and 1996, populations of
pitcher-plant mosquitoes across a broad swath of North America shifted
their hibernation (more precisely, entered diapause) later in the year as
temperatures warmed.23

Now let us switch dance partners to a mammal. Between 1989 and
2002, the environment near Kluane Lake, Yukon, Canada, changed
rapidly. The average spring temperature rose two degrees Celsius, less
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rain fell, and white spruce cones became more abundant. At the end of
the period, local red squirrels (which fed on spruce cones) gave birth
to young eighteen days earlier than at the beginning. The habitat might
have encouraged earlier births in two ways – by affecting physiology
or evolution. By comparing the dates on which individual females
gave birth to each of their litters, researchers concluded that individual
(physiological) responses were responsible for 62 percent of the change.
Physiological changes advanced the date 3.7 days per generation. (We
will not go into the mathematics behind these calculations.) Evolution
accounted for 13 percent, or 0.8 days per generation. Unknown causes
accounted for another 25 percent.24

These examples might tempt us to conclude that adaptation will enable
other species to keep time with global warming no matter how fast the
music plays, and to some extent, it will. But we have to remember that
species vary widely in their ability to adapt quickly. Species with long
generations, specific habitat requirements, and little genetic diversity will
have a much harder time. Some of the species we like best – such as trees
and large mammals – fall into this category. A 2004 study estimated that
climate change will drive 15 to 37 percent of species to extinction by
2050.25

And unfortunately, our main strategy for saving the most threatened
of these – nature preserves – will begin to fail. We create preserves where
species live now. As the earth warms, those species will have to migrate
toward the poles (or up mountains) to stay within the temperature range
they need. But we have no plans to move preserves with them, so they
will have to enter unprotected land. Unless we create long, protected
north-south corridors (which some have proposed), plants and animals
will have to leave national parks and face the very dangers that parks
now keep at bay.26

So far we have focused on species that adapted to environmental
change. But not all species adapt to change in time, and the long-term
fate of most species in the history of the world has been extinction. Some
have disappeared from the ranks of the living with a big splash, as when
dinosaurs expired en masse. Others have limped to the boneyard one by
one. Most extinct species disappeared with no help from human beings,
but we have also tipped some into their grave. One famous example is
the disappearance of the passenger pigeon from North America. Hunting
contributed, but habitat destruction played the most important role.27 As
the scale on which we have changed the earth has increased, so, too, has
the scale on which we have driven species extinct.
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Human beings have threatened the survival of the largest number of
species through the same enterprise that changed the largest terrestrial
area of the globe: habitat destruction, especially for agriculture. A 1997
study found that the single best predictor of the location of endangered
plants, mammals, and reptiles in the United States was the presence of
agriculture.28 Cutting of tropical rainforests is perhaps the quickest way
we drive species extinct today. An estimated two-thirds of terrestrial
species live in tropical humid forests, so eliminating these biodiversity
hot spots (or replacing them with less diverse assemblages of plants and
animals, as agriculture does) is an efficient way to send species to their
graves.29

The motives for environmental change range as widely as the human
spirit. They have included economic, political, social, cultural, and mil-
itary goals. Because environmental change causes evolutionary change,
economic forces have been evolutionary forces. Social forces have been
evolutionary forces. Cultural forces have been evolutionary forces. Mili-
tary forces have been evolutionary forces. Anthropogenic evolution, thy
forces are legion.
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Evolution Revolution

As I write this chapter in a third-floor garret, my family’s dog Riley naps
on a rug in front of a fireplace on the first floor. We enjoy having him
in our lives because he bubbles with affection, cheers us when we are
low, and enlivens our walks and runs. We love him, even though he
is undistinguished by the usual measures of canine fame. He carries no
proud pedigree and has won no shows. He came to us not from an elite
kennel but from a shelter, and his ancestry remains a mystery. He might
be a flat-coated retriever, he might have sprung from a Labrador retriever
that coupled with another breed, or he might belong to some other clan.
He is the most ordinary of dogs.

He is also extraordinary, for he belongs to one of the first species of
domesticated animal. Domestication refers to the process through which
species adapt other species to live and reproduce in captivity. In the
domestication hall of fame, the plaque for dogs greets us as soon as we
enter. Dogs hold pride of place because in addition to being one of the
first domestic species, they experienced two dramatic transformations.
One transformation saw one or more populations of wolves evolve into
dogs. It is remarkable that descendents of wolves could become compan-
ions we trust around our babies, especially since the first domesticators
had no example of other domestic animals to inspire them. The second
transformation fashioned dogs into breeds that looked and behaved in
very different ways. It is hard to believe that dachshunds and St. Bernards
descend from the same ancestors, but they do. Riley, like all dogs, is
a testament to the extraordinary power of human beings to shape the
evolution of other species.

54
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The key argument of this chapter is that the most momentous transi-
tion in human history was an evolutionary revolution. The agricultural
revolution was that momentous transition, for it gave rise to settled soci-
eties, advanced technology, nation-states, and nearly everything histo-
rians study. The agricultural revolution was an evolutionary revolution
because it depended on domestication, which altered inherited traits and
genes of populations of organisms over generations. So most of recorded
history is a by-product of anthropogenic evolution.

Making the case for what happened requires little space, so most of
the chapter will focus on a secondary argument about how this evolu-
tionary revolution happened. I will compare the traditional explanation
for domestication, methodical selection, with a challenger, unconscious
selection. I favor the latter, which can be unsettling for those of us who
like to attribute historical events to human intentionality. The debate
over mechanisms is important and interesting, but it is secondary because
either mechanism (methodical or unconscious selection) could have pro-
duced the evolutionary revolution.

Anthropogenic evolution has shaped human history, and thus the
events historians study, more powerfully than any other human force.
The reason is simple. To have human history, one has to have human
beings. Without anthropogenic evolution, the great majority of people
historians study would not have lived. Our ancestral way of obtaining
food, hunting and gathering, supported only small populations of mobile
bands. Large populations became possible only once agriculture boosted
the output of usable food per hectare and per worker. And agriculture
depended in turn on altering traits of wild plants and animals to make
them more productive. Archaeological and genetic evidence suggests that
humans began farming roughly ten thousand years ago. Intentionally and
unintentionally, humans selected for sweeter fruit, nonshattering seed-
pods, less aggressive animals, and fatter cows. Today, all but a tiny frac-
tion of the world’s 6.4 billion people rely on agricultural products for
survival.1

Now comes my trump card: without anthropogenic evolution, you
would not be reading this book. Historians have long suggested that
history began with the invention of writing. (They assigned earlier events
to prehistory.) Writing is a by-product of anthropogenic evolution. When
farmers churned out more food than their families needed, other members
of their societies lived off the surplus and turned their attention to other
tasks. They created social hierarchies, bureaucracies, armies, complicated
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technology, international conquest, and writing – which led to this book.
More seriously, the point is not whether this book would exist; it is
that nearly everything we consider part of civilization (including this
book), and most of the topics historians study, developed because of
domestication.2

We rely just as much on the products of the evolutionary revolution
today as in the past. In 2006, agriculture employed about 39 percent of the
world’s workers. The proportion was higher in the third world, reaching
63 percent in sub-Saharan Africa.3 Like individual workers, nations relied
on agricultural income to stay afloat. In 2002, agriculture contributed
about 30 percent of the gross domestic product in sub-Saharan Africa
and South Asia, about 20 percent in East and Southeast Asia, and about
7 percent in Latin America and the Caribbean.4 Plus, almost all of the
world’s people rely primarily on domestic plants and animals for their
food.

The number of species involved, and the range of taxonomic groups
to which they belong, suggests the enormous effort humans have poured
into domestication for thousands of years. Domesticated animals have
included mammals (dog, ass, horse, cow, sheep, goat, reindeer, camel,
buffalo, rabbit, elephant, ferret, mongoose, yak), birds (chicken, turkey,
pheasant, quail, pigeon, falcon, goose, duck, pelican, cormorant, crane,
canary, ostrich), insects (silkworm, honeybee), and fish (eel, carp, gold-
fish, paradise fish).5

The list of domesticated plants is even longer. The plants thought to
have originated in Southwest Asia alone include cereals (oats, barley,
rye, wheat), pulses (chickpea, lentil, fava), tubers (beet, turnip, carrot,
radish), oil crops (rapeseed, mustard, safflower, olive, flax), fruits and
nuts (hazelnut, melon, fig, walnut, palm, almond, apricot, cherry, pear,
apple, grape), vegetables and spices (onion, garlic, leek, cabbage, corian-
der, cucumber, cumin, anise, purslane), fiber plants (hemp, flax), for-
age crops (bentgrass, rye, clover, vetch), and drug sources (belladonna,
digitalis, coca). Making use of some of these animals and plants has
depended in turn on domesticating microorganisms. Bacteria turn milk
into yogurt, and yeast is essential for making leavened bread, wine, and
beer.6

Domestic plants and animals are so common that their state can seem
inevitable. We eat food and wear clothes from domestic plants and ani-
mals, drink beer and wine made with domestic fungi, walk on domestic
grass, fuel our cars with domestic corn, and share our homes with domes-
tic flowers, cats, and dogs. At least in countries with plentiful food, it all
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seems to work quite well. The Bible can reinforce a sense of inevitability
by describing domestication as divine will. Genesis tells us that God put
other species on earth for our use and gave us dominion over them. Our
original home, in this account, was a garden. What could be more normal
than domestication?

A sense of inevitability and ordinariness can create a sense that domes-
tication requires no explanation. Even when we remember that the pro-
cess took some human effort, we often see it as simple. People spied a
plant or animal with useful traits, bred it in captivity, and voila – we had
dogs and cats underfoot, cattle in the barn, apples and cherries in pies,
oranges and grapefruit on the breakfast table, and lilacs and begonias
in the garden. This explanation can seem intuitive because we are all so
familiar today with plant and animal breeding. Plus, we expect people
to accomplish important things through intentional actions rather than
dumb luck.

If we equate normality with commonness, however, domestication is
abnormal. The first humans (genus Homo) evolved about seven million
years ago, and our species (Homo sapiens) walked onto the scene about
250,000 years ago. We have lived with domestic species for about fifteen
thousand years, or about 6 percent of our species’ history (and well less
than 1 percent of our genus’s history). In light of its brevity and rarity,
domestication looks more than a bit curious and is certainly in need of
explanation.

The classic explanation for domestication, methodical selection, high-
lights traits in which human beings take a great deal of pride – foresight,
planning, and control. As the British naturalist Thomas Bell put it in
1837, domestication showed the “triumph of human art and reason over
the natural instincts of the inferior animals.”7 Under this hypothesis, peo-
ple believed they could transform wild animals into creatures with traits
the wild species did not have, and they used breeding – selectively mating
males and females – to develop these new beings.

This explanation bears more than a passing resemblance to the Genesis
story. Although it shifts the credit from God to human beings, the master
breeder narrative posits a Godlike degree of omniscience and omnipo-
tence. Crediting people with these traits might seem intuitive today
because breeding is so common and, at first blush, simple. What could be
more obvious than mating a champion mare to a champion stallion to
breed fast racehorses? But breeding looks simple only in retrospect – that
is, only after people have worked out the methods and produced a given
result. In prospect, it can look daunting.
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We may need to credit the agricultural revolution to unconscious selec-
tion. People may have domesticated plants and animals as the acciden-
tal by-product of actions taken for other, short-term reasons. They did
not glimpse the long-term outcome of their efforts (Westminster Dog
Show, Levi’s, double cheeseburgers with fries, high school football, cattle
dowries, the Parthenon, the Bhagavad-Gita, and the Crusades) when they
killed off the hellions among the wolves lurking about camp or pinched
longer-fibered cottonseeds more often than short-fibered ones (two exam-
ples we will explore in more detail). Yet actions like these added up to a
revolution.

Unifying these actions was their effect on selection. By increasing the
odds of survival for tamer animals, people set in motion a cascade of
effects on appearance and behavior such as year-round reproduction,
piebald coats, and responsiveness to human commands. And by altering
the odds of survival for easily harvested plants, people created domestic
populations with large seeds, simultaneous ripening, and nonshattering
pods. People did become breeders eventually, but I doubt they were at
the outset.

To see why, let us don parkas and travel to the steppes of East Asia and
the lands of the Middle East about fifteen thousand years ago. Biologists
believe people domesticated wolves (Canis lupus) and developed them
into dogs (Canis familiaris) in one or both those places about that time.8

There we will expect to find bands of human hunter-gatherers roam-
ing the landscape, shifting their campsites to follow migrating animals
and ripening plants. And we will expect to see bands of wolves hunting
some of the same game. According to the master breeder hypothesis, the
hunter-gatherers realized that they could tame wolves to help them create
a better life. Some brave soul burrowed into a wolf den, captured cubs,
brought the cubs back to camp, and trained them to hunt by command.
This worked well. People realized that tame wolves (dogs) could per-
form other tasks, too, so they created breeds tailored to a variety of job
descriptions. Breeders manufactured each variety by imagining the traits
required, picking males and females with those traits, and mating them.9

This scenario places some big demands on early domesticators. Among
other things, it requires that they

1. believed that current methods of survival, which their ancestors
had used for hundreds of thousands of years, were so inadequate
that they needed a new strategy
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2. imagined they could domesticate a wild species, though they had
never done so before

3. imagined traits in wolves (such as responsiveness to human com-
mands and willingness to share a kill) that they had never seen

4. believed they could tame wolves by raising cubs in captivity
5. believed that individual wolves varied because they inherited traits

from their parents
6. believed that one could manipulate traits by mating specific males

and females
7. believed wolves would breed in captivity
8. considered all this a better use of time than gathering plants and

hunting animals for immediate benefit

In addition to calling for almost divine foresight and skill, the mas-
ter breeder narrative makes dicey assumptions about wolf biology. One
assumption is that people created tame adults from wild cubs. Wolf cubs
do behave a lot like dogs, but even human-raised pups turn so fierce as
adults that a false move can incite a bloody, even lethal, attack. Another
assumption is that one can turn wolves, a fierce animal, into a command-
obeying ally in one generation. Wolves do not obey human commands,
and it is hard to imagine that people persisted in raising dangerous ani-
mals for uncertain benefits far in the future. Another assumption is that
wolves will mate with whichever animal people select. In fact, female
wolves select the males with which they will couple rather than leaving
the decision up to others.10

Now imagine we gather around a campfire with the hunter-gatherers
of East Asia fifteen thousand years ago and present the master breeder
scenario. To make this conversation realistic, we could not offer any
information from the future (that is, no data that any of this worked).
The hunters and gatherers might sign up, but I suspect they would laugh,
suggest that we try out the idea ourselves, and get back to making a living
in a time-tested way. Responding in this way does not make them foolish
or stupid; it makes them rational.

Rather than assuming that people fifteen thousand years ago used
breeding techniques common today, let us see how domestication might
have resulted from actions hunter-gatherers took for immediate gain.
The following sequence seems plausible. Hunter-gatherers tossed waste,
such as bones and carcasses of game animals, just outside their camps.
Mammals lurked nearby to scavenge this waste, which reduced the stench
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of rotting meat and offal, so people tolerated the scavengers. When other
food ran short, human hunters turned their gimlet eyes on nearby wolves
and slaughtered a few. But they did not choose at random. Wolves varied
in their temperaments, and it made life a little less stressful to kill off the
most cantankerous wolves first.11

Now let us hide ourselves just outside the camp and watch this process
from the wolf’s perspective. Wolves varied in their response to human
beings. The continuum ranged from staying near people all the time to
staying away all the time. Both extremes, and points in between, worked.
Wolves were pack animals, they followed the leads of high-ranking males
and females in the pack, and cubs learned how to behave by watching
their elders, so some packs grew ever more specialized in camp following.
Within camp-following packs, individuals varied in their skittishness.
The less fearful individuals crept closest to camp and got the most food,
whereas the most fearful stayed farther away and got the least. The most
fearful were also those most likely to respond aggressively if they felt
threatened by people.

So calmer individuals gained two advantages over their skittish kin –
more food and less chance of being killed when people decided which
wolf to impale at dinnertime. Over time, unconscious selection pro-
duced tamer wolves until they behaved so calmly people tolerated
them in camp. Some proved more adept at understanding human sig-
nals (verbal and physical) and soliciting human affection than oth-
ers, and those individuals got more food and survived the spear more
often than their duller brethren. Over time, wolves learned to obey
commands, and people kept the most responsive around because they
performed useful work. Eventually, the domestic version of the wolf
became distinctive enough to be called the Paleolithic equivalent of
“dog.”

This scenario credits unconscious selection with driving domestication.
The key idea is that both people and wolves took actions for their own
short-term gain, not with the intent of molding future generations at
all. But their actions accidentally selected for the traits that distinguished
dogs from wolves. Did you feel the arrow into the heart of our self-image?
We like to think of ourselves as a species that plans, and we historians
almost always credit change to human intentionality. Yet I am arguing
that the most radical transformation in human history, domestication
and the agricultural revolution, began by accident. Fortunately, I need
not rely on thought experiments alone to find support for this unsettling
argument.
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Leave your parka on, for now we embark to Siberia. In 1958, a geneti-
cist named Dmitri Belyaev arrived to become director of the Institute of
Cytology and Genetics in Novosibirsk.12 Belyaev found himself intrigued
by the ideas of Nikolai Vavilov, the botanist and geneticist best known
for locating the geographic origins of domestic plants. Belyaev was more
interested in Vavilov’s ideas about domestic animals, especially his obser-
vation that domestic species showed similar traits despite budding off
different branches of the animal family tree. Many wild animals repro-
duced once per year, for example, and during a specific season. Yet their
domestic descendents reproduced multiple times in a year and during any
season. Belyaev hypothesized that selecting for “the domesticated type
of behavior” created this pattern. Any domestic animal, he reasoned,
needed to tolerate human presence, obey, and reproduce in captivity.
And he thought people selected for domesticated behavior without real-
izing it. With that in mind, he decided to see if he could create animals
that behaved like dogs.13

Belyaev decided to test his idea using silver foxes. Like wolves and
dogs, foxes belong to the family Canidae. Belyaev chose a population
that had lived on a fur farm for about sixty years but that had contin-
ued to reproduce once a year during a specific season. Although their
handlers had not consciously selected for behavior, the foxes varied in
their reaction to people. About 30 percent acted very aggressively, 20 per-
cent fearfully, and 40 percent aggressively and fearfully. The remaining
10 percent showed little fear or aggression but, when handled, would
bite. The experimenters eliminated the foxes that behaved most defen-
sively and bred from the 130 (100 females and 30 males) at the calmer
end of the scale. Experimenters repeated the procedure with subsequent
generations, keeping only the best performers each time (about the top
10 percent of females and 3 percent to 5 percent of males). Selection con-
tinued for about forty generations, during which time the experimenters
tested more than forty-seven thousand foxes.14

Fox behavior changed rapidly. It took only two or three generations to
weed out the foxes that reacted aggressively and fearfully. In the fourth
generation, the first pups appeared that went beyond staying calm around
people. These pups whined and wagged their tails when they saw peo-
ple approach. In the sixth generation appeared a few pups (1.8 per-
cent of the population) that experimenters dubbed the “domestication
elites” because they so resembled dogs (Figure 6.1). Not only did they
whine, yelp, and wag their tails around people, they also tried to lick the
experimenters’ hands and faces. Some followed experimenters around.
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figure 6.1. Domestication in action. Russian geneticist Dmitri K. Belyaev
domesticated foxes in the twentieth century. Wild foxes are aggressive, solid
colored, straight eared, and elusive. Experimenters selected for a single trait,
comfort around human beings, for several generations. Soon the population pro-
duced calm, pied (A), floppy-eared animals that rushed to human beings and
wagged their tails to solicit affection (B). These experiments demonstrated that
domestication might have resulted from human behaviors, such as allowing scav-
engers to feed on camp trash, that accidentally domesticated animals. Many traits
we associate with domestic animals might have been by-products of accidental
domestication. (Image from D. K. Belyaev, “Destabilizing Selection as a Factor
in Domestication,” Journal of Heredity 70, no. 5 [1979]: 301–308, see 303.
Reprinted by permission of Oxford University Press.)
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These behaviors did not result from training; they started appearing when
the pups were just three weeks of age. The experimenters stopped regular
contact with the foxes after generation six, but the domestication elites
continued to wax. These doglike foxes made up about 18 percent of the
pups in generation 10, 35 percent in generation 20, 49 percent in genera-
tion 30, and almost 70 percent in generation 40. Many responded when
called by name. And, as Belyaev, hypothesized, some females became
fertile twice a year instead of once.15

A more recent study discovered another behavioral trait the domestic
foxes shared with dogs. Dogs are good at reading human cues, and this
ability is inborn. Experimenters compared young dogs and wolves on their
ability to find food hidden under some cups but not others. When experi-
menters pointed at the cups with food under them, the dogs looked under
those cups more often than one would predict by chance. The wolves did
not. When experimenters tried the same thing with domesticated foxes,
they performed more like dogs than wolves. Belyaev’s experiments did
not use cue reading as a criterion for selection, but for some reason, this
behavior, too, resulted as a by-product of selection for tameness.16

What caused these changes? Belyaev and his colleagues noticed that
domesticated foxes developed at a different pace from the control group
(foxes raised on farms but not selected for behavior). Domesticates
responded fearfully to events for the first time around ninety days of
age, compared to forty-five days for the control group. They also explored
their environment more than the controls did. Digging deeper, researchers
discovered a couple biochemical bases for these differences. One was a
difference in levels of alarm hormones. The pituitary and adrenal glands
of domesticated foxes pumped out alarm hormones at about half the
rate of the control group. The other factor was a difference in neuro-
transmitters (chemicals that influence brain functioning), especially those
that regulated fear responses. So in selecting for calm behavior, the
experimenters unwittingly selected for lower levels of the compounds
(hormones and neurotransmitters) responsible for the fight-or-flight
response to danger.17

Such dramatic changes in behavior in such a short time were surprising
enough, but even more unexpected were changes in appearance. In gener-
ations 8 to 10, the coats of domesticated foxes developed yellow-brown
mottling and piebaldness (white areas caused by lack of pigment) on the
usual silver-black coat. The floppy ears of control pups perked upright
at two or three weeks of age but not until three or four weeks of age for
domesticates. The ears of some domesticates stayed floppy their whole
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lives. The tails of domesticates curled, in contrast to the straight tails of
controls. The skulls of domesticates, especially males, grew shorter and
wider compared to controls, and the bodies of males became smaller on
average.18

Belyaev and his colleagues explained these results by hypothesizing
that alarm hormones and neurotransmitters had more than one job. In
addition to creating fierceness, these chemicals told ears to straighten,
tails to wag, and fur to turn silver-black. This hypothesis made sense
because many of these unexpected traits were symptoms of absence more
than presence. Tameness resulted not from the production of tameness
hormones but from the failure to produce alarm hormones. Droopy ears
resulted not from the body’s effort to produce droopiness but from its
failure to produce ear-stiffening tissue. Short snouts resulted not from
making long snouts shorter but from short snouts failing to grow longer.
White coats resulted not from the production of white pigment but from
the failure to produce any pigment. (Black and white coats resulted when
pigment genes darkened some patches of fur but failed to finish the job
elsewhere.) Reducing multipurpose hormones for one reason also reduced
their ability to produce other traits.19

But why should alarm hormones and neurotransmitters also control
physical traits such as ear shape and pigment production? The answer to
that puzzle came in locating these traits in the sequence of development
from juvenile to adult. Tameness, droopy ears, short snouts, and wag-
ging tails were all traits of juvenile foxes. Fierceness, straight ears, long
snouts, and still tails were all traits of adults. Alarm hormones and neuro-
transmitters, the experimenters decided, controlled the development of
juvenile foxes into adults. Without intending to, the experimenters had
arrested many traits in their juvenile stage even as traits under control of
other hormones developed normally. The experimenters did not empha-
size this last point, but it was critical to the result. If alarm hormones
had also governed the development of sexual maturity, tame foxes would
have been unable to reproduce, and the experiment would have ended.20

At a deeper level, selecting for low levels of alarm hormones and neuro-
transmitters meant selecting for genes that produced those low levels.
How did domestication change the fox genome? Definitive answers await
further tests, but we can identify at least two hypotheses. One we might
call sleeping workers. Imagine that a fox’s body is a factory that, at a
certain age, normally produces adult traits. Certain genes act as workers,
assembling alarm hormones at one step and passing them along. Arrival
of the hormones at the next step tells the workers to produce straighter
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ears or some other adult trait, and so on down the line. Selecting for
napping workers at the alarm hormone step halts the assembly line and
prevents the later stations from doing their job. This is the hypothesis the
experimenters favored.

We can imagine another hypothesis called the sleeping manager. Imag-
ine fox bodies house a factory with parallel assembly lines that produce a
variety of adult traits simultaneously. In each factory, managers control
workers on the assembly lines. Managers work under a simple rule: either
turn on all the assembly lines at once or keep them all off. Some managers
work their factories long hours, while others allow workers to slack off
while they nap. Experimenters favored those factories that produced less
alarm hormone, which meant favoring snoozing managers, which meant
inadvertently favoring factories that produced less of everything. Other
hypotheses, including a combination of these two, are also plausible.

The important point is that the experimenters, and hunter-gatherers
before them, could have created creatures that looked as well as behaved
like dogs by selecting for only one behavioral trait, tameness, because the
genes controlling that trait also controlled the development of a variety
of other adult traits.

Taken together, these findings provide evidence that people could have
created dogs from wolves by piling chance on unwitting chance. To
make life better in the present, hunters and gatherers fed gentler wolves
and eliminated the troublesome. These actions accidentally selected for
increasing tameness in future generations. Tameness resulted from genes
that failed to turn on the development of fierceness, an adult trait. The
genes that controlled fierceness also happened to control the development
of other adult traits, so halting one halted many. Wolves with shorter
snouts, affectionate adult behavior, and black-and-white coats appeared.
But other genes happened to control the development of sexual matu-
rity, so wolves with juvenile traits could still reproduce themselves. These
modified wolves eventually differed so much in appearance and behavior
from their wild relatives that people considered them to be the separate
beings that we call dogs.

These findings also help explain why many domestic animals bear
similar traits. Domestic cows, sheep, pigs, and guinea pigs may have
relatively short jaws, black-and-white coats, droopy ears, and a white
patch on the forehead. These similarities may have resulted not from
people intentionally producing each of these traits, as the methodical
selection hypothesis holds, but from selecting for the one thing they all
had in common: tameness. In these cases, too, we may well be able to
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credit unconscious selection or actions taken to get short-term benefits
rather than intentional efforts to change plants and animals in the long
run.

The unconscious selection scenario also helps explain the separation
of dogs into breeds. Under the methodical selection hypothesis, as we
have seen, people imagined jobs for dogs and then used selective mating
to create breeds for each task. One problem with this explanation is the
height of the imaginative leap. People might have imagined that wolfish
dogs would herd rather than ravage sheep, just as they might have imag-
ined that winged dogs would flit in the air with birds rather than walk
the earth. But both skills probably seemed unlikely to develop. Another
problem is that even if people imagined dogs with new traits, they could
not create those traits from nothing. People could encourage the devel-
opment of wings once dogs grew protowings, but they could not cause
dogs to sprout wings in the first place.

Instead, mutations caused certain dogs to develop desirable traits that
people then encouraged by accident or on purpose. As with domestica-
tion, unconscious selection probably played a more important role than
methodical selection because it was simpler and brought benefits in the
present. Dogs might well have aided in the hunt early in their evolution,
for their lupine ancestors worked in packs to bring down game. If one dog
then tried to scare the human hunter away from the kill while its sister
did not, the hunter probably would have killed the aggressive individual
before the cooperative one. Keeping the dogs best at a certain task in each
generation would have steadily enhanced desired traits.

Agriculture depends on plants as well as animals. Here, too, domes-
tication requires explanation. And here, too, the classic explanation for
domestication has been methodical selection. You will not be surprised
to learn that I find unconscious selection more likely for plants, too.

To see why, let us go to Peru five thousand years ago and watch the
domestication of cotton. Human beings have domesticated four species
of cotton around the world. The longest fibers come from Gossypium
barbadense, better known today as Sea Island, Egyptian, or Pima cotton.
An archaeological dig in Peru, where G. barbadense was domesticated,
has turned up seeds whose fiber length varies depending on the layer in
which they were found. In the deepest (thus probably the oldest) layers,
G. barbadense seeds have short, fuzzy, chocolate-colored fibers. In more
recent layers, seeds carry longer fibers. It is possible that G. barbadense
evolved this way on its own, in which case, the layers simply record the
result of natural selection. But it seems likely that people selected for seeds
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with longer fibers over time, and the layers reveal effects of human hands
as well as natural selection.22

The methodical selection hypothesis calls for human beings to do much
the same thing for cotton as for wolves, though with some differences
driven by the plant’s biology. The people living in what is now Peru
would have

1. imagined a trait in a wild species (here much longer fibers) that
they had never seen

2. believed they could create that trait by mating specific plants
3. believed that individual plants varied because they inherited traits

from their parents
4. knew how to take pollen from one plant and fertilize another plant
5. knew how to prevent pollination by other plants (cotton plants

readily fertilize each other, leading to constant gene mixing)
6. continued this breeding program, with little or no benefit, for years

(probably decades or centuries)
7. considered all this a better use of time than gathering plants and

hunting animals for immediate benefit

The unconscious selection hypothesis charts a different course. Instead
of the seven ideas essential to the master breeder narrative, it requires
that people had only one key idea: to use species for short-term benefit.
Pre-Columbian Americans might have gathered seeds for fiber or food.
It would have been easier to pick seeds with long fibers than those with
short fibers because they gave the harvester something larger to grab.
Longer fibers would also have been preferred for making thread, lead-
ing to selective harvesting. So the seeds coming into camp would have
borne longer fibers, on average, than their brethren still in the field. After
removing fiber, the early Americans probably dropped seeds (by accident
or on purpose) near their camps, which would have produced plants
near dwellings with slightly longer fibers than the average in the wild.
It was easier to harvest near to home than far away, so people would have
relied more heavily in future years on the closer, longer-fibered plants.
Even when harvesting close to home, harvesters would have favored seeds
with longer fiber, so fiber length increased a bit each year.

Over time, these short-term decisions could have produced seeds with
fibers long enough to be useful in fishing nets and clothing. If we travel
to Peru today, we see the results we would expect from this hypothesis.
The G. barbadense varieties (both those now living and remains found by
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archeologists) range across a continuum from wild to highly bred. Mod-
erately domesticated versions (called dooryard cottons) live near homes.
Some farmers raise traditional, local strains (called landraces), whereas
others rely on modern varieties produced by professional breeders.23

Unconscious selection can also explain convergent evolution of traits
in the most important plants for human survival today: the cereals. Com-
pared to their wild relatives, the domestic versions of these species have
larger seeds, more simultaneous ripening, seed containers that shatter
less, and shorter dormancy. The first three traits, in particular, would
have appealed to human seed gatherers. These harvesters of wild seed
would have been more likely to collect

1. the largest seeds because they were easier to pick and yielded more
food

2. seeds from plants that ripened at the same time, leaving behind
unripe seeds and those that ripened earlier and fell from the stalk

3. seeds still on the stalk versus those propelled through the air by
shattering (the explosive opening of a seed container that enables
plants to disperse seeds over a larger area than letting them fall
beneath the parent).

After-harvest selection would have continued through a process simi-
lar to that of cotton. Gatherers would have carried seeds back to camp,
where some kernels would have fallen to the ground by accident, some
might have been buried in containers for future use, some would have been
eaten whole, and some might have been processed (by grinding and cook-
ing). Accidental dropping and intentional burying of seeds for future use
in porous containers would have planted seeds near camp. Eating seeds
whole would have, too, though through a less obvious route. Seeds of
many species pass through bird and mammal digestive tracts unscathed,
and some even require such passage to germinate. When human beings
defecated, most likely near camp, they would have deposited seeds and
fertilizer on the ground at the same time. When these seeds grew into
plants, unconscious selection would have enhanced the same traits, and
so on for generations, until the wild and domestic versions differed dra-
matically.

Most of the literature on domestication implies that humans have sat
in the driver’s seat while other species rode in the back of the truck.
The first word in the title of anthropologist Yi Fu-Tuan’s analysis of
pets, Dominance and Affection, reflects this view. For John Perkins, who
described the green revolution as one stage in a long evolutionary process,
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this unidirectional view is inadequate: “Wheat and people coevolved in
ways that left neither much ability to prosper without the other.”24

This bidirectional view opens the possibility that organisms domes-
ticated humans as well as vice versa. Biologist Raymond P. Coppinger
and English professor Charles Kay Smith have argued that since the last
ice age some ten thousand years ago, much of the most important evo-
lution has taken place within the arena of human activity. Becoming
useful to human beings helped organisms adapt to a rapidly changing
environment.25 Popular writer Stephen Budiansky has made this argu-
ment in two books. In Covenant of the Wild, he suggests that domestic
animals have “chosen” to become domesticates because this path offered
more chances of survival than did living in the wild. The wolves that
became dogs have thrived and now number in the millions in the United
States. The wolves that remained wild found themselves all but extermi-
nated in the lower forty-eight states. Budiansky expands on this theme in
The Truth about Dogs.26

Another popular writer, Michael Pollan, has argued a similar thesis
about plants. In The Botany of Desire, he points out that bees probably
“see” plants as doing work for them by supplying pollen and nectar,
just as Pollan had seen his plants as doing work for him by producing
vegetables. But the plants could just as well “see” the bee and Pollan doing
work for them. Wild varieties of plants had to compete for resources with
other species, protect themselves against herbivores, and hope for rain.
Their domesticated relatives got Pollan to do that work for them, which
enabled their genes to become much more common than the genes of wild
versions.27

I favor the coevolutionary view of domestication. The unconscious
selection hypothesis is consistent with this view because it emphasizes
that a series of actions taken for short-term gain eventually added up
to dramatic changes. Many of those actions would have been taken in
response to changes in other species. Because identifying either partner
as the leader in a coevolutionary dance is arbitrary, it is best to think of
domestication as a process of mutual change and adjustment rather than
as one species simply imposing its will on another.

Viewing domestication as a changing relationship between two species
contrasts with the usual view of domestication as a fixed state of a non-
human species. Domestication places demands on human beings as well
as on our partner species. If we stop doing certain things, intentionally
or accidentally, the relationship breaks down and can disappear (breeds
of domestic plants and animals have gone extinct once they fell out of
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favor). We might say that domestication depends as much on domesticat-
ing a population of human beings as on domesticating a population of a
nonhuman species.

The main point of this chapter is not whether the agricultural revolu-
tion occurred because of methodical or accidental selection. It is that the
agricultural revolution was an evolutionary revolution. It marked a turn-
ing point in the degree to which human beings affected the evolution of
other species. (In Chapter 8, we will see how the agricultural revolution
also affected our own evolution.) This evolutionary revolution enabled
domestication partners – human beings and human-modified populations
of plants and animals – to dominate ever-larger areas of the earth. An
evolutionary revolution set in motion an ecological revolution.
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Intentional Evolution

I awoke this morning enveloped by a cotton t-shirt, cotton shorts, and
cotton sheets. Now cotton socks, cotton jeans, a cotton shirt, and cotton
underclothes clad me. You might spend much of your life swaddled in cot-
ton, too. As we saw, we owe this comfortable fiber to the domestication
of cotton some five thousand years ago. But that was not the end of the
process. We also owe our comfort to breeders, who more recently mod-
ified the plant on purpose. So in living with cotton, we are surrounding
ourselves with a product of intentional evolution.

The thesis of this chapter is that people have used a variety of tech-
niques to modify the traits of populations intentionally, and they con-
tinue to invent new ones. The term intentional evolution does not imply
that people thought, “I intend to affect the evolution of a species.” Few
would have done so. Most have thought of themselves as doing something
else such as breeding plants or animals. We will organize those actions
by the evolutionary processes they affect. We will start with a pair of
selective techniques: culling and methodical selection (breeding). Then
we will turn to efforts designed to increase or decrease variation. These
include hybridizing, transporting, acclimatizing, promoting mutations,
genetic engineering, inbreeding, and cloning. We will examine methods
that affect inheritance. In addition to three ways of influencing variation
(cloning, genetic engineering, and promoting mutations), we will look at
sterilizing. We will conclude by looking at a cousin of trait modification:
extinction.

Evolution relies on variation. This holds true for intentional as well
as accidental evolution. To illustrate the extent of variation in domestic
populations, let us begin with a thought experiment. Please imagine a map

71
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of the world. Now paint the four places where cotton was domesticated,
with each site getting a different color of paint. Splash some red in Peru
for Gossypium barbadense. Add blue to Central America for G. hirsutum.
Scientists have found it harder to locate the origins of the two domestic
Old World species, but for our purposes, it is sufficient to use hypothesized
locations. Paint yellow in southern Africa for G. arboreum and black in
south Asia for G. herbaceum.1

Now imagine that our map has an animation feature. Our paint
highlights domestication sites of about five thousand years ago. With a
click, we ask the map to disperse the paint to show how each of the four
species spread in subsequent years. We will see colors emerge, spread, and
shade into each other. This is because Gossypium is a randy genus, and
species cross-fertilize each other. Purple emerges where G. barbadense
and G. hirsutum overlap. We also see colors jump to new continents.
Yellow (G. arboreum) and black (G. herbaceum) emerge in the Old
World and, after a.d. 1500, pop up in the Americas when Europeans
introduced them. Red and blue (the colors of the New World species)
begin to speckle and spread in the Old World for the same reason.

Our map has emphasized variation in species composition, but species
also vary within themselves. When populations of a species differ in traits,
we often refer to them as varieties, strains, cultivars, lines, or breeds.
We can illustrate varieties on our map using shades of color. With another
click, our animated map subdivides each cotton-growing area into thou-
sands of smaller areas of varying shapes and sizes, each with a different
shade representing a different variety. Red now speckles the earth in tints
ranging from the lightest hint of rose to the deepest, darkest red. The
other three original colors do the same. Where colors overlap, the sec-
ondary colors (such as purple) explode into a greater range of shades as
well.

Now our map looks as though Jackson Pollock has been in charge, for
its outstanding feature is its riot of color. In 1907, for example, one survey
found six hundred varieties of cotton growing in the United States.2 An
estimate of the world total for that year would begin with six hundred and
add the varieties missed by the survey in the United States and elsewhere
in the world. The number would surely reach the thousands, and easily
more. Since varieties come and go, we would have to repeat the exercise
for each of five thousand years to know the total number of varieties ever
grown. I asked you to mix several thousand shades of color, but that was a
lowball number designed not to scare you away. I suspect we would need
orders of magnitude more tints for five thousand years of varietal maps.
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Let us use the time-animation feature of our map again. We see shades
of primary colors ebb and flow, jump around, appear in new variations,
and fade away. The U.S. agricultural census of 1880 found fifty-eight
varieties in use. Only six of those were still common fifteen years later, a
number that dropped to zero by 1936. Most had gone extinct. An 1895
survey found 118 varieties in fields; two of those were in use by 1925.
Of more than six hundred varieties growing in 1907, nine were growing
extensively by 1925, and only twenty-five had avoided extinction.3

The point of this thought experiment is to emphasize the enormous
variation that exists within domestic species. This variation is both the
raw material for and the product of intentional evolution. It is the raw
material because selection needs variation to act, and it is the product
because people have used a variety of techniques to enhance it.

Although this chapter emphasizes human intentionality, it is important
to keep in mind that the most of the time, human beings have depended
on other species to generate variation. We may have decided to select
for a trait, but another species had to originate the trait. We have devel-
oped a few techniques that create variation, such as mutagenesis, but the
impact of these techniques has been infinitesimal compared to nature’s
handiwork.

Now we turn to ways that people have conceived of their efforts to
change the traits of populations. Cotton continues to provide a good
example. I asserted that people domesticated four species of cotton, which
is the consensus view today (taxonomists in the past divided varieties into
many more species). But historically, few growers, merchants, consumers,
or even breeders knew or cared much about the species of cotton in their
hands. They cared about the qualities of the plant and its product, and
variety names told them more than a species name. We could not assign
many historical varieties to species even if we wished, for they have dis-
appeared without leaving behind the evidence taxonomists need for their
work. Plus, species hybridized to produce fertile offspring, so understand-
ing cotton evolution means organizing our ideas around varieties. Now let
us look at techniques that have affected three key elements of Darwinian
evolution: selection, variation, and inheritance.

One selective technique used by cotton growers and breeders is culling
(also known as selecting), or choosing the individuals with desirable
traits to use as breeding stock. We saw examples of accidental culling
in Chapter 3, but people have also culled intentionally. One of the early
upland cotton varieties in the United States emerged in this way. A
single plant in a field owned by a Mr. Boyd was the progenitor, and its
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descendents became known as Boyd Prolific. By 1847, Boyd Prolific had
become common in Mississippi.4

Another dramatic example came with the arrival of a disease, cotton
wilt fungus, in the American Southeast in the late 1800s. The Sea Island
cotton industry survived thanks largely to an enterprising grower on St.
James Island, South Carolina, named E. L. Rivers, who walked through
his fields looking for the exceptional plant not laid low by the wilt. Rivers
found one such plant, gathered its seeds, and planted them on badly
infected land the next year. The progeny survived, but they produced an
inferior fiber. So Rivers tried a second time with another individual that
happened to survive the wilt. This time the progeny produced good fiber,
and a new variety known as Rivers was born. The U.S. Department of
Agriculture purchased seed from Rivers and distributed it to other Sea
Island growers. Sea Island cotton thus evolved in a classic Darwinian
fashion. An inherited trait enabled some individuals to survive and repro-
duce, whereas kin without the trait perished, and the next generation
bore the traits of the survivor. The population evolved.5

The second technique is methodical selection, also known as breeding
and selective mating (because breeders select specific males and females
with desirable traits to couple). Breeders might mate individuals within
an existing variety, cross individuals from different varieties, or even
hybridize different species. John Griffin of Greenville, Mississippi, pro-
duced the common Griffin variety this way in the mid-nineteenth cen-
tury. Selective mating became common among professional breeders in
the twentieth century. While animal breeding pairs specific males and
females, plants that cross-pollinate (such as cotton) can be bred by grow-
ing varieties near each other (in alternate rows, for example).6 It is hard to
overestimate the importance of selective mating today because most of us
rely on it to keep our food supply growing along with world population.

In recent centuries, science and industry have played increasingly
important roles in evolution. Deborah Fitzgerald has traced the rise
of corn breeding in the United States. In the nineteenth century, farm-
ers improved their corn by saving the best seed to plant the next year.
The arrival of government and industrial scientists shifted the locus of
control from farmers to scientists. Responding to their own agendas as
well as those of farmers, these scientists shifted from traditional, open-
pollinated breeding methods to new, hybrid methods. Because hybrids
did not “breed true,” farmers had to buy new commercial seed each year.
The result was a massive change in the nature of corn. In 1933, hybrids
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grew on 0.4 percent of the corn acreage in the United States. By 1945,
the share of land devoted to hybrids had soared to 90 percent.7

For rural sociologist Jack Kloppenburg, the most important force
driving breeding has been capitalism. In First the Seed, he highlights three
processes that facilitated capitalistic penetration of plant biotechno-
logy between 1492 and 2000. In his terminology, they are political
economy – commodification, institutions – division of labor, and world
economy – germplasm transfer. Kloppenburg notes that humans shaped
the evolution of plants through dispersing, breeding, and patenting life-
forms. Traditional plant breeding was “applied evolutionary science.”
With new biotechnology, such as genetic engineering, humans started
outdoing evolution by moving genes across species. The result was that
genes became a form of property, further facilitating commodification
and accumulation of wealth.8

The significance of breeding has extended well beyond farm fields.
Geopolitics usually brings to mind national leaders, armies, alliances,
and strategic resources; few would include plant breeding on the list.
John Perkins, an environmental historian with a background in genetics,
has challenged this view. Wealthy and poor nations alike, Perkins argues,
saw increased food production as critical to their self-interest in the cold
war. Leaders of poor countries feared that insufficient food for growing
populations could lead to loss of hard currency (to pay for imports) and
create fertile ground for revolutions against the government in power.
Leaders of wealthy nations feared political and economic instability, the
spread of hostile ideologies, and weakening of alliances against the Soviet
Union. Using wheat as his case study, Perkins shows how these fears
motivated rich and poor countries to fund programs designed to boost
wheat productivity rapidly through locating and transferring germplasm.
A green revolution would counter red revolutions.9

Breeding has also shaped social history. In The Animal Estate, cultural
and environmental historian Harriet Ritvo argues that Victorians used
animal breeding to resolve class anxieties. As industrialization twisted
and strained the English class structure, breeders created elaborate class
systems, replete with blue books and pedigrees, patterned after those of
the nobility, for horses and dogs. Published breed standards and show
rings created islands of control and predictability in a turbulent world.
At the same time, shows offered breeders from lower rungs on the social
ladder a rare and treasured chance to compete against and defeat so-called
social betters.10
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Now let us turn to intentional efforts to increase variation. We
already peeked at one, hybridizing, under the heading of selective mating.
Hybridizing generates novel traits by crossing individuals from different
varieties or species, so in this case, breeders affect selection and variation
at the same time. The most famous example of hybridizing comes from
corn. Breeders developed high-yielding varieties by crossing two highly
inbred lines; that is, by mating two varieties, they produced a third that
differed from both parents.11

Another way to increase local variation is transportation, or transfer-
ring varieties from one place to another. In the 1830s, H. W. Vick of
Vicksburg, Mississippi, created a cotton variety called Jethro via culling
from fields growing the Belle Creole variety. In 1846, he mailed seeds to
J. V. Jones of Henderson, Georgia, where Jethro became parent to the
Jones Long Staple and Six-Oaks varieties.12 Transportation might also
link continents. In the 1850s, a German man sent cottonseeds from
Algeria to his brother in Georgia. The seeds grew into plants that became
parent stock for a number of important varieties. Transportation routes
need not be direct. The imports from Algeria resembled Mexican big-boll
varieties and probably descended from them (so the route might have
been Central America to Algeria to North America). The U.S. federal gov-
ernment, too, imported seeds from other countries. In the nineteenth cen-
tury, the government focused on introducing new varieties of cotton. In
the twentieth, its emphasis shifted to breeding from varieties already in the
country.13

It can sound easy to import varieties from elsewhere, but the realities
of evolution make it a lot of hard work. Local environments often differ
from those in the country of origin, so new varieties meet one of two
fates. One is extinction in the new locality. Plants often fail to grow, grow
poorly, or develop traits so different from ancestral stock that importers
give up on the variety. The other is adaptation. In a process known as
acclimatizing, farmers or researchers grow a variety, select seeds from the
individual plants that perform best, use those seeds the next year, and
repeat the process until the variety outperforms the local competition.
Then the variety spreads.14

We can see both these processes at work in the effort to grow Egyptian
cotton in the American South. The first effort was a by-product of warfare.
During the American Civil War, the Union cut the economic feet out from
beneath the Confederacy by blocking exports of cotton from Southern
ports. English spinners encouraged other countries, such as Egypt, to plug
the gap in production. The Egyptians grew high-quality G. barbadense,
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the same New World species as Sea Island cotton, and mills developed
a taste for what became known as Egyptian cotton. In 1867, the United
States tried to recapture some of the market by importing seeds from
Egypt and planting them across the traditional cotton belt. All efforts
failed, though not for lack of trying. The Department of Agriculture
staged fifty experiments over five years before allowing those varieties
to go extinct in the United States. This failure led the Department of
Agriculture to ignore Egyptian varieties for twenty years.15

Economics sparked renewed efforts, and this time, Egyptian varieties
adapted successfully. Around 1890, the rising price of Egyptian cotton
imports prompted American mills to push for more research and domestic
production. The Department of Agriculture tried the three most popular
Egyptian varieties across the cotton states, and again, the experiments
failed. The turning point came in 1897, when a federal breeder decided
to try a larger number of Egyptian varieties in the American Southwest.
A hot climate and irrigation made conditions in this part of the country
similar to those in the Nile Valley. The first generation produced low
yields and poor fiber quality, but years of selecting for early ripening,
yield, and fiber quality produced two varieties (Yuma and Somerton) that
differed substantially from their Egyptian parent (Mit Afifi). In 1912, the
Department of Agriculture distributed Yuma seeds to farmers in Arizona
and California, and production increased rapidly.16

But evolution did not stop there. In 1910, a sharp-eyed observer
noticed a single Yuma plant with longer, finer, and lighter-colored fibers
than other plants of that variety. Researchers selected seeds from that
plant, which gave rise to a new variety known as Pima. The cotton grow-
ers of the Salt River Valley of Arizona agreed that Pima seemed superior
to Yuma, so they decided that all of them would switch to Pima in 1918.
In 1920, production of Pima reached ninety-two thousand bales. Today,
Pima, Egyptian, and Sea Island are the three best-known names for vari-
eties of G. barbadense and their long, fine, strong fibers.17

Transportation does not increase the global genetic diversity of a
species, but another technique – mutation – does. This technique comes in
handy when a species does not possess a desired trait at all. In Uzbekistan,
researchers wanted to extend the growing season for cotton by inducing
plants to flower at a different time of year than normal. By exposing
seeds to radiation and electromagnetism, they induced the mutations they
desired.18 Mutagenesis affects many genes, not just the ones researchers
want to target, so it is only the first step in creating useful varieties.
Researchers need to raise plants to adulthood, see which have the desired
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traits, and cull them. Then they can use the new varieties in a breeding
program.

Breeders also rely on genetic recombination to spur variation in traits.
Sexual reproduction scrambles and unites genes of parents to endow
offspring with genetic combinations unseen in either parent. New com-
binations of genes can generate new traits. In 1998, a study found that
the cultivars growing over 89 percent of the cotton acreage in the United
States derived from closely related parents. The puzzle was to explain
how close relatives carried enough variation for breeders to change traits
of populations in substantial ways. The researchers concluded that “a
minimal amount of recombination resulted in sufficient genetic variance
to make breeding progress.”19

Breeders sometimes have recombined genes by crossing individuals
from different species or genera. An example is the beefalo, a mixture of
three-eighths American bison (Bison bison) and five-eighths cattle (Bos
taurus) that produces fertile offspring. Beefalo advocates have identified
many traits that distinguish the breed from full-blooded cattle, including
lower production costs, greater adaptability to varying climates, longer
life span, greater growth rates, and the ability to consume a wide variety
of food and forage.20

The most remarkable new technique for increasing variation is genetic
engineering, or the transfer of genes among individuals using molecular
techniques. The key difference between genetic engineering and tradi-
tional breeding is the ability to move genes across taxonomic groups that
otherwise could not produce fertile offspring. Breeding limits breeders to
the traits that interbreeding populations possessed. Genetic engineering,
in contrast, makes traits generated by all species available to breeders.
Genetic engineers can even move genes across kingdoms of organisms
such as from animals to plants. Tobacco plants can now glow in the dark
thanks to a gene for luminescence from a firefly. Genetic engineering’s
impact on evolution will only increase in the future. For such a young
technique, it is astonishing how much of the world’s surface it has already
modified. By 2010, genetically engineered crops accounted for 93 percent
of the soybeans, 78 percent of the cotton, and 70 percent of the corn
grown in the United States.21

Let us delve more deeply into the genetic engineering of cotton to
understand this new way of managing evolution, and especially the way
it intersects with corporate goals. Genetic engineering enables cotton
researchers to unite two contrasting (if complementary) strategies for
pest control. Breeders have long adapted plants to their environments by
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changing their traits; pesticide researchers have adapted environments to
plants by changing their ecology. The two strategies merged when resea-
rchers at Monsanto transferred a gene from a bacterium (Bacillus thuring-
iensis, or Bt for short) to cotton. The gene carried instructions for manu-
facturing a compound poisonous to insects. Now cotton plants made and
dispersed their own insecticides, which held the promise of reducing pest
losses and pesticide use. The researchers changed the traits of a popula-
tion of cotton (the strategy of breeders) to change the ecology of cotton
fields (the strategy of pesticide researchers).

These efforts sparked rapid evolution in cotton. In 1996, Monsanto
began selling Bollgard, a cotton variety with a Bt gene inserted into its
DNA. It resisted cotton bollworms, pink bollworms, and tobacco bud-
worms. An EPA study found that farmers planting Bollgard sprayed insec-
ticides less often than growers raising other varieties of cotton, adding up
to a reduction of 1.6 million pounds of pesticides applied in 1999. Mon-
santo later introduced Bollgard II, which carried a second Bt gene that
enabled it to fend off beet and fall armyworms and soybean loopers as
well as those pests targeted by Bollgard. Dow introduced a cotton variety
with similar properties called WideStrike. Massive and quick evolution
in farm fields came when farmers switched to these transgenic cottons,
growing them on 24.2 million acres worldwide by 2005.22

At the same time that companies were promoting the ability of insect-
resistant cotton to reduce pesticide spraying, they were also using genetic
engineering to increase pesticide use. Monsanto and Bayer Crop-Science
sold herbicides (Roundup and Liberty, respectively) designed to clear
vegetation altogether from fields. (Pesticides is an umbrella term for her-
bicides, insecticides, and fungicides.) When it came to fields with crops,
Roundup and Liberty were too effective – they killed desirable plants
as well as weeds, which blocked off huge markets. Genetic engineer-
ing solved the problem by making cotton immune to the herbicides.
Monsanto introduced Roundup Ready Cotton and Roundup Ready Flex
Cotton, while Bayer developed LibertyLink Cotton.23

Researchers developed herbicide-resistant cotton by looking far away
taxonomically and close by geographically. Roundup (the trade name
for glyphosate) works by derailing a plant enzyme called EPSP synthase.
Knowing that Roundup annihilated virtually all members of the plant
kingdom, researchers at Monsanto realized they might want to look in a
different kingdom for a gene that conferred resistance to the herbicide.
They turned to bacteria in the hope of finding a version of EPSP synthase
that could survive glyphosate.
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They found their prey by hunting close to home – the waste stream of
a factory making glyphosate. It was brilliant reasoning because the waste
stream selected for resistance. Researchers bagged a bacterium (Agrobac-
terium sp.) carrying a Roundup-resistant version of EPSP synthase (called
C4 EPSP synthase), which they inserted into the cotton genome to create
Roundup Ready Cotton. Bayer Crop Science also relied on a bacterial
gene to create LibertyLink Cotton, though the gene came from a different
species (Streptomyces hygroscopicus) and worked in a different way (by
disabling the active ingredient in Liberty, glufosinate ammonium).24

As corporate strategy goes, creating these varieties of cotton was bril-
liant. Cotton uses more pesticides than any other crop, so cracking the
cotton market was a coup for Roundup and Liberty makers. Plus, these
varieties force growers to buy herbicide and cotton seeds from the same
company. Roundup and Liberty work in different ways, and so do their
protective genes. Roundup Ready cotton dies if sprayed with Liberty,
and LibertyLink cotton dies if sprayed with Roundup. The lack of cross-
resistance makes each company’s products a package. If you want the
benefits of one variety of cotton (say, Roundup Ready), you have to
buy the same company’s herbicide (Roundup, not Liberty). The principle
works in the opposite direction, too. If you like one company’s herbicide
(say, Liberty), you have to buy the same company’s cotton (LibertyLink,
not Roundup Ready). Evolution management via genetic engineering,
then, provides a subtle but powerful way to control grower behavior in
the marketplace.

By now you can predict what happened when farmers drenched their
fields with herbicides: weeds evolved resistance. Herbicide makers hated
seeing this happen with their own product because their market dried
up. But evolving resistance to a competitor’s product is welcome news
because it gives one’s own product a competitive advantage. The evo-
lutionary ball took a bounce in Bayer CropScience’s favor when weeds
evolved resistance to Monsanto’s Roundup. Bayer CropScience pounced.
On its Web site, it posted this text: “Liberty R©/LibertyLink R© provides
the convenience, ease and cost effectiveness of glyphosate [Roundup].
But Liberty also takes out weeds resistant or tolerant to glyphosate with
its unique, non-selective chemistry. . . . Get a true alternative to glypho-
sate, plus manage weeds and resistance – choose Liberty. . . . Unique mode
of action – no known resistance.”25 The overt message was to substitute
Liberty for Roundup. The subtle message, implied in the first, registered
trademark–laden words, was that choosing Liberty also meant choosing
LibertyLink plant varieties.
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Transgenic plants have sparked heated debate. On one side are seed
companies, scientists, and farmers who support their use. For corpora-
tions, transgenic seeds offer a competitive advantage in the marketplace.
Company representatives also speak of higher goals, especially increasing
the world’s supply of food and reducing the burden of disease. While
economic self-interest is clearly in play, there is no reason to doubt the
sincere desire of these individuals to improve the world’s lot. For farm-
ers, the plants offer the chance to increase yields and income by reducing
losses to pests. Growers also see the potential for insect-resistant crops to
save money, guard the health of workers, and protect wildlife by reducing
pesticide use.26

On the other side of the debate are activists, scientists, farmers, and
consumers. They object to genetic engineering for many reasons, includ-
ing concerns about ethics, economics, and health. Here we will focus
on only one concern: the evolution of resistance. Well before Monsanto
went looking for genes to kill insects, organic farmers had relied on Bt
(Bacillus thuringiensis) as a biological alternative to chemical pesticides.
They mixed up a soup of the bacteria and sprayed it on their crops, usu-
ally after they saw enough pests to worry about. Bt was also popular
in government-run aerial spray programs against the gypsy moth in the
United States because it killed butterflies and moths but not birds, fish,
or mammals.27

The idea of inserting Bt genes into plants terrified advocates of Bt bac-
teria because it threatened to crumple a useful tool. Bt users knew the
history of chemical pest control, in which pests had evolved resistance
to every chemical introduced. Plus, diamondback moths in Hawaii had
evolved resistance to Bt, showing it could happen.28 They feared that
widespread use of Bt genes in plants would accelerate the effect, making
sprays of live bacteria useless. In response, government and corporations
worked out a plan to manage the evolution of resistance. The plan fea-
tured the planting of susceptible cotton varieties near the resistant strains.
The susceptible plants would not select for resistance in pests. When pests
feeding on the two types of cotton mated, the pests feeding on susceptible
plants would dilute the genes for resistance, slowing its evolution.29

By now you can predict what happened: as transgenic crops spread,
they selected for resistance. Farmers in India began growing genetically
modified cotton in 2002 and planted it on 83 percent of the country’s cot-
ton fields (8.3 million hectares) by 2009. In 2010, Monsanto announced
that pink bollworm (Pectinophora gossypiella) populations in India had
evolved resistance to Bollgard, its first commercial variety of Bt cotton.
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India is the world’s second largest producer of cotton (after China), giving
this development global significance. The company described resistance
as “natural and expected,” and it had a solution at hand: Bollgard II,
which carries two genes for resistance. The company expected 90 percent
of cotton farmers in India’s Gujarat state, where resistance to Bollgard
emerged, to plant Bollgard II in 2010. It should not be long before insects
evolve resistance to the latter variety as well.30

The program may have worked, as field surveys have not turned up
resistant populations.31 But I have to predict that these programs will not
prevent resistance, especially knowing that cotton pests carry genes for
resistance.32

Now we turn from efforts to broaden variation to efforts to narrow
it. Once breeders create a variety they like, they usually try to narrow its
genetic variation so that it breeds true (produces offspring very like the
parents). Traditional breeding accomplishes this goal through inbreed-
ing, or mating close relatives (parents with offspring or siblings with each
other). We can think of inbreeding as a specific case of the sampling effect
(Chapter 3). By using a small number of individuals to create an iso-
lated breeding pool, breeders dramatically narrow genetic variation. So
long as subsequent generations of the variety mate only with each other
(something people try to control), the genetic variation remains narrow.
Purebred dogs provide a familiar example.

Another method of narrowing genetic variability is cloning, or creat-
ing offspring genetically identical to parents. One of the most common
methods of cloning is grafting, or inducing a twig from one plant to
grow on another so that it will bear fruit identical to the parent’s. Apple
growers rely on this method because trees grown from seeds vary wildly
(some trees easily cross-pollinate). Novel techniques from molecular biol-
ogy have made it possible to clone species that previously resisted this
method. Dolly the sheep is the most famous example, but researchers
have also cloned pigs, goats, horses, and cats.33

It can be tricky to differentiate the human impact on inheritance from
our impact on selection and variation. Breeding, to pick one example,
affects selection as well as inheritance. The key is to recognize the role
of inheritance in the evolutionary process. It supplies a mechanism for
passing traits from one generation to the next. So here we want to focus
on ways people have influenced that mechanism – that is, how organisms
inherit traits, more than what they inherit. We begin with techniques we
studied under the headings of variation and selection.
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Cloning and genetic engineering affect inheritance by replacing sexual
with asexual reproduction. Cloning enables individuals of sexual species
to pass along all their genes to each descendent rather than just the half
that sexual reproduction would permit. The next generation includes
genetic replicas of the parent, which sexual reproduction would not cre-
ate. This pattern holds true whether the cloning technique depends on
grafting or molecular biology. Whereas cloning bypasses sexual repro-
duction to narrow variation, genetic engineering bypasses it to increase
variation. This technique enables individuals to inherit traits from organ-
isms that might not belong to the same kingdom. The next generation
includes individuals (and populations) with genetic traits unseen in pre-
ceding generations of the same species.

Another method of generating variation, mutagenesis, also qualifies as
a way of modifying inheritance. By disabling or altering some genes, muta-
tions prevent offspring from inheriting some traits. The next generation
has fewer individuals with some traits than normal reproduction would
have created. Mutations also enable offspring to inherit traits their par-
ents did not possess, producing subsequent generations with traits unseen
in their ancestors.

Scientists have also modified inheritance by inducing sterility. The
screwworm fly plagued cattle on the island of Curacao, in the Netherlands
Antilles. Entomologists decided to control the pest by slashing its ability
to reproduce. They irradiated fly eggs, which sterilized the males but oth-
erwise seemed to leave the flies unharmed. Researchers let the eggs hatch,
then released the adults into the wild. Sterile and fertile males mated at
the same rate, but only fertile males fathered fertile eggs. Massive releases
of sterile males led females to lay so many infertile eggs that the screw-
worm disappeared from the island. So in this case, researchers altered the
traits of a population (and eventually eradicated it) by increasing the fre-
quency of a mutation-generated trait, male sterility, that interfered with
inheritance.34

Eradication via trait modification takes us to a cousin of intentional
evolution: intentional extinction. The difference between eradication and
extinction is one of scale. Eradication eliminates a species from a place
(also known as local extinction). Extinction without an adjective refers to
the elimination of a species from the earth. Groups of organisms by any
other name – variety, genus, family, and so on – can also go extinct. Inten-
tional evolution and intentional extinction are cousins because of their
common ancestor: intentionality. They differ in that intentional evolution
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aims to modify traits of a species while keeping it alive, whereas inten-
tional extinction aims to eliminate the traits of a species by exterminating
the species altogether. Extinction brings the process of evolution to an
end in the same way that death brings life to an end, so extinction belongs
in the evolutionary history of a species in the same way that death belongs
in the biography of a person.

The best example of intentional extinction is the campaign against
smallpox. As with the screwworm, the effort relied on halting reproduc-
tion of the target species. But the mechanism differed. With smallpox,
investigators altered traits of the hosts rather than of the disease. Infect-
ing human beings with a related but mild disease, cowpox, mobilized
the human immune system in a way that also conferred resistance to
smallpox. Global vaccination efforts succeeded so well that in 1980, the
World Health Organization declared the disease extinct. It would have
been more accurate to declare it extinct in the wild, as medical and mili-
tary laboratories kept the virus alive. Many urged the destruction of those
stocks, too, but researchers resisted on practical and moral grounds (do
we have the right to eliminate a species from the earth?). It looks like the
disease survived in the wild, too, because it later reappeared, but certainly
the campaign came close to exterminating the species.35

This chapter has argued that human beings have developed a variety of
techniques to shape evolution intentionally. Accidental evolution usually
occurs via impacts on selection, but intentional evolution affects vari-
ation and inheritance as well as selection. One should not misconstrue
intentional to mean complete control. Except for a few recent excep-
tions, other species have initiated the changes on which human beings
then capitalized in intentional ways. And human actions have certainly
produced unintended consequences. But the principle remains: whether
people thought in these terms, much of human history has been an effort
to control evolution.
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Coevolution

The idea of coevolution originated in evolutionary biology to describe the
process by which pollinators and plants developed traits that seemed to
suit each other astonishingly well. Why is the tongue of the hummingbird
just long enough to reach the nectar in a flower, and the flower tube just
long enough to force the bird’s head to bump into pollen grains that the
bird transfers to the next plant it visits? The idea emerged that the two
species continually evolved in response to each other; biologists dubbed
this process coevolution. If hummingbirds evolved a longer tongue that
enabled the head to avoid contact with pollen, they created a selective
advantage for plants with longer-tubed flowers that forced hummingbirds
to brush against pollen stalks once again. Longer flower tubes created a
selective advantage for birds with longer tongues, and so on, with flower
tubes and bird tongues both lengthening over time.1

This chapter argues that populations of people and of other species
have coevolved; that is, a human population has caused changes in the
traits of a population of another species, and those changes have in turn
reshaped traits in the human population, and so on. Because we have
been emphasizing genetic evolution so far in this book, I will start out
with examples involving the evolution of two genetic traits of human
beings: light skin and lactose tolerance. Then I will turn to another way
of thinking about evolution and coevolution that involves culture.

Many of my days begin with a run, so I don clothes best suited to
the temperature. In the summer, this means wearing a singlet, shorts,
socks, and shoes. This outfit leaves a lot of skin exposed, which helps
keep me cool. The freedom to wear so little clothing is one of the motives
for running first thing in the morning. I have fair skin that burns easily,

85
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and early-morning sunlight is too weak to cause damage. My behavior
changes when I run mid-day. Then I don a hat and long-sleeved shirt or
slather on sunscreen. The dangers of sun-damaged skin hit home all too
clearly for my wife when, as a thirteen-year-old, she watched her father
die of melanoma. I run the risk of the same fate. I have the light, freckled
skin that is most susceptible to sun damage and burned frequently as
a boy.

Not everyone has the same problem. We know a family with a range of
skin hues in their house. The African American father has dark skin, the
Caucasian mother has light skin, and their four children fall in between.
On the basis of skin color alone, the risk of melanoma is lowest for the
father, intermediate for the children, and highest for the mother. The
father can enjoy hours in the same sunlight that would burn his wife
in minutes. I envy the father and children. I love spending time out-
doors. Protective clothes are hot and sticky, and sunscreens make a slimy
mess.

Given its disadvantages, why does light skin exist at all? It is a question
that would take many of us by surprise. I grew up surrounded by light-
skinned people who, to my memory, never posed the question. Light skin
seemed normal, and people rarely question the normal. Certain social
forces have guided our attention away from the question. Adherents to
the biblical account of creation believe God created people as they are.
Every image I have seen of Adam and Eve shows them with light skin,
which implies that all of us descended from light people. Racists are
convinced light people are superior to people of other colors.2

But is light skin normal? One meaning of normal is “most common.”
Most of the world’s people have so-called black or brown skin, so the
idea that numerical dominance makes lightness normal is out. Another
meaning of normal is “standard,” with everything else being considered
a variant from the standard. For skin, the closest we might come to a
standard is the color of the first human beings. I am afraid the painters
of Adam and Eve will have to do some retouching. All human beings
descended from African ancestors, and those ancestors were almost cer-
tainly dark.3 We also use normal to refer to something that works as
expected. We have seen that dark skin performs better than light at pro-
tecting one from sunburn in Charlottesville, so lightness does not seem to
work as well as the alternatives.

Dark skin is also normal, in the sense of common, across species
exposed to bright sunlight. Fur and feathers protect the skin of most
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mammals and birds, but many species have patches of dark, uncovered
skin on faces, hands, feet, and so on. Darkness comes from a pigment,
melanin, produced by special cells in the epidermis. A variety of genes
regulate melanin production, and their blending explains why children
have skin color intermediate between their parents’ skin tones. If a single
gene regulated production, we would see two different states (either dark
or light) rather than intermediates. Exposure to sunlight also increases
melanin production (which we call tanning).4

Given that light skin looks abnormal by all these measures, it seems
to need some explaining. Evolutionary biologists so recoiled from eugen-
ics after World War II that they avoided questions of race. Recently,
however, we have seen a surge of publications that have produced a cred-
ible explanation for skin color. This explanation has nothing to do with
universal superiority or inferiority and instead regards skin color as an
adaptation to specific climates. A color suited to one climate can pose
problems in another, and vice versa.

Let us look first at the advantages of dark skin. Melanin screens out
ultraviolet rays that damage DNA and cause melanoma. This disease
may or may not have acted as a strong selective force. It usually strikes
individuals after they have produced offspring, which would reduce its
impact on reproduction and inheritance of the trait (requirements for
genetic evolution). But it could have a selective impact because human
beings rely on parents to survive until they reach sexual maturity. Grand-
parents, too, contribute to the survival of grandchildren, so their presence
could have provided a selective advantage.5

Another advantage of melanin is preventing ultraviolet radiation from
breaking down vitamin B (folate) in the skin. Cells need folate to make red
blood cells and to make, repair, and follow instructions of DNA. Rapidly
dividing cells, which abound in reproductive organs and in fetuses, vac-
uum up large amounts of folate. Shortages can cause birth defects (such as
neural tube defects) and reduce sperm production. These problems dra-
matically reduce reproduction, making folate deficiency a strong selective
force.6 So dark skin would provide a strong selective advantage compared
to light skin in bright sunlight.

Given these benefits of dark skin, why would light skin evolve at all?
Light skin has one clear advantage: it produces more vitamin D than dark
skin. Vitamin D is a child of the sun. Plants and animals produce it, but
only in sunlight. Melanin screens out the ultraviolet B rays that stimulate
vitamin D synthesis, and individuals with dark skin might need twenty
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figure 8.1. Rickets may be the reason for light skin. The disease interferes with
the development of bones, including the pelvis, which creates problems in child-
birth. Rickets results from a deficiency of vitamin D. Light skin makes vitamin D
more quickly than dark skin when exposed to sunlight. In the scarce light of
northern Europe, people with lighter skin may have suffered rickets less often
than those with darker skin, giving them a selective advantage. Urbanization
and industrialization in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries reduced sunlight
so dramatically that even light-skinned people, such as these five siblings pho-
tographed in Paris in 1900, came down with rickets. (Image 139481 from the
History of Medicine Collection, National Library of Medicine.)

times more sunlight than those with light skin to meet their needs. Vita-
min D is important for skeletal development, regulation of metabolism,
inhibition of cancer, and cell growth. A lack of vitamin D causes rick-
ets (the disease characterized by small, weakened, and bowed bones)
by interfering with absorption of calcium and phosphate (Figure 8.1).
Women with rickets develop small pelvises, experience obstructed labor,
and give birth to babies with rickets. Because a shortage of vitamin D
harms reproduction, natural selection might well have favored light skin
in areas where sunlight was in short supply.7

A reasonable hypothesis, then, is that skin color evolved as a balanc-
ing act. On one hand, natural selection would have favored dark skin to
protect against folate shortages (and perhaps melanoma). On the other,
it would have rewarded light skin that increased vitamin D production.
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Human beings evolved in Africa, where the abundance of bright sun-
light made protection from its damaging effects important. Sunshine was
so plentiful that even with abundant melanin, enough ultraviolet rays
entered the skin to power vitamin D production. Near the poles, the sit-
uation reversed itself. The shortage of sunlight reduced the risk of skin
cancer and folate damage, and it increased the importance of capturing
ultraviolet light to produce vitamin D. This environment favored light
skin. For people in between, we would predict a gradual lightening of
color as one moved from the equator to the poles.8

The data support this prediction. Skin color of peoples who have lived
a long time in a given region correlates strongly with the amount of
ultraviolet radiation the region receives. The stronger the solar radiation,
the darker the inhabitants. The weaker the solar radiation, the lighter the
inhabitants. In areas of intermediate radiation, inhabitants have skin of
intermediate shades. Furthermore, women overall have lighter skin than
men in all regions. This is consistent with women needing more vitamin D
and calcium during pregnancy and lactation. It is also possible that sexual
selection played a role. Males may have preferred to mate with lighter
females or females with darker males.9

The idea that skin color evolved under natural selection as a balancing
act is an appealing explanation, but you might have spied an iceberg in its
path. People living farthest north and south should have the lightest skin.
Yet Inuits, who live in the Arctic, have brown skin. How have they stayed
healthy? The answer is diet. Although human beings need vitamin D,
we do not have to produce it ourselves. Our bodies are happy to absorb
vitamin D produced by plants and animals. Marine mammals, which
make up a large part of the traditional Inuit diet, supply plenty of vita-
min D. Recent events add support to this explanation. Inuits who have
switched from their traditional diet to supermarket food now suffer some
of the worst vitamin D deficiencies in the world.10

Observations like these led Luca Cavalli-Sforza to hypothesize in 1972
that the adoption of agriculture, and the nutritional shortages that arrived
in its wake, selected for light skin in Europeans. Geneticists have calcu-
lated that the European alleles for lightness developed fifty-three hundred
to twelve thousand years ago. This was roughly the time that Europeans
adopted agriculture. It may be that Europeans performed the same exper-
iment on themselves thousands of years ago that Inuits essayed in the last
few decades. So long as they lived as hunters and gatherers, Europeans
could have ingested enough vitamin D from wild plants and animals to
stay healthy. The narrowing of diet that came with agriculture cut out
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many of these sources, creating a selective pressure for lighter skin that
had not existed previously.11

If this hypothesis is correct, it is an example of coevolution. It is often
easier to see the back-and-forth of this process if we arrange the steps in
a sequential list:

� A human population evolved with a certain set of traits. Human beings
evolved with dark skin in Africa and migrated into Eurasia. They met
their vitamin D requirements by hunting wild animals and gathering
wild plants.

� Actions by human beings altered the inherited traits of populations
of other species. Domestication by human beings reduced vitamin D
production in domestic species.

� Changes in partner populations encouraged evolution in human pop-
ulations. Reduced vitamin D production by domestic species created
a vitamin D shortage among farmers, leading to rickets. By chance,
a few individuals carried mutations for lighter skin, which produced
more vitamin D than darker skin, giving them a selective advantage
in reproduction. Light skin became more common, and dark skin less
common, among human populations in Eurasia. The strongest selec-
tion for the lightest skin came for farmers living at high latitudes such
as northern Europeans. A countervailing selection for darker skin as
protection against folate loss created a latitudinal gradient in skin
color.

Now we can add another evolutionary step: the narrowing of genetic
diversity among Europeans. In general, populations with less genetic di-
versity are more susceptible to health problems. In a real blow to racists,
a recent study found that European Americans carried more harmful ver-
sions of genes than African Americans. The reason is unknown, but the
most likely explanation is that European populations squeezed through
population bottlenecks that reduced genetic variation. Small popula-
tions would have been more susceptible to genetic drift that increased
the frequency of certain gene versions even in the absence of strong
selection.12

The bottleneck may have occurred in several ways, and current evi-
dence is inconclusive as to the reason. One possibility is that the benefits
of light skin dramatically increased odds of survival. Beneficial mutations
are rare, and probably only a small number of people carried the
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European-specific gene for lightness. If the advantage of lightness was
strong enough, this small number of people might have fathered and
mothered most Europeans despite carrying other, less desirable genes.
Bottlenecks could also have occurred because of famine, disease, or
genocide. The few survivors would have passed along whatever genes
they carried.13

In addition to perhaps encouraging light skin, agriculture appears to
have altered human genetics by selecting for the ability to digest milk
into adulthood. Our bodies cannot absorb lactose, an important sugar
in milk, at any age. Infants, however, produce an enzyme, lactase, that
splits lactose into two smaller sugars that the small intestine does absorb.
(Please note the small but crucial difference of one letter between lactose,
the name of a sugar, and lactase, the name of an enzyme.) After weaning,
most human bodies stop producing lactase. So if they drink milk as adults,
these people develop digestive problems (such as nausea, cramping, flatu-
lence, and diarrhea). This condition, known as lactose intolerance, posed
no problem during most of our evolutionary history because, like other
mammals, people drank milk only when small. It poses no problem for
most people in the world today, either, because adults in their cultures
do not drink milk.14

In some places, however, adults today drink milk without problems
because their bodies continue to produce lactase. Called lactose tolerance
(or lactase persistence), this condition is common in northern Europe
and some places in Asia and Africa. Eighty-five percent or more of Finns,
Swedes, and some Arab and African populations tolerate lactose. The trait
appears with intermediate frequency among southern Europeans (about
50 percent of people in Spain and France) and some Africans and Asians.
It is also common among descendents of lactose-tolerant populations who
migrated elsewhere such as European Americans in the United States. In
other regions, it is rare. Only about 1 percent of Chinese adults tolerate
lactose.15

Genetic differences among populations create this variation. A reason-
able first hypothesis might be that populations carry different alleles of
the lactase gene. One allele could carry accurate instructions for making
lactase and another allele faulty instructions, but, so far as I know, they
do not. Because infants rely on milk to survive, selection strongly favors
lactase genes that carry accurate instructions, and because genes stay the
same throughout a person’s lifetime (except for rare mutations), virtually
all adults carry perfectly good lactase genes.
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A second hypothesis, which the evidence supports, is that people vary
in the way their bodies control the lactase gene. Many of us are used to
thinking of DNA as telling the body to produce some trait – brown eyes
or lactase, for example. Many stretches of our DNA do just that. But
other stretches of DNA have a different job – regulating the operation
of genes. They are like the people (managers) who decide whether to put
other people (employees) in a given factory to work.

It turns out that the key difference between lactose-tolerant and lactose-
intolerant individuals usually lies in a control region on the same strand
of DNA as the lactase gene. In most people, this stretch allows the gene
to function during infancy, shuts it off in childhood, and keeps it off in
adulthood. The result is lactose intolerance. Other people carry a different
allele in this control region. Their allele never switches off the lactase gene,
so the latter continues to crank out lactase throughout an individual’s
lifetime. The result is lactose tolerance.16

If you have not brushed up on genetics in a while, a refresher might help
in understanding differences between these alleles. Just four molecules
make up DNA. They are abbreviated G, C, A, and T. In the same way
that rearranging twenty-six letters allows us to spell thousands of English
words with different meanings, so rearranging G, C, A, and T enables
DNA to tell cells to do thousands of different things. When geneticists
sequence someone’s DNA, they report the data in long strings of the four
letters, parts of which look like this: ATCGGGTTAC. We can think of
these strings of letters as sentences in DNA language. Genes are words
(shorter stretches) of DNA within the sentence.17

Tiny differences in DNA distinguish the alleles responsible for lac-
tose tolerance and intolerance. Recall that the substitution of a sin-
gle letter converts the word for a sugar (lactose) into a word for an
enzyme (lactase). Similarly, changing one or two letters in the spelling of
a DNA sequence can alter the function of a gene. In the regulatory region
of DNA near the lactase gene, lactose-intolerant people have a C in a
certain slot (−13910). Lactose-tolerant Europeans and their descen-
dents, on the other hand, have a T there. This is the case for 82 percent
of Swedes and Finns, 77 percent of European Americans, 69 percent of
Orkney Islanders, and 43 percent of the French. Although cell biologists
are still working out the exact mechanism by which the C and T alleles
(at −13910) affect the lactase gene, several lines of indirect evidence sup-
port the hypothesis that this difference can account for lactose tolerance
or intolerance.18
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The allele common among Europeans does not, however, explain
lactose tolerance everywhere. Some populations in northern China, sub-
Saharan Africa, and Saudi Arabia tolerate lactose, but few of their mem-
bers carry T at position −13910. They do, however, differ from lactose-
intolerant populations at nearby DNA locations (G vs. C at −14010,
T vs. G at −13915, and C vs. G at −13907). Because different mecha-
nisms can create the same trait in multiple populations, it appears that
lactose tolerance evolved at least twice in different locations in the world;
that is, populations developed at least two different ways to keep the
lactase gene from turning off after weaning.19

Why did lactose tolerance evolve? It could have emerged by accident
and spread by drift in small populations, but its independent origin in at
least two places suggests that this trait might have conferred a selective
advantage. The advantage is not hard to find. Lactose-tolerant popula-
tions share a cultural trait: a history of dairying. The ability to digest
milk from cattle or camels would have added to the supply of protein,
calories, and calcium available to these populations, especially after poor
harvests.20

A coincidence in time lends further support to the selection hypothesis.
A test of skeletons showed that early Neolithic Europeans lacked the
T allele at −13910, so Europeans did not always have this trait. Instead,
it appears to have originated around the same time as the introduction
of domestic cattle breeds. The same coincidence in time holds in other
regions, with other alleles, as well. Because the trait apparently originated
and spread in just five to ten thousand years, its rate of spread would
suggest some of the strongest selection for any human trait.21 Given that
the lightest-skinned Europeans are also lactose tolerant, I have to wonder
whether combined selection for light skin and lactose tolerance helped
create the population bottlenecks mentioned earlier.

In sum, it appears that populations of people and other mammals
repeatedly shaped each other’s genetic makeups in ways that created
lactose-tolerant human groups and specialized breeds of cattle. Here is a
plausible sequence:

� Mammals (including people) evolved to digest milk as infants. A con-
trol region of DNA allowed the lactase gene to operate in infancy and
shut it off in childhood.

� Human actions shaped the inherited traits of populations of other
species. People developed a domestic relationship with other mammals
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such as cattle and camels. Domestication selected for docility (a partly
genetic trait) in domestic mammals, which made it possible to milk
them.

� Evolution in populations of partner species encouraged evolution in
human populations. People consumed animal milk, perhaps initially
as a food supplement for infants. Adults and children tried drinking
milk, got sick, and avoided fresh milk thereafter. By chance, some
individual person’s DNA mutated in a way that allowed the lactase
gene to continue functioning after weaning. That individual continued
to drink milk in childhood and adulthood; did not get sick from the
practice; and derived a selective advantage in the form of increased
protein, calories, and/or calcium. The selective advantage for lactose-
tolerant individuals led the trait to spread in human populations with
domestic animals to milk. Mutations with similar effects might well
have occurred in nondairying populations, but they would have pro-
vided no selective advantage and might have created a metabolic
cost.

� Evolution in human populations encouraged further evolution in pop-
ulations of partner species. People selected for cows that produced
large amounts of milk, resulting in distinctive breeds, such as Jerseys
and Guernseys.

Scholars from biology, anthropology, and other fields now study the
impact of behavior on human genetics. They have identified genes that
seem to have undergone strong, recent selection, and they have pro-
posed ways in which human behavior may have caused some of those
genes to become more or less common over time. Genes that contribute
to digestion of carbohydrates, proteins, fats, and alcohol (as well as
lactose) appear to have become more common in human populations
recently, which could have resulted from domestication of plants and
animals. Genes for stronger immune systems and resistance to crowd
diseases have increased in frequency, perhaps as a consequence of settle-
ment and urbanization. The evolution of relatively small, weak jaws may
have become possible once cooking relaxed selection for large, strong
jaws.22

Scholars have also realized that we can study behavior from an evolu-
tionary perspective. Although many of us might not think in these terms,
behaviors are traits of organisms, so they have the potential to evolve
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like other traits. It is easiest to see the application of this idea for behav-
iors controlled by genes such as cocoon building by caterpillars. Natural
selection should favor caterpillars that spin strong, protective cocoons
and weed out those that do not. Mechanisms other than natural selec-
tion, such as sexual selection, also affect the evolution of behavior. Males
of some species of birds attract more mates if they sing or dance in certain
ways than if they do not. Sampling effects and drift may also influence
the frequency of behaviors in populations.23

The going gets steeper when we look at behaviors under less rigid
genetic control. Complex interactions among genes affect behaviors in
many species, and often genes do not determine behaviors so much as
set boundaries. Genes do not force horses to move in one specific way;
instead, they create a variety of options. Their genes enable horses to move
in many ways within wide boundaries – horses cannot fly (a boundary),
but they can walk, trot, canter, gallop, or swim. One look around the
world makes it clear that human genes do not force us to behave in one
certain way, either; our genes enable us to choose from an astonishing
array of behaviors and to invent new ones. And it is clear that ideas about
how to behave pass among individuals through mechanisms other than
genes. My genes do not force me to write this book in English. I am doing
so because I happened to be born into an English-speaking culture. If I
had been born in France, I probably would be writing in French. I could
do either one with no change in my genetic makeup.

Some scholars have developed ways to analyze the evolution of behav-
iors with no clear genetic basis (beyond making the behaviors possible).
They point out that behaviors fit the definition of evolution as changes
in inherited traits of populations over generations. Behaviors are traits
of organisms. They can be inherited (e.g., through learning). The fre-
quency of behaviors in a population can change over generations. Ergo
the behavioral traits of populations evolve.

A stumbling block is defining the unit of inheritance. If I teach my
daughter to kick a soccer ball, what exactly have I passed on? Clearly not
a gene for kicking soccer balls. The best answer is perhaps that I conveyed
an idea about how to do something. This description is similar to a def-
inition that anthropologists have developed for culture. Anthropologists
once thought of culture as a shared set of ideas that unite all individ-
uals in a society. Over the past several decades, they have come to see
culture as something more particularized, contested, and changing. They
have defined culture as ideas about how to do things. Synonyms would
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include recipes, routines, values, rules, laws, and instructions (among
other things). This definition distinguishes culture (an idea about how
to behave) from behavior (an action). The idea that adults should drink
milk is an example of culture; milk drinking by adults is an example of
behavior.24

This concept of culture makes it possible to see parallels between
genes and culture and between genetic inheritance and cultural inheri-
tance. Genes and culture both consist of instructions for how an organism
can or should do things. Both lead to visible traits (what biologists call
phenotype) when organisms carry out the instructions. Both originate in
individuals. Both can both be inherited, or passed from one individual to
the next. Both can be copied, sometimes inaccurately. Both can change
and appear in new forms. Both can become more or less common, or
go extinct, in populations over time. Both come in multiple versions that
carry different instructions for doing the same task in different ways. Both
may become more common if they confer benefits on those that carry them
and less common if they harm their carriers. Both may become more or
less common in a population by drift, even if they provide no selective
advantage or disadvantage. Both can disappear if their carriers die before
passing them along to others.25

To emphasize these similarities, an evolutionary biologist, Richard
Dawkins, proposed the term meme for units of cultural inheritance. He
intended that the term evoke a sense of imitation and memory. “Just as
genes propagate themselves in the gene pool by leaping from body to
body via sperms or eggs,” he wrote, “so memes propagate themselves in
the meme pool by leaping from brain to brain via a process which, in the
broad sense, can be called imitation. If a scientist hears, or reads about,
a good idea, he passes it on to this colleagues and students. . . . If the idea
catches on, it can be said to propagate itself, spreading from brain to
brain.”26 I have no great objection to memes, but I find the concept no
clearer than the concept of culture.

Culture and genes also differ from each other in important ways. Genes
pass from parents to offspring, but culture passes among nonrelatives,
between individuals of the same generation, and even from offspring to
parents. Genes usually stay the same throughout an individual’s lifetime,
but culture changes within lifetimes. We can pinpoint genes as sequences
of DNA within cells, but it is harder to define the physical basis of culture.
Is it a pattern of neural activity in the brain? Words on the pages of a
book? We can identify genes as discrete units of DNA, but it is difficult to
define the size of a meme. Is it a musical note on a page? The entire score
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of a symphony? Perhaps we need not settle the question now. Darwin
did not understand genetic inheritance, but that did not stop him from
developing his theory of evolution by selection.

Whatever terms we use, it is clear that human beings possess two inter-
acting means of inheritance: genes and culture. When we saw human
behaviors affecting the frequency of lactase persistence, we were see-
ing the impact of cultural inheritance on genetic inheritance. As lac-
tase persistence became more common, it probably encouraged dairy-
ing to become more common. So here genetic inheritance influenced
cultural inheritance. These ideas enable us to see coevolution as not
just an interaction between two gene pools (populations of separate
species) but also between a gene pool (human populations) and a culture
pool.

It is also possible for coevolution to occur between genetic traits in one
population and cultural traits in a population of another species. Our cod
example from earlier provides an example:

� Cod evolved under natural selection to have large bodies (genes).
� Human fishers selectively harvested larger individuals (culture).
� Cod populations evolved smaller bodies, which, when paired with

heavy harvesting, reduced population size and catches (genes).
� Fishers responded by using nets with smaller mesh (culture).
� Cod populations collapsed.
� Government responded with a ban on fishing (culture).
� Preban evolution of smaller fish (genes) likely retarded the ability of

cod populations to rebound once fishing pressure disappeared.
� The cod population’s decline, fall, and failure to rebound led to

social changes in fishing villages. Residents shifted their focus to
harvesting other species of fish and invertebrates, and they stayed
in school for more years than before the collapse, but nevertheless
they experienced increases in unemployment, stress, and out-migration
(culture).27

This sequence describes what did happen, not what had to happen.
Each time cod populations changed, human beings had their choice of
ways to respond. They chose to respond in a certain way, such as by
reducing the size of the mesh in their nets, which had a certain effect on
cod populations (smaller and fewer fish in the sea). People could have
chosen to respond differently, such as by increasing the size of the mesh,
which would have had a different effect (more and bigger fish would have
survived). People’s choices at one step then circled back to influence their
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choices at the next step. Hastening the collapse of cod populations left
little choice but to halt fishing. Leaving more and bigger fish in the water
might have made it possible to continue some fishing.

Let us return to the introduction to see another example of coevolu-
tion between populations of people (evolving culturally) and other species
(evolving genetically). It may have appeared brazen for me to suggest that
we could predict what happened in a hospital in Omaha. My confidence
grows out of the knowledge that pathogens have evolved resistance to
every antibiotic ever produced. The medical community has responded
primarily by introducing new antibiotics. The result has been a coevolu-
tionary arms race. I do not know what pathogen infected my grandfa-
ther, but it might have been a staphylococcus (a large group of bacterial
species and strains that we will treat generically). Let us spell out the
coevolution of cultural traits in human populations with genetic traits in
staphylococcus populations:

� Staphylococcus populations evolved the ability to live in human pop-
ulations (genes).

� Human populations treated staphylococcus populations with penicillin
in 1943 (culture).

� Staphylococcus populations evolved resistance to penicillin in 1946
(genes).

� Human populations substituted methicillin for penicillin to kill staphy-
lococcus (culture).

� Staphylococcus populations evolved resistance to methicillin in 1961
(genes).

� Human populations substituted vancomycin for methicillin (culture).
� Staphylococcus populations evolved resistance to vancomycin in 1986

(genes).
� Human populations substituted linezolid (Zyvox) for vancomycin

(culture).
� Staphylococcus populations evolved resistance to linezolid in 2001

(genes).28

This example demonstrates the arbitrariness of grasping an impact in
one direction and making it stand for the whole. For example, we could
write an article about how penicillin enabled people to conquer staphy-
lococcus. We could write another about how staphylococcus evolved
resistance to penicillin. Both portrayals would be true but incomplete.
Saying that people cured staphylococcus infections with penicillin implies
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a permanence of victory that did not exist. Saying that staphylococcus
evolved resistance obscures the extraordinary but temporary efficacy of
penicillin. Only by describing the reciprocal effects can we understand the
relationship.29

A coevolutionary perspective also encourages us to notice the long-
term, repetitive nature of reciprocal impacts. In addition to narrowing
our understanding to half an interaction, focusing on one-way impacts
makes it easy to narrow a study in time. Noting one or two recipro-
cal impacts improves our understanding but still leaves us shy of crucial
insights. Let us say we wrote an article about how (1) penicillin cured
staphylococcus infections, (2) staphylococcus populations evolved resis-
tance to penicillin, and (3) doctors cured staphylococcus infections with
methicillin. Although we now have three impacts, we would be telling
essentially the same story as if we had stopped at the first impact: doctors
cured staphylococcus with antibiotics. The overall story remains a tale
of human triumph over nature (despite a temporary setback) thanks to
technological ingenuity.

But if we expand our study to include all nine steps in the example, a
very different story emerges. Now we would have to say that people and
nature continually adapted to each other. Neither gained the upper hand
permanently.

This conclusion is significant for scholarship in almost all fields. The
most common way scholars try to explain the world is by describ-
ing the impact of one thing on another. Scientists and social scientists
make this framework explicit in two-dimensional graphs that show the
effect of one variable (plotted on the horizontal x axis) on another
variable (plotted on the vertical y axis). Though humanists (including
historians) use such graphs less frequently, we, too, focus on one-way
impacts. Did profits from the slave trade spark the Industrial Revolu-
tion? How has the Internet influenced politics? How did World War
I shape English poetry? Is class struggle the major driver of economic
change? An evolutionary history approach encourages us to continue to
analyze one-way impacts, but in addition to trace subsequent, reciprocal
effects.

This conclusion has profound implications for medicine and public
policy. If we end the story with penicillin conquering staphylococcus, or
even with methicillin curing penicillin-resistant staphylococcus infections,
one could conclude that antibiotics offered an effective technological
solution to a problem. A reasonable public policy lesson would be that
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we should pour money into finding other antibiotics so that we can
eliminate bacterial diseases.

But if we conclude that history shows a pattern of continual evolution
rather than stasis, we might draw a different conclusion. We might decide
to try to stay the course, keeping one step ahead of staphylococcus by
introducing a stream of new compounds (which has been the main strat-
egy). Or we might decide to increase research on other methods. My own
inclination would be to accept evolution as inevitable – organisms have
been evolving as long as life has existed on earth, they continue to do so
now, and they will continue to do so until life ends. The question then
becomes not how we halt evolution, as chemists looking for antibiotics
hope to do, but how we adapt to it. This might lead us to look at the part
of our bodies responsible for adapting to pathogens, the immune system,
and see how we can mobilize it. We have a medical method that does just
that – vaccination – and we might want to devote research to developing
new vaccines for a range of diseases.

Once we see coevolution in one sphere, it encourages us to look for
it in others. We noted in Chapter 4 that insects, like pathogens, are
past masters at adaptation. Not surprisingly, the history of chemical pest
control has also been one of a coevolutionary arms race. This has been
true around the world, but let us use India as an example. As we saw,
DDT sent hopes soaring for the eradication of insect-borne diseases
after World War II. When DDT lost its efficacy against anopheles
mosquito populations, public health officials substituted another insecti-
cide. Mosquito populations evolved resistance to that insecticide, offi-
cials substituted another insecticide, and so on. Insecticides used in
India included hexachlorocyclohexane, malathion, and deltamethrin.
Today, Anopheles culicifacies populations in India resist all those
insecticides.30

The introductions of new antibiotics and insecticides illustrate the
rapid rate at which human culture can evolve, in contrast to the rela-
tively slow rate at which human biology evolves. All the changes in these
examples occurred within a human lifetime. Because culture can evolve
rapidly, coevolution between people and other species involves human
cultural change more often than human genetic change. The examples
also illustrate the importance of technology. Human beings multiply their
impact on other species through technology, so the more powerful and
widespread a technology, the stronger the selective force it exerts. This
means that one part of today’s culture, the idea of constant innovation
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of more powerful technologies, almost guarantees an acceleration of the
rate of coevolution between ourselves and other species.

These examples also reveal a problem with the historian’s habit of
attributing causation almost entirely to human initiative. This book’s
first argument (people shaped the evolution of populations of other
species) reflects this bias because it emphasizes the impact of human
beings on other species. My second argument does, too, though more
subtly. Although it states that anthropogenic evolution in other species
changed human history, it closes a human-initiated loop (people changed
other species, and those changes circled back to shape human experience).
But the staphylococcus and anopheles examples show that pathogens
influenced human beings at least as often as human beings influenced
populations of those species. For that reason, I let staphylococcus take
the first step (by infecting people) in the preceding coevolutionary
sequence.

We also need to recognize that populations of species have come in
different versions in time and space, and those differences have influenced
human experience. Many nonbiologists have a sense that species are, for
practical purposes, uniform. Outside the breeding literature, historians
usually treat horses as horses and wheat as wheat.

In many cases, this level of generality is appropriate, but not always.
If a woman contracted a staphylococcus infection in 1960, penicillin
would have cured her. If she contracted an infection a year later, peni-
cillin could easily have failed, and she might have died. The two infec-
tions could have come from the same population of staphylococcus, but
if that staphylococcus population evolved resistance in the intervening
year (as some did), the difference between the 1960 version and the
1961 version would literally have been a matter of life and death for the
patient.

Viewing culture through the lens of evolution has many advantages
such as enabling us to see how populations have coevolved with each
other. I would like to see more historians trace these sorts of reciprocal
interactions over time. At the same time, this framework can lead into a
trap. Although evolution is about variation and chance, too many people
(mainly from outside evolutionary biology) think of it as a deterministic
process. This has led to outlandish claims about genetic determinants of
culture and behavior. These claims would be amusing if the consequences
were not so serious. In the past, arguments about genetic determinism
have been marshaled in favor of racism and eugenics policies.31
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This chapter has emphasized the importance of coevolution between
populations. We broadened our concept of traits to include those gener-
ated and transmitted by culture. The evolution of culture is a complex
subject. I have not tried to address all its dimensions here, nor have I
charted all the ways in which populations coevolve with each other. But
we now have enough information under our belts to see how coevo-
lutionary history might change our understanding of some of the most
transformative events of the past. We take up that challenge in the next
chapter.
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Evolution of the Industrial Revolution

Previous chapters have focused primarily on ways that people have shaped
the evolution of populations of other species. This chapter has a different
purpose. It zeros in on one example to show how evolutionary history can
revise our understanding of a well-studied episode in history. The Indus-
trial Revolution provides an excellent case study. Historians agree it was
important – second only to the agricultural revolution of about twelve
thousand years ago in its impact on human history. A large, sophisti-
cated literature has developed to explain its origins and consequences.
Most of this literature attributes the revolution to human beings and
their machines rather than to biology, nonhuman species, or evolution.
Evolutionary history offers the chance to see the Industrial Revolution in
a new light.

Most scholars agree that England underwent the world’s first Indus-
trial Revolution around 1760–1830. This episode transformed England’s
economy from one dominated by agriculture and trade to one fueled by
factories and fossil fuels. A host of other changes – such as urbaniza-
tion, expansion of markets, economic growth, and alterations in social
relations – rode into the world along with industrialization. Many other
countries have since followed Britain’s lead, and modernizers around
the world have seen industrialization as the key to economic and social
progress.

Rather than taking on all aspects of the Industrial Revolution, we will
focus on one of the most important sectors, cotton textiles, as a case study.
Some historians have argued that the cotton industry caused the Industrial
Revolution and others that it was one of several leading sectors rather
than the sole cause. These are debates over degrees; for us it is sufficient
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to note that the industry was important. Historians have used the cotton
industry as an exemplar to draw broader lessons about industrialization,
and we will do the same. To simplify the prose, I will use “the Industrial
Revolution” as shorthand for “the industrial revolution in cotton” in this
chapter, except when I explicitly refer to broader processes.1

My overall hypothesis is that Amerindians, New World cottons, and
anthropogenic evolution in the Americas made the Industrial Revolution
possible, and the arrival of New World cotton in Lancashire sparked
the invention of the transformative machines of the cotton industry.
My hypothesis rests on four propositions. First, anthropogenic evolu-
tion facilitated the Industrial Revolution by enhancing the suitability of
cotton fiber for spinning and weaving. Second, Amerindians working in
the New World made the Industrial Revolution possible by developing
fiber that was better suited to mechanization than Old World fiber. Third,
New World and Old World cottons evolved with different traits partly
because of differences in genomes. And fourth, the slave trade bolstered
the Industrial Revolution by helping England tap the evolutionary inher-
itance of the New World.

Briefly, the story runs like this. People domesticated four species of
cotton about five thousand years ago – two in the Old World and two in
the New World. Anthropogenic selection by Amerindians, South Asians,
and probably other peoples lengthened the fibers of all four species, but
the two New World species evolved longer fibers than the Old World
species did. A genetic difference may have been responsible. The two New
World species have twice as many chromosomes and genes as do the Old
World species. More genes meant more chances to develop mutations
responsible for longer fibers, which in turn probably gave Amerindians
more chances to select for longer fiber.

The arrival of New World cotton fiber in England appears to have
catalyzed the Industrial Revolution. So long as England relied on imports
from the Old World for fiber, its cotton industry depended on hand
spinners and weavers to make thread and cloth. England’s inventors
developed machines to spin and weave cotton shortly after long-fibered
New World cottons arrived. The difference in fiber length was probably
responsible. Thread made from long fibers is stronger than thread made
from short fibers. Long New World fiber made thread strong enough to
withstand the rigors of machine processing, whereas short Old World
fiber did not.

This hypothesis adds to the literature in several ways. First, it challenges
the dominant view that Englishmen initiated the Industrial Revolution.
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I am suggesting that English inventors responded to innovation by
Amerindians working in the New World. Second, my hypothesis chal-
lenges the common view that mechanical innovation sparked the Indus-
trial Revolution. I am suggesting that biological innovation by plants and
Amerindians in the New World created the precondition for mechanical
innovation in England. Third, my hypothesis adds a new twist to revi-
sionist arguments that have stressed the importance of colonies for the
Industrial Revolution. The revisionists have noted that England had to
import cotton, which is true, and that the Industrial Revolution floated on
a rising tide of imports from colonies, which is also true. But I argue that
a focus on quantity has blinded historians to the critical role of quality.
Economic historians have described cotton fiber as uniform and thus sub-
stitutable, but in fact, fiber varied widely. Fiber from New World species
of cotton suited machine spinning far better than fiber from Old World
species, and the arrival of New World cotton in Lancashire was critical
for industrialization. Fourth, my hypothesis introduces a new perspective
to the debate over the role of the slave trade for industrialization. This
debate has focused mainly on capital formation (did profits from the slave
trade finance industrialization?) and demand for industrial products. I am
suggesting that the slave trade played a critical role by concentrating New
World cotton fiber in Lancashire. Finally, my hypothesis offers an expla-
nation for the timing of the Industrial Revolution by linking it with the
introduction of New World cotton in Lancashire.

Let us begin with an overview of the literature. Joel Mokyr has grouped
scholars of the Industrial Revolution into four schools. The technological
school has stressed the importance of inventors and machines.2 Cotton
plays an important role in this school’s studies, and scholars usually
cite the same key inventions and argue that one led to the next in a
stimulus-response fashion. In 1733, John Kay invented the fly shuttle, a
device that enabled weavers to work hand looms faster than before. Faster
weaving increased demand for thread, which spinners using traditional,
hand-powered wheels could not satisfy. Lewis Paul took out a patent for
machine spinning in 1738, but his device did not catch on. Two spinning
machines burst on the scene in the 1760s and transformed the industry:
James Hargreaves’s spinning jenny (1764) and Richard Arkwright’s water
frame (1769). In 1779, Samuel Crompton invented another important
spinning machine, the mule, which combined features of the jenny and
the water frame (thus its name).3

Now the speed of weaving became the bottleneck. In 1787, Edmund
Cartwright solved this problem by inventing a power loom. Accelerated
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spinning and weaving increased demand for raw cotton. Eli Whitney
usually gets credit for fending off a shortage by inventing a machine to
separate seeds from cotton fiber, which enabled the American South to
become England’s biggest cotton supplier. As Mokyr put it, the cotton
gin “ensured the supply of cheap raw cotton to Britain’s mills.”4 After
that, no one could hold back the locomotive of industrialization.5

The organizational school has highlighted changes in the organization
of work, especially the rise of the factory system. Paul Mantoux’s classic
book (and other works since) identified the cotton industry as a pioneer
of the factory system.6 The macroeconomic school has measured changes
in aggregate statistics such as national income and economic growth.7

Scholars in this school have identified the cotton industry as a leading
sector when it came to growth. Walter Rostow believed that the cotton
industry powered Britain’s takeoff.8 R. M. Hartwell identified the cotton
industry as a sector showing spectacular growth, growing to 40 percent
of all British exports by 1830.9 Donald McCloskey called cotton textiles
one of the most progressive sectors.10 C. Knick Harley used cotton textile
prices to understand the effect of the Industrial Revolution on prices.11

The social school has explored the impact of industrialization on class
and other social structures. Social historians have been concerned with
the impact of industrialization on class formation and class conflict. Karl
Marx, E. P. Thompson, and Eric Hobsbawm are examples.12 Classic
works by authors such as Arnold Toynbee and Karl Polanyi highlighted
the role of impersonal, competitive markets in industrial revolutions.
More recent scholarship has stressed the role of the middle class and
culture in creating an “industrious revolution.”13

All four of Mokyr’s schools have focused on the human sphere to
explain the origin of the Industrial Revolution and its consequences.
I would add a fifth school to the list, the environmental. This school
emphasizes that the Industrial Revolution accelerated the use of natu-
ral resources, including fossil fuels. Some members have highlighted the
role of agriculture. Rostow argued that an increase in food production
was a precondition for takeoff. Among other things, this transition freed
laborers for factory work.14 Others, such as Alf Hornborg, have argued
that England’s ability to tap agricultural production elsewhere (especially
of cotton) played an important role.15 Several historians have identified
the transition from wood to coal as a fuel source as an important, even
defining, element of the Industrial Revolution. E. A. Wrigley has defined
the Industrial Revolution as a shift from organic to mineral sources of
energy. Kenneth Pomeranz brought together the emphases on coal and
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on imports of raw materials (including cotton) when he suggested that
England’s “coal and colonies” produced a “great divergence” in power
between China and Europe in the nineteenth century.16

Members of this school disagree on the desirability of these changes.
An optimistic wing, comprising largely economic historians, has regarded
the Industrial Revolution as a glorious triumph over nature and an escape
from Malthusian limits. Harold Perkin wrote that industrialization was
a “revolution in men’s access to the means of life, in control of their
ecological environment, in their capacity to escape from the tyranny and
niggardliness of nature. . . . It opened the road for men to complete mas-
tery of their physical environment, without the inescapable need to exploit
each other.”17 Mokyr identifies this passage as “the most eloquent” sum-
mary of the meaning of the Industrial Revolution.18 A more pessimistic
wing, comprising largely environmental historians, has tended to see the
Industrial Revolution as an ecological disaster. They point out that indus-
try placed unsustainable demands on natural resources, spewed out large
amounts of pollution, and fueled climate change by burning fossil fuels.
Notable names include John McNeill, Joachim Radkau, I. G. Simmons,
Theodore Steinberg, Peter Thorsheim, and Stephen Mosley.19 Some schol-
ars have linked the Industrial Revolution with evolution. A landmark
work was Industrializing Organisms: Introducing Evolutionary History
(2004), edited by Susan Schrepfer and Philip Scranton.20

Alan Olmstead and Paul Rhode deserve special mention because this
chapter builds on one of their arguments. In Creating Abundance, they
note that historians usually credit the Industrial Revolution to English
inventors and their machines. “However,” they write, “this account
neglects another set of innovators – the farmers and plant breeders who
developed cotton varieties suited to the new spinning technologies and, as
importantly, to the diverse North American environment. These innova-
tions were essential for sustaining the Industrial Revolution.”21 Olmstead
and Rhode use the term biological innovation to refer to changes peo-
ple wrought in organisms and mechanical innovation to refer to changes
in machinery. I will use these terms, too, but also subsume biological
innovation under the broader rubric of anthropogenic evolution.

Olmstead and Rhode’s emphasis on adapting cotton’s traits to machin-
ery contrasts with a common description of cotton as innately suited to
machine spinning. This suitability, historians have suggested, explains
why cotton industrialized before wool or linen. Makrand Mehta explains,
“Cotton was uniform and, therefore, lent itself to machine treatment.”22

Patrick O’Brien writes that “cotton, a fibre of more uniform strength and
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elasticity than flax or wool, is easier to spin mechanically.”23 David Lan-
des suggests that “cotton lent itself technologically to mechanization far
more readily than wool. It is a plant fibre, tough and relatively homoge-
neous in its characteristics, where wool is organic, fickle, and subtly varied
in its behavior.”24 Mokyr notes that “compared to its main competitors,
wool and linen, cotton fibers lent themselves easily to mechanization.”25

This chapter suggests that cotton fiber was not uniform and that its suit-
ability for machine spinning was not a given but rather the result of
anthropogenic evolution.

My first proposition is the most basic: anthropogenic evolution facil-
itated the Industrial Revolution by enhancing the suitability of cotton
fiber for spinning and weaving. Botanists believe that the wild ancestors
of domestic cotton, like wild cotton today, bore short, coarse, convoluted
fiber. It would have been challenging to spin this fiber into thread and
weave it into cloth. Early domesticators may not even have tried. Fluffi-
ness rather than spinnability might first have attracted human beings to
cotton. We know this trait led Amerindians (peoples who inhabited the
Americas before Europeans) to use cotton as stuffing (in beds and mummy
bundles) and as arrow feathering. Five thousand years of domestication
helped cotton evolve longer, more spinnable fiber. Cotton plants gener-
ated variations by chance, human beings selected for the variants they
desired, and domesticated cotton populations evolved. Chance may have
helped traits spread through populations, but on the whole, selection
(unconscious or methodical) appears to have been more powerful because
so many traits suit spinning so well.26

By the time of the Industrial Revolution, people were spinning cotton
from four domestic species. Two originated in the Old World. Botanists
are unsure exactly where Gossypium herbaceum (meaning “grass cot-
ton”) evolved. It may have developed as a perennial plant in southern
Africa, traveled to Arabia, undergone major modifications, and spread
across northern Africa. Traders are suspected of providing most of the
transportation. When G. herbaceum moved north into Iraq, cold winters
made being a perennial into a liability, and it evolved into an annual
plant. As G. herbaceum wandered into northern India, short summers
selected for the fastest-maturing varieties of this species.27 So the ability
of G. herbaceum to supply people with cotton depended on evolution in
its agronomic traits (perennial vs. annual growth, longer vs. shorter time
to maturity) as well as evolution in the traits of its fiber.

Another Old World species, G. arboreum (meaning “tree cotton”),
also grew in India. It appears to have evolved somewhere along the
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Asian-African coast of the Indian Ocean and undergone major change
in the Indus Valley. The Chinese started growing a perennial version of
this species as an ornamental in the seventh century, but development of
large plantings and cloth production in China awaited the evolution of an
annual form in the eleventh to thirteenth centuries. Both Old World
species, then, underwent major anthropogenic evolution in centers of
cotton production and manufacturing, especially in what is now India
and Pakistan.28

The other two domestic species originated in the New World. G. bar-
badense (named after Barbados) probably evolved in present-day Peru
and/or Ecuador before spreading more widely in South America and the
Caribbean. G. hirsutum (meaning “hairy cotton”) originated in present-
day Mexico. It is the species that the American South grew most widely
in the heady days of the nineteenth century, when King Cotton reigned.29

In addition to its impact on fiber quality and agronomic characteristics,
anthropogenic evolution made the Industrial Revolution possible via its
effect on quantity. Wild cottons produced only small amounts of fiber,
both per species and per plant. They inhabited limited ranges, grew as
perennial shrubs and trees, endowed the seeds with sparse hair (lint),
produced small seeds (making them hard to separate from lint), and
covered seeds with an impermeable coat (which limited germination). It
would have taken a long time to gather a small amount of lint from these
plants, and the harvest could not have come close to meeting the needs
of industry.30

Under domestication, cotton populations evolved to produce much
more fiber. They adapted to a wider range of environments than wild
cottons tolerated, which increased the range and number of cotton
plants. They evolved compact shapes, which made harvesting easier and
faster. They evolved large bolls bearing abundant fiber, which increased
yields per hectare and per hour invested. They evolved large seeds, which
made it easier to separate them from lint. They evolved seeds that germi-
nated well, which helped people spread cotton over wide areas. And they
evolved long fibers, which made it possible to spin thread strong enough
for cloth. All these developments laid the groundwork for spinning and
weaving cotton by machine.31

One might challenge my proposition on the grounds of intentionality,
sufficiency, or proximity, so let me address those concerns. I am not sug-
gesting that preindustrial farmers intended to develop fiber for machines
that had not yet been invented. To the extent they acted intentionally,
they would have had hand spinning in mind. It happened that traits
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useful for hand spinning were also useful for machine spinning. I am not
proposing that spinnable fiber was sufficient for industrialization. It was
necessary but not sufficient. Nor am I averring that the key evolutionary
steps in cotton were proximate, in space or time, with industrialization.
Machine-spinnable fiber simply needed to evolve sometime before the
Industrial Revolution.

My proposition contrasts with a long tradition of crediting the Indus-
trial Revolution to inventors and their machines. In 1948, T. S. Ashton
quoted approvingly a schoolboy who began an answer about the Indus-
trial Revolution, “About 1760 a wave of gadgets swept over England.”32

More than a century earlier than Ashton, Edward Baines wrote that

a brilliant series of mechanical inventions, made during the last age, so economized
labour, as to enable one man to do the work of a hundred. By this revolution
in its processes the manufacture received an astonishing impulse, and in a single
age eclipsed the greatest phenomena in the annals of commerce. These inventions
were made in England; and they form at once the most splendid triumph of science
applied to the useful arts, and an abundant source of wealth to the nation. It is not
extravagant to say, that the experiments of the humble mechanist have in their
results added more to the power of England than all the colonies ever acquired
by her arms.33

Baines’s story highlights the eighteenth century, mechanical inventions,
England, and Englishmen. His argument may not have been wrong, but it
was certainly incomplete. To his list we should add five thousand years of
history, biological innovations, locations outside England (the Americas,
Africa, Asia), and peoples other than the English (Amerindians, Africans,
and Asians). A more balanced account might read like this (changes in
italics):

A brilliant series of biological and mechanical innovations made over five mil-
lennia enabled one man to do the work of a hundred. By this revolution in
cotton traits and mechanical processes the manufacture received an astonishing
impulse. . . . These biological innovations were made outside England, and the
mechanical inventions . . . in England; and they form at once the most splendid
triumph of biology and machinery joined in the useful arts, and an abundant
source of wealth to the nation. It is not extravagant to say, that the experiments
of the humble farmer and mechanist have in their results added more to the power
of England than all the colonies ever acquired by her arms.

This revision of the traditional story complements that of Olmstead
and Rhode. I have proposed that anthropogenic evolution laid the
groundwork for the Industrial Revolution. Olmstead and Rhode have
argued that anthropogenic evolution was necessary for sustaining the
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Industrial Revolution once it was under way. We agree that the Indus-
trial Revolution depended on biological innovation just as much as on
mechanical innovation.

These findings lead to a new answer to an old question: did England
(or Europe) need help from other continents to industrialize? A long
tradition has credited the Industrial Revolution to Western Europe in
general and England in particular. The quotation from Baines reflects this
view. Landes, Mokyr, and O’Brien provide more recent examples. But it
is hard to argue that the cotton industry could have industrialized without
reaching outside England because cotton does not grow in Britain. This
fact has put some Eurocentric scholars in the uncomfortable position of
suggesting that the cotton industry was not very important after all, which
seems a stretch. In 1794 to 1796, cotton textiles made up 73 percent of
British exports. I find it easy to agree with revisionist scholars, such as
Kenneth Pomeranz and Alf Hornborg, who argue that colonies and the
United States were essential for supplying raw materials.34 To their work
I would add this twist: England depended not just on cotton from other
parts of the world but also on people (such as Amerindians and East
Indians) and a process (anthropogenic evolution) that created spinnable
cotton fiber and plants that grew in a variety of ecological conditions.

Now we turn from similarities among domestic cottons to their dif-
ferences. As we saw earlier, many economic historians have seen cotton
as uniform. Unfortunately, this view is mistaken (Figure 9.1). The four
domestic species differed from each other, varieties within species differed
from each other, populations within varieties differed from each other,
and individuals within populations differed from each other. Variation
was (and is) the rule in cotton, not the exception, and the differences
mattered a great deal.

My second proposition is that anthropogenic evolution in the New
World, in particular, made the Industrial Revolution possible. The New
World developed cotton of the right quality and quantity for industrial-
ization. The Old World might have done so, but it did not. One of the
most important differences was the length of fiber, which led to big dif-
ferences in the strength of thread. The success of machinery depended on
spinning and winding long threads without breaking. New World cotton
proved to be far better in this regard than Old World cotton.

Christopher Columbus helped introduce Europeans to New World
cotton. On his first voyage to the New World, he met Caribbean islanders
who showed him “vast quantities” of cotton thread, hammocks, nets,
and clothing. Columbus was a mariner, but even he recognized that the
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figure 9.1. Products of different evolutionary histories. In the seventeenth cen-
tury, the English cotton trade relied on short-fibered Old World cotton like the first
four examples from the top. Cotton from India (Surat) could be G. herbaceum
or G. arboreum. In the eighteenth century, long-fibered G. barbadense surged
into Lancashire from the New World. The sample on the bottom came from a
variety of G. barbadense, Sea Island. Near the end of the eighteenth century,
medium-fibered G. hirsutum from the New World arrived. The fifth through
eleventh examples came from varieties of this species. (Image from Arthur W.
Silver, Manchester Men and Indian Cotton 1847–1872 [Manchester: Manchester
University Press, 1966], 293.)
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cotton had unusual traits, describing it as “very fine with an exceedingly
long staple.” The plants that produced this fiber seemed to Columbus to
grow “spontaneously” in the mountains. As they pushed further into the
Americas, Europeans came across more indigenous cotton growers and
cloth makers in what is now the southwestern United States, Mexico,
Central America, and South America.35

Since Amerindians had long grown cotton in the New World, it was
no big step for Europeans to do the same. By 1700, Caribbean colonies
surpassed southwest Asia as a source of cotton for English textile makers.
In 1780, Britain imported ten times as much from the West Indies as
from Asia. Place names today, such as Cotton Bay in St. Lucia, reflect the
historic importance of this crop. Colonists in mainland British America
also tried their hand at growing cotton in the sixteenth century, but they
found it more profitable to focus on tobacco, rice, and indigo for market.
Some mainland colonists did grow cotton for use in making homespun
cloth.36

Plenty of accounts from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries speak
of the superiority of New World fiber over Old World fiber for machine
spinning. I could not find quantitative data on strength from those cen-
turies, so here I report the results of a twentieth-century study as a rough
guide. The study compared the two New World species (G. barbadense
and G. hirsutum) with one of the Old World species (G. arboreum). The
other Old World species, G. herbaceum, does not appear in the study.37

New World cottons had longer fiber and made stronger thread than
Old World cottons. Fibers from G. barbadense and G. hirsutum measured
3.25 centimeters and 2.92 centimeters in length, respectively, versus G.
arboreum’s 1.88 centimeters. So the New World fibers were 70 percent
and 55 percent longer than the Old World fibers. New World cotton was
also stronger. Individual fibers of G. barbadense and G. hirsutum broke
at 7.20 and 6.86 grams of weight, respectively, versus 6.23 grams for
G. arboreum. The most striking contrast came when one bundled fibers
together. Bundles of G. barbadense and G. hirsutum showed strengths
of 48.1 and 39.8 grams per tex (tex is a unit of fiber density) versus 17.5
grams per tex for G. arboreum. So New World fiber bundles possessed
2.75 and 2.27 times the strength of Old World fiber bundles.38

These findings may resolve an anomaly in the literature about the
Industrial Revolution. So far as we know, the English did not make
all-cotton cloth before the eighteenth century because their cotton yarn
broke too easily to use for warp. They did make all-cotton cloth in the
last third of the eighteenth century. Some historians credit this transition
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to spinning machines. Mokyr writes, “Until Crompton, the cotton yarn
spun in England was not strong enough to serve as warp and hence was
used in combination with other yarns. The mule made all-cotton cloth
possible.”39 Other accounts credit Arkwright’s water frame.40 Either way,
historians have argued that new machines made it possible to spin cotton
into thread strong enough for warp, which made it possible to weave all-
cotton cloth, which opened up markets for English textiles. The problem
is that the English began twisting cotton warp and making all-cotton cloth
by 1726, and they made large amounts of all-cotton cloth in the 1750s.
Arkwright’s water frame (1769) and Crompton’s mule (1779) appeared
later.41

A better explanation emerges if we shift our focus from machines to
biology. The traits of spinning devices did not change much in the 1720s,
but the traits of cotton in England did. In the seventeenth century, England
had relied on the Old World to supply its cotton. Raw cotton first arrived
in England around 1601 from the Levant (eastern Mediterranean), where
G. herbaceum grew. We lack aggregate data before 1697, but anecdotal
accounts suggest that Levantine cotton continued to dominate imports
through the seventeenth century. Much of this cotton went into stuffing,
quilting, and candlewicks. Weavers wanted to make all-cotton cloth, but
the weakness of cotton thread forced them to settle for fustian (cloth
made of cotton weft and linen warp). G. herbaceum grew relatively short
fibers, so it is not surprising that it made weak thread.42

In the eighteenth century, long-fibered cotton from the New World
surged into England. Imports from the Levant sagged as those from the
West Indies rose, both absolutely and as a percentage of total imports
(Figure 9.2). In the 1720s, when cotton warp appeared, imports from
the West Indies exceeded those from the Levant by 260 percent. The
West Indies were home to G. barbadense, the long-fibered cotton whose
bundles tested 2.7 times stronger than Old World fiber. Imports also
increased from South America, where G. barbadense grew. The English
would have spun stronger thread in the eighteenth century than in the
seventeenth century simply by switching to G. barbadense, which pro-
vides a more realistic explanation for the appearance of cotton warp than
machines that had not yet been invented.43

The geography of cotton warp and G. barbadense in England is con-
sistent with this argument. New World cotton concentrated more heavily
in Lancashire, where cotton warp arose, than in the rest of the coun-
try. Lancashire drew most of its cotton from the port of Liverpool, which
imported fiber directly from the New World. Old World cotton arrived in
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figure 9.2. New cottons, then new machines. Biology laid the foundation for the
Industrial Revolution. In the seventeenth century, the Lancashire textile indus-
try relied heavily on short-fibered Old World cotton from the Levant. In the
eighteenth century, imports of long-fibered New World cotton from the West
Indies surged into Lancashire. The West Indies grew some of the longest fiber
in the world. Much of the Levant cotton in the graph went into candlewicks,
stuffing, and other uses besides textiles. (Averages are calculated from data in
Alfred P. Wadsworth and Julia de Lacy Mann, The Cotton Trade and Indus-
trial Lancashire, 1600–1780 [New York: Augustus M. Kelley, [1931] 1968],
520–521.)

England almost entirely at the port of London (where New World cotton
also arrived). From London, cotton had to be transshipped or dragged
over poor roads to reach Lancashire, which cost time and money, so only
a portion of England’s Old World cotton traveled to the northwest.44

Mechanical innovation, like cotton warp, followed the flood of New
World cotton into Lancashire. In 1738, John Kay (born in Bury, Lan-
cashire) invented the fly shuttle, which speeded up hand weaving, and
Lewis Paul patented a spinning machine (though some believe John
Wyatt deserved credit for the invention). Both devices were designed
for wool but migrated into the cotton trade. Entrepreneurs set up mills
for machine spinning in the 1740s, but the efforts failed, apparently
because of mechanical problems. Then came the successful, transforma-
tive machines. James Hargreaves invented the spinning jenny around
1764 in Stanhill, Lancashire. Richard Arkwright developed his water
frame around 1768 in Preston, Lancashire. Samuel Crompton invented
his mule around 1779 near Bolton, Lancashire.45

It was no coincidence that spinning machines arose at the same
time, and in the same place, that New World cotton concentrated. The
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figure 9.3. Inventors capitalized on New World cotton. The arrival of New
World cotton in Lancashire opened new doors for the cotton industry. A string
of innovations requiring strong thread – cotton warp, all-cotton cloth, spinning
machines, and weaving machines – followed the introduction of West Indies
cotton in Lancashire. This image shows the spinning jenny. Hand spinsters could
respond to variations in fiber as they worked, but a machine like this demanded
fiber that could make consistently strong thread without the same deft touch.
(Edward Baines, History of the Cotton Manufacture in Great Britain, 2nd ed.
[New York: Augustus M. Kelley, [1835] 1966], 158.)

machines required long fiber. The point of machine spinning was to cre-
ate a continuous thread of great length, so the big challenge was to avoid
breakage. This was hard to do because machines lacked the touch and
responsiveness of hand spinners (Figure 9.3). The added strength con-
ferred by long fiber was crucial. Entrepreneurs in India (Ahmedabad)
tried to spin cotton mechanically around 1848, long after the English had
demonstrated proof of concept, but the effort failed because the thread
kept breaking. The Indians were probably using one or both of the Old
World species G. arboreum and G. herbaceum, which have short fibers.
The first successful spinning mill in Gujarat, a center of Indian textiles,
did not begin production until 1855.46

England’s inventors and industrialists had the good fortune to inherit
the longest fiber in the world (G. barbadense), which enabled them to
develop and operate machines successfully despite the strain machines
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figure 9.4. Industry relied on New World fiber. The shift from hand labor to
machinery placed a premium on long fiber. This image shows English machines
that carded (cleaned, disentangled, and aligned), drew (stretched and thinned),
and roved (lightly twisted) cotton fiber in preparation for spinning and weaving.
Longer fiber from the New World made stronger roving and thread that withstood
the stresses of machine processing better than short fiber. (Edward Baines, History
of the Cotton Manufacture in Great Britain, 2nd ed. [New York: Augustus M.
Kelley, [1835] 1966], 182.)

placed on thread (Figure 9.4). Data from one of the largest spinning dynas-
ties illustrate the reliance of industry on New World cotton. Between
1794 and 1803, the Strutt family mills consumed 24,833 bags of cotton.
About 96 percent came from the West Indies and South America, home of
G. barbadense. About 4 percent came from North America, which could
have been G. barbadense, G. hirsutum, or both. Americans imported
G. barbadense seeds from the Caribbean and planted them along the
southeast coast, both in a strip near the ocean and on coastal islands.
Known as Sea Island cotton, this fiber gained fame as some of the best in
the world. We will discuss G. hirsutum later.47

Prices buttress the argument that industry needed New World cotton. If
all cottons were uniform and fungible, we would expect manufacturers to
buy whatever cotton was cheapest. This behavior would have kept prices
in a narrow range for all varieties. But that is not what happened. New
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figure 9.5. Paying a premium for New World traits. Prices for raw cotton in
England reflected the importance of New World cotton for industrialization.
Spinners paid most for long fiber from the New World species G. barbadense.
They paid intermediate amounts for medium fiber from the New World species
G. hirsutum. (Four years were exceptions, in which G. hirsutum fetched a higher
price than G. barbadense.) Spinners paid least for short fiber from the two Old
World species G. arboreum and G. herbaceum. The graph shows the average
of the yearly high prices in England per pound of raw cotton. (Averages are
calculated from data in Edward Baines, History of the Cotton Manufacture in
Great Britain, 2nd ed. [New York: Augustus M. Kelley, [1835] 1966], 313–314.
Prices in shillings were converted at 12 pence per shilling. For G. barbadense,
Baines reports prices for the West Indies in 1782–1805 and Sea Island in 1806–
1833. For G. hirsutum, he reports prices for Bowed Georgia in 1782–1805 and
Upland in 1806–1833. Old World prices are for Bengal and Surat.)

World cotton cost much more than Old World cotton, but mill owners
bought it because they had no choice (Figure 9.5). Prices for ginned cotton
also speak to the importance of fiber length. Many of us learned that Eli
Whitney invented the cotton gin, which replaced the slow, tedious picking
of seeds from lint by hand, which sent cotton supplies soaring. In fact,
other gins had been around a long time. The main model in use in the
eighteenth century was called a roller gin, and it squeezed full-length
fibers from seeds. Whitney’s gin (which he may have copied from others)
used a new principle: wires or saws that ripped fibers from seeds. The
method was fast, but it also tore the fibers. The impact on price was
dramatic. In 1796, an English merchant complained that Whitney’s gin
ripped 1.5 inch fibers into half-inch pieces. Roller-ginned cotton fetched
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twenty-seven pence per pound, whereas the same product processed on
Whitney’s gin brought only eighteen or nineteen pence.48

Mill owners hated paying high prices for New World cotton, which
sent them in search of Old World substitutes, but the efforts failed for
decades. The problem was not quantity or price but quality. India made
superb cotton cloth, and England was growing stronger in South Asia,
which led the search to concentrate on India. In 1788, Manchester spin-
ners asked the East India Company to import more raw cotton. The
company responded, sending 422,207 pounds to England in 1790. But
the spinners found that the fiber would “by no means answer” their
needs, and imports from India fell to nothing in 1792. High prices for
New World cotton led the manufacturers to repeat the request at the
end of the century, and imports from India in 1799 and 1800 averaged
6.4 million pounds per year. But no one bought the cotton. An embargo
against American cotton in 1808 and 1809 sparked another effort, but
so little Indian cotton sold that the East India Company described the
supply as “a ruinous and unproductive burthen upon the Company and
the private importers.”49 Unsuitable cotton was unsuitable cotton, even
at a low price.

An excellent substitute did arrive from another part of the Old World,
but it was New World cotton in disguise. By the mid-nineteenth century,
English spinners considered the long fiber of Egyptian cotton to be second
in quality only to American Sea Island cotton (G. barbadense). But this
was no coincidence: Egyptian cotton descended from Sea Island cotton.
Egypt’s ruler decided to develop cotton suited for export in the 1820s,
so it was logical to plant varieties that the English market valued most
highly. Breeders crossed Sea Island with a variety called Jumel to create
varieties that grew well in Egypt. Some authors have identified Jumel as
an Old World species (G. herbaceum), but a 2009 study of cotton genet-
ics labeled this suggestion “undoubtedly wrong” and classified Jumel as
G. barbadense. It appears that crossing Jumel with Sea Island cotton
united two varieties of the same species. So, although Egyptian cotton
grew in the Old World, it extended industry’s reliance on New World
species.50

When another species did emerge to supply the cotton industry, it came
from the New World. American farmers tried to spread G. barbadense’s
range, but the plant grew poorly away from the ocean. So farmers turned
to a Mexican species, G. hirsutum, that grew better inland (Figure 9.1).
It spread across the South under a variety of names (Upland, Georgia
Bowed, New Orleans, Green-Seed, and others). G. hirsutum’s fibers were
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shorter than G. barbadense’s but longer than those from Old World cot-
tons, and they spun well. Imports of G. hirsutum arrived in England
around 1800, and they soared in the nineteenth century. It was G. hirsu-
tum that enabled King Cotton to rule the American South.51

The arrival of G. hirsutum enabled spinners to group cotton into
three broad categories based on fiber length: long, medium, and short.
(Spinners also subdivided these categories, but their broader grouping is
sufficient for our purposes.) Long fiber from G. barbadense went almost
entirely into warp. It made thread strong enough to withstand the tension
of the loom and thin enough to pack into high-count cloth. (Count refers
to the number of threads per inch of woven cloth. Count usually rises with
quality and price.) Weavers could use long fiber for weft if they chose,
but they usually did not because it produced harsh cloth. Medium fiber
(G. hirsutum) went mainly into weft. Its soft, silky texture filled out and
softened cloth. Weavers would have preferred to make all warp thread
from long fiber and all weft thread from medium fiber, but the higher
price of long fiber led them to use medium fiber for warp in lower-quality
items.52

Short fiber came from the Old World. If the price of medium fiber
and short fiber were the same, spinners chose medium fiber and avoided
short fiber. But if medium fiber cost more, spinners used some short fiber.
Aside from cheapness, short fiber had little to recommend it. The fiber
was “blown away during the various processes of machine spinning.”
It created weak thread, which led to more breakage in spinning and
weaving. Indian cotton needed twelve twists per inch to achieve the same
strength that American cotton gained with eight twists. Items made of
Indian cotton waned “poor and thin” because the short fibers “washed
out” of cloth more easily than longer fibers. Short fiber went almost
entirely into weft, though it was possible to spin it into the coarsest
grade of warp if necessary. Usually spinners mixed it with medium-fibered
American cotton, but short fiber “can only be blended with it with much
caution, and in very moderate proportions.”53

England’s reliance on American cotton placed it in a precarious posi-
tion. In 1857, the Economist noted that 90 percent of the cotton used in
industry was medium fiber from the United States. Long fiber and short
fiber together made up the other 10 percent. The magazine warned its
readers that short-fibered Indian cotton (known as Surat) could not sub-
stitute for the others except in very limited ways. “Our desideratum is not
simply more cotton,” the Economist stressed, “but more cotton of the
same character and price as that now imported from the States. If India
were to send us two millions of bales of Surat cotton per annum, the
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desideratum would not be supplied, and our perilous problem would
be still unsolved. We should be almost as dependent on America as
ever.”54

The magazine proved to be prescient. When the American Civil War
slashed exports, England suffered what became known as the cotton
famine. Many mills closed; others switched to short fiber from India,
but with difficulty. Merchants at a prayer meeting begged God for more
cotton, but one added a qualification: “But not Surat, Lord, not Surat.”55

India was able to supply some medium fiber cotton known as Dharwar
American, which became known as the best cotton grown in India. Like
Egyptian cotton, though, it was a New World cotton species growing
in the Old World. As its name implied, it descended from American
G. hirsutum introduced to Dharwar, India.56

The cotton industry’s reliance on New World species has continued to
the present. G. hirsutum produces about 90 percent of the world cotton
crop, and G. barbadense supplies most of the remaining 10 percent. The
two Old World varieties (G. arboreum and G. herbaceum) contribute
tiny amounts.57

Why did New World cottons suit machine spinning better than Old
World cottons? In some ways, their evolutionary histories look remark-
ably similar. In both worlds, people domesticated two species of cotton
roughly five thousand years ago. In both places, skilled craftspeople spun
fiber into thread and wove it into cloth. In both places, methodical or
unconscious selection favored longer fiber. In both places, people changed
the agronomic traits of cotton in similar ways (perennials became annu-
als, rangy plants became compact, sparse hairs became more numerous,
impermeable seeds became permeable, and seeds became easier to sep-
arate from fiber). As for fiber length, differences in environments may
have been responsible, though I know too little to speculate. People may
have wanted different lengths of fiber in different places. And some peo-
ple may have selected more skillfully than others, though I tend to assume
that people are equally smart and creative everywhere.

It is also possible that nature presented people with different opportu-
nities. Mutations are the raw material of evolution. They generate new
traits that chance or selection can spread through populations. Muta-
tions have no goal, and they appear at random, so people had no power
to summon new traits in cotton. They could only work with the options
cotton offered to them. The mutations responsible for the long fiber of
G. barbadense and medium fiber of G. hirsutum may have appeared only
in those species, making it impossible for people outside South America
to select for fiber of such lengths.
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My third proposition is that differences in genomes gave New World
cottons better odds for evolving long fiber than Old World cottons
enjoyed. The fifty or so cotton species in the genus Gossypium grow
in tropical and subtropical areas around the globe. Owing to common
ancestry, species that evolved in the same region have similar sets of
genes and genomes. Geneticists refer to such groups of species as genome
groups. They have identified eight such groups, located their geographic
origins, and named them for letters of the alphabet (A, B, C, D, E, F,
G, and K). Taxonomists continue to revise their understanding of the
cotton genus, but a recent effort has allocated wild cotton species to
genomes as follows. Three species have the B genome (Africa), two the
C genome (Australia), thirteen the D genome (New World), seven the E
genome (Africa-Arabia), one the F genome (Africa), three the G genome
(Australia), and twelve the K genome (Australia).58

Nature dealt domesticated cottons in the Old World and New World
different hands. All four of the domesticated species, from both the Old
World and the New World, have the A genome. Research shows that the
A genome originated the longer fiber that attracted the interest of human
selectors (Figure 9.6). But the two New World domesticated species carry
the D genome as well as the A genome, creating the AD genome. Fusing
two (or more) genomes may sound odd, but it is a common phenomenon
in plants. As a result, the two New World domesticated species have
twice as many chromosomes as the Old World cottons. Most cotton
species have thirteen pairs of chromosomes, whereas those with the AD
genome have twenty-six pairs.59

The fusion of the A and D genomes poses a bit of a puzzle. Geneticists
estimate that the A genome and the D genome fused perhaps one to two
million years ago, well after the Americas and the Old World continents
drifted apart. The A genome seems to have evolved in the Old World
and nowhere else. Both the domestic Old World cotton species have the
A genome. The D genome seems to have evolved in the New World and
nowhere else. Wild cottons in the Americas have the D genome. One
hypothesis is that seeds from an A genome plant drifted from the Old
World to the New World, perhaps as part of a larger clot of vegetation.
Some biologists have suggested a transatlantic voyage (the short route),
whereas others have favored a transpacific route. Close relatives of the
two New World domesticated species grow on Pacific islands, opening the
possibility that the AD genome island hopped across that ocean after their
fusion. Whatever the itinerary, cottonseeds seem capable of surviving the
journey. In one experiment, seeds of a Hawaiian species germinated after
soaking in salt water for three years.60
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figure 9.6. Different genomes, different odds. A genetic difference increased the
odds that New World cottons would evolve new traits, such as extralong fiber,
before Old World cottons. The two domesticated species of Old World cotton
carry thirteen pairs of chromosomes; the two domesticated New World species
carry twice as many. More chromosomes meant more genes, more mutations, and
more chances to evolve new traits. The Old World domesticates carry thirteen
chromosomes from what is known as the A genome group (bottom row). Perhaps
one or two million years ago, an ancestor of the New World domesticates fused
the A genome with another group (the D genome), creating the AD genome with
twenty-six chromosomes (top row). Note the contrast in fiber from wild species
belonging to the A and AD genome groups as well as the short fiber from wild
species in other genome groups (B, C, D, and F). (Photograph courtesy of Jonathan
Wendel. Reproduced by permission.)

The marriage of the A and D genomes increased the odds that New
World cottons would generate new traits, and evolve faster, than Old
World cottons. Doubling the number of genes doubled the chance of
beneficial mutations. (It also doubled the chance of harmful mutations,
but those had a smaller likelihood of surviving selection.) Doubling also
increased the chance of generating a trait via different means. The genes
of G. barbadense and G. hirsutum share commonalities, but they also
differ in ways that make it possible they use different genes to grow
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relatively long fiber. And doubling reduced the risk created by mutations.
One genome could continue to do everything the plant needed to survive
and reproduce, while the other generated novel traits. So it is very likely
that the AD genome gave human selectors in the New World a wider
range of options from which to choose than the A genome gave to Old
World selectors. And because variation is the raw material of evolution,
genome doubling probably enabled New World cottons to evolve faster
than Old World cottons.61

My hypothesis is probabilistic, not deterministic. I am not suggesting
that inheriting the AD genome guaranteed that New World cottons would
evolve longer fiber, nor that the AD genome conferred a unique ability
to evolve longer fiber. I am proposing that inheriting the AD genome
increased the chances that New World cotton would evolve longer fiber
than Old World cotton did – and it did.

I have found one example that suggests Old World cottons also might
have been able to supply fiber of the right quality for machines. In 1787,
some of England’s more talented mule spinners used a scarce, high-quality
Indian variety called Amood to make yarn for muslin.62 I have been
unable to find out the species to which this variety belonged, but there is
a good chance it was one of the Old World species. So although harder
to work than West Indies cotton, Old World cotton may have had the
genetic capacity to produce machine-spinnable fiber. But the Old World
did not supply fiber of the right quality and quantity to support English
industrialization.

It was not for lack of trying. Britain tried over and over again to get
India to supply cotton suitable for its machines. One list shows seventy-
five different initiatives to improve Indian cotton between 1788 and 1850,
or about one per year. Improvement efforts included the introduction of
new machinery, such as cotton gins, and instruction in farming methods.
But the most common strategy was to disseminate seeds, both from one
part of India to another and from other parts of the world to India. Seeds
came from the best varieties in the world. Almost all these programs
failed. The American Civil War sparked even more efforts, but they, too,
failed. An exception was a program that introduced American upland
cotton (G. hirsutum) to Dharwar in the 1840s. That effort petered out
before being successfully revived in the 1860s, when it became known
as the best cotton grown in India and the mainstay of exports to Britain
during the cotton famine created by the American Civil War.63

Why did these programs fail? British observers in the nineteenth
century usually blamed Indians and especially what they perceived as
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backward beliefs and economic systems. One commenter wrote, “Noth-
ing seems more unaccountable than the opposition thrown in the way of
improvement by the natives themselves.” Another said, “A ryot [peas-
ant] has the greatest disinclination to every kind of innovation; it is not
only that he has a disinclination to change, but it is not to the interest
of the Brahmin part of society to allow of any innovation.” Yet another
found “the Brahmins discouraging the cultivation, as it would cause the
disappearance of the native plant, and that, therefore, ‘the evil eye’ would
be upon all their efforts.” Many critics thought it would be essential to
counter the “baneful influence” of Indian middlemen, who focused on
selling cotton to the Indian market, by replacing them with European
agents in the growing districts.64

The world looked very different through the eyes of the ryots. Tradi-
tional cotton varieties brought several advantages. They had adapted to
the soils and climates of specific regions, so they produced crops reliably.
They required little labor. They grew in the same fields as other crops,
such as rice (a practice today called intercropping), and matured at a dif-
ferent time than other crops, which spread out labor demands. The cotton
could be cleaned cheaply on simple, hand-operated roller gins. The fiber
found a ready market in the Indian textile industry, which had long since
mastered the arts of spinning and weaving short-fibered cotton.65

Skill and time underpinned the success of the Indian cotton industry.
The hands of skilled spinners imparted just the right amount of stretch
and twist to each inch of the yarn to create thread strong enough for
hand-operated looms. The men who laid the warp handled it gently;
two men took ten to thirty days to lay warp for a single piece of cloth.
Weavers worked slowly and carefully to avoid breaking the yarn; they
also devoted ten to thirty days (depending on quality) to make one piece of
cloth (Figure 9.7). After washing and bleaching, needleworkers repaired
broken threads.66

Indian textile makers also knew how to capitalize on variation in
cotton by using specific varieties to make specific types of cloth. Few of
the names for the varieties or cloths made it into English, but a brief list
gives us a sense of the specialization. Narma cotton went into gurrahs,
bafta, and khas; photi into malmal, allaballi, duriya, tanjeb, and others;
latchi into tanjeb and malmal; bogra into bafta, gazzy, and duriya; and
muhri into sanas, dimti, peniascos, and gingham. This is just part of the
list for one region: Bengal. Indian cloth spanned the range from the cheap
and durable to the expensive and fine. Even the English admitted that
their machine-made cloth was inferior to Indian handmade cloth.67
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figure 9.7. Old World cottons were superior in India. New World cottons
thrived in the Atlantic economy of the early nineteenth century, but that did
not make them superior in any universal way. Efforts to introduce American
varieties to India in the early nineteenth century failed repeatedly because Old
World cottons performed better in that environment. Compared to their Ameri-
can relatives, Indian varieties were cheaper to obtain as seeds, tolerated a wider
range of ecological conditions, required less labor and water, enabled farmers to
grow more crops in the same field, produced crops more reliably, and cost less
to gin. They found a ready market in the Indian textile industry, which made
finer cloth than English machines could produce. Superior skill, and willingness
to invest large amounts of time, enabled Indians to achieve this feat using sim-
ple technologies. (Edward Baines, History of the Cotton Manufacture in Great
Britain, 2nd ed. [New York: Augustus M. Kelley, [1835] 1966], 70.)
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The English market offered ryots only one incentive – potentially
higher prices – and many risks. Imported varieties often grew poorly
or failed altogether in the Indian climate and soil. (Indian cottons grew
long taproots, enabling them to survive frequent droughts, while the
imported varieties had shallow roots. American plants survived in Dhar-
war because that region receives rain from dual monsoons, vs. the single
monsoons experienced elsewhere.) American varieties grew in a differ-
ent season and required a different method of planting (seeding in rows
rather than broadcasting) from traditional varieties. American varieties
required more labor. They cost more to gin because the seeds clung more
tightly to the fibers. They would be sold to a distant market (Liverpool)
with unpredictable swings in price (determined largely by the supply of
cotton from the United States). And to top it all, if they did not fail, the
imported varieties often fetched a lower price than the local varieties.
Improvement, as defined by the English, meant impoverishment for the
ryots.68

Situating organisms in environments helps us understand why tradi-
tional, long-fibered varieties of Indian cotton did not spread more widely
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Demand outstripped supply,
which should have encouraged its spread, but Indians grew long-fibered
varieties only in tiny areas. This suggests that such varieties tolerated a
narrow range of environmental conditions – the type of soil, amount of
moisture, and range of temperatures all could have come into play.69 The
wider genetic tool kit of the New World cottons probably helped them
adapt to a wider range of environments as well as to evolve longer fiber
than the Old World cottons.

Some of the most important innovators for the Industrial Revolution
were plants and long-dead Amerindians. New World cotton plants dou-
bled their chromosome number from twenty-six to fifty-two, increasing
the chance they would mutate in ways that lengthened fiber. Amerindians
capitalized on plant-generated variation and selected for the long fibers
that inventors and their machines needed. Mechanical inventors did not
conjure the Industrial Revolution out of nothing but their own imagina-
tions; they relied on genetic accidents and anonymous innovators on the
other side of the Atlantic Ocean to create the preconditions for the suc-
cess of their machines. Nor did the dependence of industry on biological
innovation halt with the first generation of textile machinery; it continues
to the present.

Traditional histories stop at the doorstep of biology, at most acknowl-
edging differences between species but rarely seeking to explain them. In
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this case, the traditional approach would consider it sufficient to note
that New World cottons had longer fibers than Old World species. But
an evolutionary history approach walks right into the house of biology
to reach a deeper understanding. One of the questions it encourages us to
ask is why species have the traits they do. It reminds us that species are
not givens; they have histories.

The evolutionary history of cotton enables us to take a fresh look at a
long-standing debate: did slavery make the Industrial Revolution possi-
ble? In 1944, Eric Williams argued in Capitalism and Slavery that profits
from the slave trade provided the capital England used to industrialize.
Historians have argued over the Williams thesis ever since. Critics have
charged that factory owners drew little capital from slave traders and that
profits were too small to make much of a difference. Others have coun-
tered that profits flowed indirectly to industry such as through the banks
that the slave trade helped found. Others yet have argued that Williams
might have been mistaken about capital investment, but the slave trade
supported industrialization in other ways such as by boosting demand for
the products churned out by industry.70 For the most part, these debates
have turned on questions of quantity, whether of capital, raw materials,
or demand. Shifting our focus to quality suggests a new line of thinking.

My fourth proposition is that the slave trade contributed to the Indus-
trial Revolution by helping England to tap the evolutionary inheritance
of the New World. The triangular slave trade brought New World cotton
to England, which enabled England to industrialize. Slave traders were
not unique, for other merchants also imported New World cotton to Eng-
land, but they did play an critical role. The rise of Liverpool as a slave
port concentrated New World cotton in Lancashire, which helps explain
why all-cotton cloth, spinning machines, and cotton factories arose when
and where they did. The slave trade also boosted demand for cloth made
of New World cotton.

This proposition builds on the work of Alfred Wadsworth and Julia
de Lacy Mann. In 1931, they noted that the triangular trade route helped
the Lancashire cotton trade by increasing demand for cloth and supply
of cotton fiber. Ships leaving on the first leg of the triangle carried cloth
from England to Africa to trade for human beings. Textiles made up
about two-thirds of the cargo of these ships.71 On the second leg, these
ships transported human beings from Africa to the New World to sell as
slaves. On the third leg, the ships carried cotton from the New World
back to England. Textile makers spun and wove the cotton into cloth,
which they sold to merchants setting out for Africa to begin the next
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circuit around the triangle. By sitting at the intersection of the first and
third legs of the triangle, Lancashire benefited from both.72

Lancashire owed much of its fortune to Liverpool. The London-based
Royal African Company dominated the British slave trade in the late
seventeenth century but lost its royal monopoly in 1698. As private mer-
chants took over, the trade’s geographic center migrated from London
to western ports – first to Bristol and then to Liverpool. By the end of
the eighteenth century, Liverpool was the busiest slave port in the world.
About 80 percent of all English slave ships embarked from Liverpool
in the last decades before England abolished its slave trade in 1807.73

Cotton arriving in Liverpool from the New World flowed into surround-
ing Lancashire, and finished cloth traveled right back to Liverpool for
export.74

Liverpool’s rise as a slave port helps explain why New World fiber
flooded Lancashire in the eighteenth century. G. barbadense grew in
the West Indies and South America, the regions where the slave trade
concentrated, and it thrived near the ocean, putting it close to water
transportation and ports. So after selling off slaves, traders often found
cotton close at hand to carry back to Liverpool. To some extent, this
was no accident. Cotton planters bought slaves, which guided slavers to
cotton-growing regions. In these cases, slavery and cotton helped pull
ships around all three legs of the triangle. Slave ships took Africans to
the New World to sell to cotton planters; slaves raised cotton that flowed
back to Liverpool; and cloth made of slave-grown cotton left England for
Africa to help enslave more Africans. But often, slavers found themselves
near cotton regions by accident. The range of G. barbadense happened
to overlap with that of an introduced plant, sugarcane (members of the
genus Saccharum). Sugar growers created the biggest market for slaves,
which drew traders to regions where G. barbadense grew as well.75

The timing of Liverpool’s rise as a slave port helps explain the surge of
innovations in Lancashire in the second half of the eighteenth century. The
Liverpool slave trade took off after 1747, and Lancashire began making
large quantities of all-cotton cloth in the 1750s – just when the amount
of New World cotton increased.76 Inventors launched their new spinning
machines in the following decade, and the rising tide of G. barbadense
enabled entrepreneurs to open factories that helped lead the Industrial
Revolution. The slave trade, the cotton industry of Lancashire, and the
port of Liverpool grew up together.

The slave trade would not have played the same role had it linked
England, Africa, and India in the eighteenth century. That triangle would
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table 9.1. Alternative Explanations for Industrialization of Cotton

Element
Common
Interpretations Evolutionary History

Sphere of change Human Natural and human
Direction of impact People conquered nature Reciprocal
Types of innovation Mechanical Biological and

mechanical
Location of innovation England India, Americas,

England
Innovators English Cotton, Indians,

Amerindians, English
Period Late eighteenth century Last five thousand

years
Catalytic event New machines New World cottons,

then new machines
Trade importance Debatable Essential
Cotton bottleneck Quantity Quality and quantity
Variation in cotton Absent or trivial Critical
Cotton evolution Absent or trivial Critical
Cotton genetics Absent or trivial Critical
Slavery Debatable importance Significant

Note: This table compares ideas that have appeared in many histories of the Industrial
Revolution with ideas developed in this chapter. An evolutionary history approach widens
our understanding of the causes and consequences of historical change, which in turn leads
to new understanding of well-studied topics.

have limited England to the evolutionary inheritance of the Old World –
two short-fibered species that could not support the Industrial Revolution.
The slave trade enabled England to benefit from a radically different
cotton genome, chance mutations that generated long fibers, and the
work of Amerindians that selected for those long fibers. In linking New
World evolution with Old World industry, the slave trade helped make
the Industrial Revolution possible.

None of this provides justification for the slave trade, nor does it
suggest that the slave trade was unique in its ability to supply Lancashire
with raw cotton and to carry finished cloth to Africa. Some merchants
traveled on two-legged journeys between England and the New World.
My proposition simply notes what did happen, not what should or could
have happened.

The story told in this chapter contrasts not only with other interpre-
tations of the cotton industry (Table 9.1) but with interpretations of
the Industrial Revolution as a whole. As we saw earlier, Harold Perkin
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believed that the Industrial Revolution enabled humanity to escape the
“tyranny and niggardliness of nature.” Was that true? New machines
clacked and groaned only because cotton plants supplied fiber of suffi-
cient length in sufficient quantity. Every other industry depended just as
much on nature to supply its raw materials. Industrialization might have
hidden our reliance on nature, but we remain as dependent on it now as
we have ever been. A more balanced account would describe industrial-
ization as a revolution in the ability to capitalize on the variation and
abundance of nature.
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History of Technology

In Chapter 9, I hypothesized that a product of anthropogenic evolution
(long cotton fiber) sparked the invention of machines that helped lead the
Industrial Revolution. This chapter also explores ways in which evolution
has affected technology, but it has a different goal. Here my purpose is to
show how evolutionary history can help us identify understudied topics
in existing fields, offer a new framework for analysis to existing fields,
and benefit from applying insights developed by existing fields. We will
use biotechnology and the history of technology as examples.

The next section describes how evolutionary history led me to recog-
nize that it was important for historians of technology to study biotech-
nology, a topic that had received very little attention from that field.
Then I will discuss ways in which evolutionary history helps us revise our
understanding of the relationship between nature (here meaning organ-
isms) and technology. Then I will reverse field to show ways in which
insights developed in the study of other technologies can help us under-
stand the history of biotechnology.

It took hard work to see how evolutionary history could intertwine
with the history of technology, which is a comment on the feebleness of
my imagination and on the strength of tradition in scholarly fields. After
finishing my previous project (on the environmental history of war), I
decided to make anthropogenic evolution the centerpiece of my next
undertaking. I had been working in environmental history and the history
of technology for a decade, and I wanted to continue to engage both in
my next study. It was easy to see how to anchor evolutionary history in
environmental history (the subject of the next chapter) because that field

132
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focuses on the interaction between people and other species. But finding
a purchase in the history of technology proved difficult.

The main reason was the assumption that nature had to be inert to
be technology. Living organisms have entered the history of technology
literature mainly in two main ways. Nature often appears as something
on which technology acted: trees (nature) cut down by chainsaws (tech-
nology) would be an example. Nature also plays the role of power source
for machinery: oxen turning the wheels of flour mills would be an exam-
ple. In both cases, organisms interacted with technology but were not
themselves technology.

At the time, I was thinking about dogs as a case study of evolution-
ary history, so I applied these ideas to canine history to see how well
they worked. It was not hard to recognize how technology acted on
dogs (chains, collars, kennels) or, less commonly, how dogs had powered
machinery (squat dogs had walked inside wheels to turn spits of meat in
front of fireplaces). But these technologies, while important, lay outside
my core interest: how the traits of dogs (and other species) changed over
time. Without ten years of commitment to the history of technology, I
probably would have abandoned the effort to position my new project in
the field.

Loath to surrender, I asked some friends for help. Historians inter-
ested in the overlap between environmental and technological history
have formed a group called Envirotech, which, among other things, hosts
a Listserv.1 In desperation, I posted a query to the list: “Can animals
be technology?” I explained my quandary, then sat back to see what
would happen. A vigorous debate followed, with historians coming down
on both sides of the issue. Some participants objected that technology
acted on nature but nature was not technology. Others argued that we
demeaned animals (and ourselves) by thinking of them as machines, which
opened them and us to exploitation. On the other side, several partici-
pants used horses bred for particular jobs as examples of animals used
as technology. Another suggested that if something can be patented, as
some life-forms now are, it is technology. Overall, supporters seemed to
outnumber objectors.2

This discussion helped me find an argument that, in retrospect, seems
obvious. When people modify organisms to provide human beings with
goods and services, those organisms become tools. All tools are technolo-
gies, so domestic plants and animals are technologies. They are living
technologies, or biotechnologies in the literal sense (bio means “life”). I
had previously thought of biotechnology as genetic engineering, or the
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tools and techniques from molecular biology that are used to transfer
genes among organisms without sexual reproduction. Now I saw the
products (as well as techniques) of genetic engineering as biotechnolo-
gies. From there, it was not hard to see that organisms modified using
classic breeding also qualified as biotechnologies. We readily see alarm
systems as technologies for protecting homes from burglars. Why not see
guard dogs as technologies designed for the same purpose? Because all
technologies are fair game for historians of technology, living technolo-
gies qualified for study just as much as machinery.3

Then friends did another favor. Paul Israel, Susan Schrepfer, and Philip
Scranton read the debate on the Envirotech Listserv and organized a 2002
conference at Rutgers on “Industrializing Organisms.” They asked me
to make introductory remarks, which helped me tease out more ways
to position anthropogenic evolution and its products in the history of
technology. The conference papers by other scholars opened up other
new ways of thinking. Schrepfer and Scranton edited the collection of
papers from the conference, titled Industrializing Organisms: Introducing
Evolutionary History.4 The appearance of that book marked the debut of
self-described evolutionary history in the history of technology literature.5

Bringing biotechnologies more forcefully into the history of technology
will enable us to contribute more effectively to current debates. (Through-
out this essay, I use biotechnologies to refer to organisms that people have
shaped to provide us with goods and services, no matter the era in which
the shaping took place.) The Biotechnology Industry Organization’s Web
site implies that widely accepted goals drive development of biotechnol-
ogy: feeding the world, improving health, cleaning up the environment,
defending against biological warfare, and so on.6 These goals are impor-
tant, but are they the only ones? The virtue of evolutionary history is that
it focuses on the why of human-induced evolution. Historians of technol-
ogy are perfectly situated to address these questions because they have
developed ways of understanding why humans have shaped machines
and technological systems; now the task is to apply these insights to
living technology.

The stakes are high. In 2002, with twelve million citizens on the brink
of famine, Zimbabwe rejected emergency shipments of food from the
United States because the shipments contained genetically engineered
corn. Zimbabwean leaders feared that some of the corn might be planted,
contaminate other corn plants with its pollen, and doom its export trade.
In a major export market, Europe, fears of damage to health and environ-
ment had led to sharp limits on imports of bioengineered food. Between
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the jaws of advocacy of biotechnology, on one side, and criticism, on the
other, twelve million hungry Zimbabweans found themselves squeezed in
a dilemma not of their creation.7 If genetic engineering does not convince
us that organisms sometimes are technology, with as much potential for
good or ill as any other technology, it surely will convince our successors.

In the classic story of industrialization, machines replaced human and
animal muscles. Waterwheels replaced the oxen that had turned grind-
stones in mills. Steam engines replaced the mules that had pulled boats
upstream. Gunpowder replaced the arms that had drawn bows or flung
spears. Gasoline engines replaced the horses that had drawn plows, wag-
ons, and carriages. Electricity replaced the hands that had beaten eggs
and scrubbed clothes. Somewhere along the way, our understanding of
technology followed suit. In the minds of many historians, technology
has consisted of machines and, more recently, systems of machines and
humans.

Hiding behind this view is an assumption about the relationship
between technology and nature: technology replaced or modified nature,
but nature was not technology. But because machines are always made
from metal, wood, rubber, petroleum, and other products of nature, the
assumption boils down to the idea that nature has to be inert to be tech-
nology. It might be inert because it had died (think wood in axe handles)
or because it had never lived (think iron ore in axe heads), but either way,
it did nothing under its own power.

One of the most enduring metaphors in the history of technology
expresses this idea neatly. Leo Marx famously argued that the locomo-
tive epitomized the intrusion of technology into the American countryside
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. “The machine in the garden,”
he called such intrusions. Even cattle, sheep, and horses recognized that
technology radically changed nature, Marx suggested.8 While disagree-
ing on the desirability of such change, most historians before and since
Marx have seen the relationship between technology and nature (wild
as well as pastoral) in much the same way: as technology intruding into
nature.

But the smoke of industrialization (along with romanticism and the
Cartesian dichotomy between nature and humans) has obscured our view.
Yes, machines brought radical changes to nature. But no, cattle, sheep,
and horses did not simply witness the intrusion of technology into nature.
Their ancestors had walked among the vanguards of technology. They
were not machines but biological artifacts shaped by humans to serve
human ends. They were technology and, in the root meaning of the word,
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biotechnology. To capture this reality, we need to reverse Marx’s meta-
phor and see the garden (nature) in the machine (technology).

Now let us turn to ways in which technological history can help
us understand anthropogenic evolution. Historians of technology have
shown that many social factors shape the nature, development, and use
of technology. Such factors include politics, labor-management relations,
economics, warfare, science, institutional strategy, national identity, style,
culture, gender, race, and class.9 With that in mind, I have several sugges-
tions for using ideas from the history of technology to analyze biotech-
nologies and thus anthropogenic evolution.

Suggestion 1: Conceptualize Biotechnologies as Factories

In analyzing the relationship between farming and industrialization, his-
torians of technology have focused most closely on machinery and other
tools produced by factories for farming. Such tools include tractors,
plows, discs, harrows, combines, fertilizers, and pesticides. But farms
are not just consumers of industrial products. As a 1916 textbook noted,
farmers were manufacturers; they, too, transformed raw materials into
useful products. Seeds, fertilizer, pesticides, calves, and feed were the
inputs, and food and fiber were the products. A hog farmer referred
to his operation as a “hog farrowing assembly line.” As the twentieth
century progressed, factory farming became a familiar term. It usually
referred to farms relying on sheds to raise animals under controlled (and
often crowded) conditions to maximize production and profit, but the
concept was capacious enough to encompass whole farms.10

We can see a farm as one factory or as a complex of factories func-
tioning on a variety of scales. Some of the factories are under roofs, but
others are not. Smaller factories play essential roles in transforming raw
materials into products. Plants convert carbon dioxide, water, nitrogen,
and other elements into maize, and animals convert maize into beef,
pork, and chicken. Agricultural scientists have long embraced this termi-
nology. One agricultural scientist said that hogs needed to be modified
because one should not use “poor machinery to put the raw product [feed]
through.”11 Sugarcane stalks serve as factories to manufacture sucrose.
Moreover, organismal factories carry out complex and difficult tasks.
Fritz Haber and Karl Bosch received Nobel prizes for figuring out how
to fix atmospheric nitrogen. We readily regard as factories the machinery
that uses the Haber-Bosch process to make fertilizer. Why not legumes
as well? Legumes are not machinery, but they do transform atmospheric
nitrogen from one form to another, more useful form for humans.
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Moreover, biological factories are essential in industrialized agricul-
ture. No one has yet figured out how to transform sunlight, carbon diox-
ide, and a few nutrients into grain – except by subcontracting the job
to plants. The same goes for meat production and animals. In a study of
chicken breeding, including development of the “Chicken of Tomorrow,”
Roger Horowitz captures the need for keeping chickens at the center of
production and fitting these animals to more technological settings.12

Suggestion 2: Think of Biotechnologies as Workers

One of the fascinating aspects of biotechnologies is their ability to perform
a variety of roles. They resemble factories, but they also resemble workers
in factories. Like human laborers, they cannot work all the time; need
to eat and drink during the workday; require direction from managers;
work well only if temperature, humidity, and light fall within certain
ranges; have a limited life span; wear out with age; require special shelter;
demand more resources to work harder; reproduce sexually (occasionally
asexually); and even stop working all at once.

Historians of technology have learned much about workers in facto-
ries and workshops: who they were, where they came from, how they
interacted with each other and with management, what conditions they
encountered, and what impact they had on products and companies, to
name just some of the dimensions. It would be fruitful to take these
insights and apply them to organisms used as technologies. How have
they interacted with each other and management? How have they con-
vinced managers to alter the conditions of work? How have they been
compensated for their work? What techniques have managers used to get
them to do more work? How have human and organismal labor proved
fungible?

For example, Stephen Pemberton has used the history of dogs to illus-
trate ways in which human and animal laborers resembled and substi-
tuted for each other. When medical researcher Kenneth Brinkhous began
studying hemophilia, he relied on an itinerant human labor supply. If
a hemophiliac happened to turn up in the hospital where Brinkhous
worked, he would draw the blood he needed to carry out his studies. To
overcome the unreliability of such labor, Brinkhous hired hemophiliac
Jimmy Laughlin as a regular employee who washed equipment and sup-
plied blood on demand. But even Laughlin was not ideal, for using him
as a test subject threatened to kill him.13

Hemophilic dogs proved better workers than Laughlin. They lived in
the laboratory around the clock, supplied hemophilic blood on demand
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and in ever-growing quantities, drew no salary, and could die in tests
without raising moral qualms. At the same time, the biological similari-
ties of human and canine laborers placed some of the same demands on
their employer. The life-threatening conditions for both types of laborers
demanded surveillance, surgery, and ready blood transfusions. Industri-
alization made this type of canine labor possible by producing effective
treatments to keep hemophilic dogs alive. The combination of machin-
ery and biology increased the supply of a valuable product, hemophilic
blood, in a way neither could have accomplished alone.

Pigs, too, became more productive workers when encased in a tech-
nological environment. Mark Finlay has shown that the introduction of
feeds fortified with antibiotics and vitamins reduced the length of time
sows needed to nurse their piglets. Meatpacker Jay Hormel noted that
the sow could “immediately be put back to work producing another lit-
ter instead of performing no other service than milking her litter.” Like
human workers on assembly lines, sows found themselves in a speedup
designed to boost productivity.14

Suggestion 3: See Biotechnologies as Products

Factory, worker, and product – biotechnologies have been all these things.
Historians of technology have studied ways in which industrialization
encouraged product standardization, mass production, brand marketing,
and shared cultures of consumption spread over large areas. Some prod-
ucts have found their way onto the market as branded products, such
as Fords and Apple computers, whereas others have been sold as com-
modities, such as screws and nails. Highly processed products have lent
themselves most easily to such analyses, perhaps because they are most
recognizably the products of industry. Biotechnologies, too, have become
commodities and branded goods.

One of the aims or results (or both) of industrialization has been
product standardization. This feature has been especially important
for branded goods, for which quality control is crucial to maintaining
the brand’s reputation. Organisms also have undergone standardization
while posing particular challenges. One of the most obvious is sexual
reproduction, which rejiggers genetic endowments of offspring every
time. A standard technique for producing certain characteristics more
reliably is inbreeding, which reduces genetic variation. Switzerland set
out in the nineteenth century to create a national cow. Out of countless
varieties, Swiss authorities decided on the measurements and appearance
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of the Swiss cow. Herd books helped this process by recording pedigrees.
A national brand, if you will, resulted.15

Roger Horowitz has demonstrated the speed with which the poultry
segment of industrialized agriculture could change animals and markets.
Concerted efforts by breeders and producers led to the postwar creation
of a Chicken of Tomorrow, a meaty breed well suited to mass produc-
tion. As this breed replaced older varieties on farms, marketers changed
the bird’s public identity as well. Rhode Island Red and other names of
varieties disappeared from grocery store labels as broilers, fryers, breasts,
and thighs arrived to take their place. One kind of product differentiation
(based on chicken parts) superseded an earlier kind of product differen-
tiation (based on breeds).16

As Gerard Fitzgerald reminded the participants in the Rutgers confer-
ence, some biotechnology products are valuable precisely because they
are alive. He used the development of biological weapons as an exam-
ple. One candidate, tularemia, would be of no use in an inert form.
Tularemia pathogens needed to infect, reproduce themselves in, and over-
come enemy soldiers. Industrializing this biotechnology demanded that
researchers develop methods that would strictly govern when and where
tularemia would be allowed to go about its business of reproduction,
thereby advancing military and national interests.

Suggestion 4: Analyze Plant and Animal Breeding
as Technological Innovation

When discussing technology, most historians take one of two approaches.
The first treats technology as an externality, a deus ex machina that
descends from the heavens to shape life on earth. A variation on this
theme makes technology the inevitable by-product of science. “Science
invents, technology applies, and man conforms” captures this view. The
second approach treats technology as a simple response to a stimulus.
In this “necessity is the mother of invention” view, people identify a
problem and invent a technology to solve it. A variation on this theme
recognizes that a solution can produce unexpected, even perverse effects.
One common narrative in environmental history, for example, suggests
that people developed the technology they wanted, which changed nature,
which backfired to harm people and nature.17

Both these approaches tumble into technological determinism, a belief
that historians of technology have spent the last couple decades debunk-
ing. The first, deus ex machina, treats technology as a juggernaut to which
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people must adapt. Historians have shown, however, that users adapt
technologies to their own ends, often in ways the inventor never imag-
ined. Plus, social goals drive the development of technology in the first
place. It would be just as accurate to say that technology adapts to soci-
ety as the reverse. The second, “necessity is the mother of invention,”
treats invention and design as a simple, technical process. Here the deter-
minism is a bit subtler. It enters when we assume that technical choices
are inevitable – technical criteria govern technical decisions, each step
in design follows logically from the one before, and designers arrive at
optimal solutions. But social factors influence technological innovation
at every stage, from problem definition to design to production to mar-
keting. So social choices shape design just as much as technical factors.
When those technologies emerge into the world, their effects derive from
the social assumptions built into the design as much as from technical
considerations.18

As for innovation, so for evolution. In the same way that historians
have debunked technological determinism, so we need to debunk biolog-
ical determinism. In the same way that historians have demonstrated the
complex interplay of social and technical considerations in mechanical
design, so we need to demonstrate the complex interplay of social and
biological considerations in organismal design. Breeders have not set out
to create the perfect plant or animal in the sense of some Platonic ideal,
and each step in breeding did not follow inevitably from the one before.
If breeding had headed inevitably toward a universal ideal, the traits of
domestic organisms would have long since stabilized.

Instead, a variety of social and environmental forces have led breeders
to define goals in certain ways and to emphasize certain traits over others.
As times and environments have changed, so have goals of breeders. In
the twentieth century, one of the goals of seed companies has been to
force farmers to buy new seeds every year (rather than replant seeds from
their own crops year after year). Breeders obliged by producing strains
that produced well one year and poorly the next. Biology and evolution
did not determine this trait in crop plants. The trait embodied a social
(economic) goal of producers: increased profit at the expense of farmers.

Some historians have already embarked on this path, albeit usually
under the rubric of studying breeding rather than evolution. William
Boyd, Deborah Fitzgerald, Jack Kloppenburg, Harriet Ritvo, and John
Perkins have traced the rise of plant and animal breeding from less for-
mal to more formal systems. They have identified many factors that
have driven changes in breeding practices and effects, including craft
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knowledge, government sponsorship of research, the rise of the science of
genetics, capital accumulation, commodification, national security, agri-
cultural research stations and universities, institutional ambitions, inter-
national trade, rural economics and politics, class anxiety, and concern
about hunger.19

Another reason to study breeding as innovation is that it corrects a
striking misinterpretation of economic history. To explain the growth of
farm productivity in the United States, economic historians have focused
on innovation in machinery (tractors, plows) and chemicals (fertilizers,
pesticides). Implicitly, they assumed that the biology of farming remained
constant. The data seemed to support this view. Because yield per acre
remained roughly constant while yield per worker increased, economic
historians thought that they had good reason to credit this increase to new
machinery. This view is consistent with the large body of literature show-
ing that extending or replacing human labor with machinery increased
productivity in a variety of occupations.20

Economists Alan Olmstead and Paul Rhode have shown, however, that
the received view is only about half right. The flaw lies in the assumption
that organisms in wheat fields stayed constant. They did not. Farmers
knew that wheat varieties “wore out” after several years, forcing them
to plant new varieties to maintain yields. Wearing out resulted not from
change in the wheat but from change in the wheat’s enemies. Insects,
diseases, and weeds evolved to overcome a wheat variety’s defenses, so
breeders had to produce a stream of new varieties to keep pace.21

Without breeding, yields would have plummeted, and productivity
gains attributed to machinery would have been far smaller. Evolutionary
biologists call this phenomenon, in which an organism evolves just to stay
in place, the Red Queen hypothesis. Olmstead and Rhode estimate that
wheat breeding accounted for about 40 percent of the increase in wheat
productivity between 1880 and 1940.22

The failure of economic historians to recognize the importance of
biology suggests a striking asymmetry in attention to biological and
mechanical aspects of farming. We would not dream of seeing increased
productivity over decades if farmers were to buy a fixed number of trac-
tors, never maintain them, never replace them, and never buy other imple-
ments for the next one hundred years. Without a second thought, we
would predict a drop in productivity. We are not trained to predict the
same pattern with organisms. Continual innovation is a term we usually
associate with technology, but organisms are past masters at this process.
Evolutionary history encourages us to look for the same in organisms.
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Wheat is not unique. Industrialization has often relied on organic evo-
lution. Along with Olmstead and Rhode’s work, examples include the
breeding of hogs and chickens suited to factories in the field, hemophil-
iac dogs suited to scientific laboratories, and trees adapted to industrial
silviculture. Might future historians see mechanization as the first wave
of industrialization, with biotechnology as the second wave that supple-
mented and replaced machines?23

Pushed another step, we might even reverse our assumption about
the type of technology best suited to industrialization. Usually, we have
seen machinery as compatible with (and driving) industrialization. But
biotechnology might in fact be better suited than machinery. One way to
increase efficiency in a factory is to reduce the number of steps required
to make a product. Imagine we collapsed steps so much that the assem-
bly line was also the product itself. So each time General Motors sold
an automobile, it would sell the assembly line at the same time. General
Motors would have to build a new assembly line for each car, an impos-
sible proposition. But biotechnology has made this feat possible repeat-
edly. Organisms convert raw materials into products – feed into meat, for
example – and then leave the factory as the product itself. Moreover, they
leave behind new, self-organizing assembly lines that also will become
products, ad infinitum. Perhaps, then, the future of industrialization lies
in becoming ever more biological rather than less.

Suggestion 5: Deemphasize the Plant-Animal Dichotomy
as a Primary Way of Organizing Ideas

Fifty years ago, most universities had a department of zoology and a
separate department of botany. In the 1960s and 1970s, many merged
into a single department of biology. Now they are fissioning again into
departments of cellular and molecular biology, on one hand, and depart-
ments of organismal, ecological, and evolutionary biology, on the other.
As a result, people who study plant cells feel a greater kinship with people
who study animal cells than with people who study plant taxonomy or
ecology. In the era of traditional breeding, the plant-animal dichotomy
worked fine. As we move into the era of genetic engineering, though,
it will work less well. Now that we can move genes across taxonomic
groups, their origins in plants or animals matter far less. Tobacco plants
that glow in the dark thanks to a firefly gene exemplify the kingdom-
spanning potential of genetic engineering.24
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Suggestion 6: Expand History of Technology’s Reach
via Evolutionary History

A common call among historians of technology is to link scholarship
more closely to other fields, thereby demonstrating the importance of
technology in history. Evolutionary history has the potential to suggest
a number of such links and encourage integration. To understand why
people have shaped other species as technology, we might well turn to
history of science, cultural history, economic history, political history,
and social history. The list could continue; it quickly becomes apparent
that every field of history intersects this new approach, has something
important to contribute, and might well gain in the transaction. Once
we think coevolutionarily, we encourage ourselves to examine not just
how humans shape organisms but how organisms shape humans. This
perspective does not imply a return to the older tradition of technological
determinism; rather, because of its emphasis on change, coevolution pro-
vides us with an unusually flexible way of thinking about ways humans,
nature, and technology have shaped each other.

As we incorporate biology more fully into our understanding of indus-
trialization, we shed light on the present as well as the past. Industries
today continue to depend on plants, animals, and microorganisms. Indus-
trialized agriculture would disappear without plants to capture and trans-
form the sun’s energy into sugars and proteins. Bakeries and breweries
would have to close their doors without yeast to transform sugars into
carbon dioxide and alcohol. The construction industry would have to
undergo massive transformation without trees to change carbon diox-
ide and water into cellulose in lengths and densities useful for homes and
offices. Pharmaceutical companies rely on plants to invent molecules with
pharmacological properties that the companies can then copy. Genetic
engineering, one of the most high-tech industries in the world, would
shut down without organisms to supply and receive genes that do certain
kinds of work. By the end of the twenty-first century, under the contin-
ued influence of the biotechnology industry, historians will likely take
organisms for granted as forms of technology.

The significance of such an understanding will grow as climate change
and biotechnology expand the scale of anthropogenic evolution. As we
saw earlier, human beings have long changed regional environments and
thus the evolution of species in those environments. Climate change means
these experiments have become global. Biotechnology, in its root sense of
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living technology, is nothing new. But genetic engineering has introduced
a novel ability to move genes across very different taxonomic groups and
accelerated the rate of evolutionary change. If we are to understand how
genetic engineering shapes human experience today and in the future,
it behooves us to examine ways in which anthropogenic evolution has
shaped us in the past.

This chapter has argued that evolutionary history can enhance fields
that have defined evolution as outside their purview. Traditionally, histo-
rians of technology have studied machinery and other tools made of inert
nature. Organisms might power technology, or they might be acted on
by technology, but they were not technology. Evolutionary history chal-
lenges that paradigm. By encouraging us to look for the role of anthro-
pogenic evolution in every part of our past, it helps us see that people have
remodeled living organisms to do human work, making wild animals into
technologies. Recognizing this link between traditional methods of mod-
ifying other species to do human work (breeding) and recent methods
(genetic engineering) enables historians of technology to engage in public
policy debates over the motives and possible impacts of biotechnology.

This chapter also used the history of technology to illustrate ways
in which other fields can enhance evolutionary history. Historians of
technology have developed sophisticated concepts for understanding fac-
tories, workers, products, and technological innovation. We can apply
those concepts to biotechnologies as well. Doing so creates the chance to
overthrow long-standing interpretations of the past such as the idea in
economic history that mechanical and chemical innovation drove the rise
of agricultural productivity in the United States. In fact, biological inno-
vation played a critical role, shouldering responsibility for roughly half
the rise in production of wheat. Now biological innovation can stand
alongside mechanical innovation as a central concern of historians of
technology, challenging the dominant narrative of the Industrial Revolu-
tion as the replacement of muscles with machine power.

In a genetically engineered world, distant branches on the evolutionary
tree find themselves grafted together into hybrids that challenge our tra-
ditional notions about taxonomic divisions. Are rice plants that express
human genes plants or human? The answer is that we need new ways of
organizing our understanding of the world as anthropogenic evolution
ushers other species and us into a new era.
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Environmental History

In Chapter 10, I used the history of technology to illustrate the poten-
tial for evolutionary history to broaden fields that might seem to have
little to do with evolution. The task of this chapter is easier. Environ-
mental history is the field that studies the interaction between people and
their environments over time. Environmental historians have always been
interested in the impact of people on other species, and vice versa, so the
relevance of evolutionary history seems clear.

One could consider evolutionary history a subfield or research program
of environmental history, and I am comfortable with such terms. But
evolutionary history can also be a subfield or research program in the
history of technology (and, as I will argue in the next chapter, other
fields). This realization led me to some awkward locutions. After suffering
through a seminar in which I referred to evolutionary history as a cross-
cutting subfield or research program in environmental history and other
fields, a colleague recommended that I slice through the Gordian knot
of terminology and call evolutionary history a field. I have followed his
advice ever since.

This chapter begins by noting the curiously low profile that evolution
has played in environmental history. It suggests some reasons that might
be responsible for this pattern. We will contrast evolutionary history with
efforts in disciplines outside history to apply evolutionary ideas.

Evolution has played a surprisingly small role in environmental history.
In 2010, a search of over forty thousand works in the “Environmental
History Bibliography” flagged just seventeen entries in which authors
used evolution as an analytical tool. Authors from fields other than envi-
ronmental history wrote most of them. The “Research Register of the
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Documenting Environmental Change” database at Cambridge University
lists only two individuals working on what may be termed biological
evolution.1 Searches always miss some sources, but even a perfect search
engine would probably not produce radically different results. With a
denominator of forty thousand, we would need orders of magnitude more
articles and books about evolutionary history to change the proportion
significantly.

Most of the works on anthropogenic evolution by self-described envi-
ronmental historians have focused on plant and animal breeding. They
include works by John Perkins, Deborah Fitzgerald, Harriet Ritvo, and
Eric Stoykovich. Works on a few other topics have also appeared. Perkins
and I have written about the evolution of resistance to insecticides. Joseph
Taylor has described the impact of hatcheries on the genetic makeup of
salmon populations.2 Earlier chapters summarized arguments from most
of these works. We could add a few more, but the list would not be long.

The low number appears even more puzzling given the interest shown
by some of the most widely read figures in the field. Donald Worster has
called on historians to understand culture as an adaptation, “a mental
response to opportunities or pressures posed by the natural environment.”
John McNeill has argued that human beings created “selection for sym-
biosis with humanity” among populations of other species by remaking
the world’s ecology. Historians from other fields have also called for
more use of evolutionary ideas. Philip Pomper and David Gary Shaw
edited a book titled The Return of Science: Evolution, History, and The-
ory. Daniel Lord Smail used the term evolutionary history as part of a
call to historians to recognize that evolution shaped human history via its
impact on our brains. Like most efforts to link evolution with history, the
Pomper and Shaw collection and Smail’s book focus on human evolution
with little discussion of nonhuman species.3

Scholars from fields such as geography and agricultural history have
probably written more works than environmental historians about the
impact of human beings on the evolution of populations of other species.
Jared Diamond’s Guns, Germs, and Steel makes the case that adopt-
ing agriculture was the most revolutionary act in human history. He
stresses that unconscious selection was essential to that process. In
Like Engend’ring Like, Nicholas Russell challenges the idea that pre-
nineteenth-century breeders practiced methodical breeding. He found
that “accidental, domestic-environmental selection,” more than breed-
ing for specific traits, drove increases in productivity of meat, wool, and
other animal products. Domestication and controlled breeding selected
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for rapid growth and sexual maturation, Russell argues, simply because
growers bred domestic animals as soon as they were ready.4 As we saw
in the previous two chapters, economic historians Alan Olmstead and
Paul Rhode have written brilliantly about the way in which farmers and
scientists shaped the evolution of agricultural species in the United States.

Many factors may have contributed to the lack of interest in evolution
by environmental historians, but three seem likely. First, historians may
have lacked familiarity with evolution in general and anthropogenic evo-
lution in particular. Few graduate or undergraduate programs in history
require courses in science, much less in evolutionary biology. Even schol-
ars who have taken courses in evolutionary biology may have learned lit-
tle about anthropogenic evolution. Some of the most popular textbooks
have omitted discussion of the topic. Eric Pianka, author of the textbook
Evolutionary Ecology, wrote that he had “always tried to present evo-
lutionary ecology as a ‘pure’ science.”5 Small wonder, then, if historians
have seen evolution as something that has happened outside historical
time and separate from human activity.

Recent publications in evolutionary biology may help correct this prob-
lem. Pianka, who devoted previous editions of his textbook to “pure” sci-
ence, wrote in the introduction of the sixth (2000) edition of Evolutionary
Ecology that “humans now dominate ecosystems to such an extent that
pure ecology has all but vanished from the face of the earth! Hence,
in this edition, multitudinous anthropogenic effects are interwoven into
every chapter.” Pianka used loss of genetic variability, extinction, and
evolution of microbes as examples of these effects.6

Second, historians may have seen evolution as less useful or important
than other sciences in their work. The workhorse sciences of modern
environmentalism, ecology and public health, have held pride of place in
environmental history as well.7 A search for “ecology” and its variants
in the “Environmental History Bibliography” turned up 3,543 entries.
“Health” appeared 1,442 times. Their preeminence is not surprising.
Environmental concerns have drawn many scholars into environmental
history, influenced their choice of research projects, and probably shaped
their selection of intellectual tools.8

More precisely, historians may have seen some fields of ecology as
more valuable than others. Two – evolutionary ecology and ecological
genetics – have offered environmental historians bridges from ecology to
evolution all along.9 But environmental historians have tended to focus
on community, ecosystem, and population ecology. Perhaps these fields
(and public health) have appeared more useful in understanding problems
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of concern to environmentalists and environmental historians alike such
as wilderness, national parks and forests, wildlife, human disturbance,
plant and animal invasions, and pollution.10 This book suggests that
adding evolutionary ecology and genetics to the list enhances rather than
replaces the fields already of greatest interest.

Third, historians may have opposed the use of evolutionary ideas for
intellectual or political reasons. The field of science and technology studies
has encouraged skepticism about truth claims by science. Sociobiologists
and evolutionary psychologists have sought to attribute much of human
behavior to genes and natural selection, a direct challenge to territory
humanists and social scientists have thought their own. Any use of evolu-
tionary ideas might seem to open the door to disciplinary takeover. Social
Darwinists and eugenicists in the past have drawn on, and perhaps have
been inspired by, evolutionary biology. It is all to easy to read human
ideas into nature, read them back out again, and justify the original ideas
on the grounds that they are natural. If historians use evolutionary ideas,
might they find themselves justifying biological determinism?11

These concerns deserve consideration but pose no insurmountable bar-
riers. Evolutionary biology has not subsumed any discipline with which it
overlaps, even among the sciences. There is no reason to believe history is
any more vulnerable than, say, ecology. Although sociobiologists and evo-
lutionary psychologists have grabbed their share of headlines, we should
not mistake them for evolutionary biologists as a whole. On the contrary,
evolutionary biologists have marched among the shock troops against
biological and genetic determinism. Their persuasiveness grows not out
of rejecting evolution but the opposite: mastering evolutionary theory
and evidence. Paul Ehrlich, Stephen Jay Gould, Luca Cavalli-Sforza, and
Richard Lewontin have pointed out that humans carry nowhere near
enough genes to encode every human trait, that applications of evolu-
tionary biology in the past have been based on bad science, that race is
a cultural rather than a biological construct, and that the environment
deeply influences the expression of genetic as well as cultural traits. Imag-
ine how much more powerful their arguments might be when joined with
those from historians able to speak knowledgeably about the dimensions
of human experience in which genes have or have not played important
roles.12

Similarly, we should not let skepticism necessarily lead to rejection.
Scholars in science and technology studies have demonstrated the social
dimensions of what had been seen as objective endeavors. The outcome of
this process should be to make us skeptical about all the analytical tools
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we use – whether from humanities, social sciences, or natural sciences –
and at the same time welcoming of useful ideas, whatever their source.
Finally, we must combat political misuses of any ideas, including those
from evolution. My own conviction is that deeper knowledge makes
citizens more, rather than less, politically effective.

Historians who have not read much science might be shocked to learn
how much evolutionary biologists emphasize the roles of genetic vari-
ation, chance, environment, and historical contingency in creating the
world we inhabit. In the standard textbook on evolutionary biology,
Douglas Futuyma argues, “Thus there is an important element of histor-
ical contingency in evolution: the condition of a living system, or of its
environment, at a certain time may determine which of several paths of
change the system will follow. Historical explanation of the properties of
living systems is one of the most important contributions of evolutionary
science to biology.”13 Contingency, multiple potential paths, the impact
of the past on the present – these sound an awful lot like the ideas that
appear in history journals as arguments against one sort of determinism
or another. Evolutionary biologists see organisms not as entities with
fixed traits or destinies, as caricature would have it, but as wondrously
varied and changing.

Although various disciplines outside biology have created evolution-
ary fields, none is identical to evolutionary history. Nearly all the existing
fields focus on human evolution, whether genetic or cultural, to the exclu-
sion of nonhuman species. One exception is evolutionary (or Darwinian)
medicine. Proponents of evolutionary medicine have argued that most
physicians see the human body as a machine designed by a careless engi-
neer. The task of the doctor is to fix broken machinery. Evolutionary
physicians, on the other hand, see the body as an organism that has
evolved methods to meet challenges. Faced with an infection, ordinary
physicians might seek to control fever because it appears to be a problem
caused by a pathogen. Evolutionary physicians agree that fever might be a
problem caused by a pathogen – but on the other hand, fever might be the
body’s means of killing off the pathogen by heating it to death. (Evolution-
ary physicians would keep the idea of coevolution front and center. They
expect that humans have evolved defenses against a certain pathogen, and
the pathogen may have evolved a way to circumvent the defenses, which
might have led to further evolution in humans.) Keeping the fever down,
then, might slow recovery. For our purposes, the important point is that
human experience, in this case of disease, is the outcome of a long history
of reciprocal evolution. The body has evolved defenses, and organisms
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have evolved ways to circumvent those defenses. (The rapid evolution of
the HIV virus is an excellent example.) An ahistorical understanding of
the biology of humans and other species leads to misperceptions about
causes and effects of ailments, which in turn leads to suboptimal treat-
ments. Effective medicine demands that we understand the history and
biology of human beings and the organisms with which they coexist.14

There have been efforts across the social sciences to develop evolu-
tionary models of culture, behavior, and institutions. Unlike sociobiology
and evolutionary psychology, these efforts do not ground their analyses in
genes; rather they treat genetic evolution as the source of useful analogies.
Evolutionary economists have studied firms as analogues of organisms,
markets as analogues of natural selection, and routines (repeated ways
of doing things, e.g., marketing) as analogues of genes. As we saw in
Chapter 8, anthropologists (and biologists) have treated genes and cul-
ture as parallel and interacting systems of information subject to selec-
tion. The two systems resemble each other in being heritable, shaping
human behavior, and transmitting information imperfectly. They differ
from each other in that genes pass information only from parents to chil-
dren, whereas culture passes among nonrelatives, skips generations, and
enables individuals to inherit acquired characteristics from others.15

Although different from each other in several ways, and although evo-
lutionary historians need not adopt their ideas, these fields illustrate the
value of defining a research program as a field. Attaching “evolutionary”
to the names of disciplines has helped scholars define their approaches,
find others with similar interests (including people in other fields), and
develop coherent literatures. Several of these fields have grown large
enough to merit their own subject headings in the Library of Congress
catalog.16

Developing evolutionary history as a field of history should bring us
similar advantages: self-definition, ideas for research, identification of
common ground with other scholars, and development of a coherent
literature. Ultimately, the field’s value will lie in new or revised interpre-
tations of history and biology. In the concluding chapter, we will take
a quick look at ways in which evolutionary history can enhance fields
outside technological and environmental history, including those as dis-
parate and perhaps as surprising as the history of politics and the history
of art.
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Conclusion

I hope this book has convinced you of five ideas. First, evolution is ubiqui-
tous. Second, people have shaped evolution of populations of human and
non-human species. Third, anthropogenic evolution has shaped human as
well as natural history. Fourth, human and non-human populations have
coevolved, or repeatedly changed in response to each other. And fifth,
uniting the insights of history and biology in evolutionary history enables
us to understand the past more fully than either discipline does alone.

I like to think that these ideas can help resolve puzzles that we all
encounter in our daily lives. Why do our relatives die of infections despite
treatment with antibiotics? Why do we catch so many small fish? Why
do mounted heads of game animals killed two hundred years ago sport
bigger horns than we see today? Why do some of us have light skin and
others dark skin? Why do insects in my garden survive insecticides? Why
do adults in some countries avoid drinking milk? Why do I wear cotton
clothes? Evolution supplies part of the answer to all these questions, and
human history supplies another part. We all live in a world shaped by
evolutionary history.

I also hope that these ideas will encourage scholars in a variety of fields
to incorporate evolution into their work, and that is the subject on which
I wish to focus in this conclusion. We saw in Chapter 9 that evolutionary
history offers a dramatic revision of the history of the Industrial Revolu-
tion, an episode of interest to almost all fields of history that study the
eighteenth through twenty-first centuries. In most accounts, something
uniquely English sparked the Industrial Revolution. It might have been
inventive brilliance, a preference for practicality over theory, government
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support for private property, fashion trends, a rising commitment to hard
work, enclosures that forced rural laborers off the land, merchant banks,
trading firms, or something else the English created. Revisionists have
stressed the quantitative impact of colonies and the slave trade on sup-
plies of raw materials, demand for finished goods, and capital. But even
the revisionists tend to credit the English with initiating and controlling
events.

Chapter 9 upended the received wisdom. It shifted the focus from Eng-
land to the New World, from Englishmen to Amerindians, from inventors
to farmers, from uniformity of cotton species to variation among them,
and from English culture that encouraged invention to cotton genomes
that encouraged and sustained innovation. English inventors and fac-
tory owners reacted to an opportunity created by Amerindians and New
World cottons. The slave trade played a critical role by linking England
with the evolutionary inheritance of the New World. The forces identified
by other scholars might have been important and even necessary, but they
were not sufficient. Industrialization of the cotton industry depended on
long fiber from New World cotton species, and credit for the fiber goes to
cotton genomes, Amerindians, and anthropogenic evolution in the New
World.

Chapter 10 showed how evolutionary history can widen a field that,
at first glance, seemed to have little to do with evolution. Historians of
technology have long recognized that organisms are affected by technol-
ogy, but rarely have we thought of organisms as technology. This blind
spot will surely come as a surprise to historians a hundred years from
now. Surrounded by products of genetic engineering, they will take it
for granted that some organisms are technologies. Populations of species
modified to provide goods and services to people are living technology,
or biotechnology. Biotechnology did not originate with molecular biol-
ogy; genetic engineering is but the latest in a long line of methods used
to fashion populations of other species into tools put to human use. His-
torians of technology have developed a powerful tool kit of ideas for
understanding the development, use, and impact of machines. A wealth
of opportunities awaits historians who apply these ideas to the history of
biotechnology.

Chapter 11 explored the intersection of evolutionary history with
a field where the overlap is clear: environmental history. The interac-
tion between people and other species has been a central concern of
environmental historians, so we might expect members of this field to
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have made evolution an important part of their work. Yet, with a few
exceptions, they have not. Environmental historians have frequently
drawn on insights from ecology and public health but rarely on ideas
from evolutionary biology. The downside of this pattern is that we know
embarrassingly little about the role of evolution in history. The upside is
that environmental historians who decide to study evolutionary history
will find trees heavy with low-hanging fruit.

Chapters 9–11 discussed only a few fields that overlap with evolu-
tionary history; historians in almost every other field can incorporate
evolution into their work, too. One way is by thinking about evolution
as one of the downstream consequences of human activity. In Table 12.1,
the first column lists forces that historians study, such as politics, eco-
nomics, art, and science. The second column lists examples from this
book in which we saw how each social force has affected the evolution
of some population. The rest of the columns identify fields that could use
each example to show that the forces they study are important because
they affect the evolution of nonhuman species. The spirit of Table 12.1
is that historians can develop a habit of mind in which they look for
ways in which social forces have changed the very nature, the DNA, of
populations of organisms as well as the aspects of human experience that
historians have traditionally emphasized.

Ivory poaching, which appears in the first nine rows of Table 12.1,
provides an example of how evolutionary history can help historians see
the evolutionary consequences of social forces. State building is one of the
central concerns of political historians. Tuskless elephants and shrinking
mountain goats illustrate that state strength (or lack of it) affects the
evolution of populations of nonhuman species. So when making the case
for the significance of state capacity, political historians could highlight
its evolutionary impact as well as its social and political importance.
Social and art historians have studied the development of artistic taste
and the role of art as a status symbol. In uncovering reasons why certain
social groups have desired ivory carvings, historians in these fields are
also discovering reasons why African elephants have evolved tuskless-
ness. Perhaps we will someday read studies of aesthetics as an evolution-
ary force. Economic historians have long been concerned with income
and trade. Since poverty and trade have encouraged elephant poaching
for tusks, economists have been studying forces that have shaped the
traits of populations of nonhuman species in Africa. Subsequent rows of
Table 12.1 can be read in a similar spirit.
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Table 12.2 shifts the focus from evolution as a downstream conse-
quence of human activity to evolution as an upstream force shaping
human history. As Jared Diamond showed, almost everything that his-
torians study is a by-product of the anthropogenic evolution of domes-
ticated plants and animals.1 Here my emphasis is on finer-grained, more
recent examples. The first column of Table 12.2 highlights evolution-
ary processes, and the second column provides examples from the book
of that process. The rest of the columns identify fields that are well
positioned to bring that evolutionary process into their understanding
of forces shaping history. Social and economic historians studying the
impact of fishery collapse on a region (such as New England) could add
size selection to their list of causes. Fishers undercut their livelihood not
just by catching a lot of fish, which reduced the number in the ocean,
but also by harvesting the biggest fish, which selected for smaller fish.
Historians of technology could study ways in which developing more
efficient methods of fishing hastened the evolution of small size. Politi-
cal historians could look at ways that size selection for small fish exac-
erbated tensions between the United States and Canada over salmon
stocks.

Human beings have always swum in a sea of evolving populations. We
tend to think of evolution as a process that happened out there in time and
space, far from the human realm, but the opposite is true. Populations
of organisms have always evolved, evolve today, and will continue to
evolve in the future. Our own populations are no exception. We have
shaped the evolution of populations of other species, they have shaped
our evolution, and we will evolve together until we disappear from this
earth.

In an age of climate change and genetic engineering, we cannot under-
stand evolution without taking human complexity into account. We
live in societies that depend on some products of anthropogenic evo-
lution for survival (domestic plants and animals) and are threatened
by others (pathogens and pests that resist our poisons, fish that evolve
smaller sizes in response to fishing). History helps us understand human
complexity, evolutionary biology helps us understand ways that pop-
ulations coevolve, and the synthesis of history and biology enables us
to understand the world around us far better than either field does
alone.
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Note on Sources

Evolutionary history, as described in this book, is an effort to synthesize
the insights of history and biology. The spirits of the two disciplines
are similar because both disciplines are interested in continuity and change
over time. And the practices of the disciplines resemble each other because
both disciplines value primary and secondary research. But the paths
diverge once research begins. Historians usually burrow into archives and
libraries to find data, whereas biologists huddle over lab benches, handle
museum specimens, or hike to field sites. Scholars continue on separate
paths as they analyze and summarize their findings. Historians like to
organize their insights around narratives, whereas biologists prefer to test
hypotheses using statistics or other quantitative methods. The paths veer
closer to each other when publications from both disciplines find their
way into the same libraries, but they do not quite meet. Science journals
and books journey to one section of the library and history journals and
books to another (or to a separate library altogether). A host of other
forces, ranging from departmental reward systems to database design,
help keep scholars from the disciplines apart.

This essay is an effort to nudge the two paths a bit closer together. I will
not try to describe how to do primary research in either field. Graduate
programs in each discipline are the best places to learn such skills. Nor
will I tackle the way disciplines and departments reward scholarship,
which is beyond my ability to change.

I will focus instead on two more realistic goals. The first and easier
one is to help scholars find sources outside their field. The second and
more difficult goal of this essay is to suggest ways for historians to learn
to read scientific publications. The barriers to understanding are lower
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for scientists who want to read history, so I will not address that topic.
This essay is intended for novices. Those who have been working in one
field or the other will find much or all of what I have to say familiar.

The best advice I can give for finding sources outside one’s own field
is the simplest: talk to colleagues from other departments and to research
librarians. Experts know the most important scholars and publications
in their field, and librarians know the databases and how to search them.

There is an important cultural difference between history and biology
that affects the way one approaches the literatures. Historians usually
think of their research as multiyear book projects. They may publish arti-
cles along the way, but information in articles usually appears in books as
well. And rather than revealing their best ideas too soon, historians often
save their biggest and most important arguments for project-culminating
books. Databases typically do not index sources cited in books, so cita-
tion searches are less useful than in the sciences (see later) for tracing ideas
as they travel among scholars. Someone entering the historical literature
for the first time would be well advised to ask colleagues for the titles of
the most important books and begin research there.

Biologists, in contrast, are article oriented. A leading biologist may
never publish a book. Rather than saving up their best ideas, biologists
try to publish them quickly in journals. The review and publication pro-
cess typically happens faster at a scientific journal than at a history jour-
nal. When biologists want to summarize findings from multiple articles
(beyond the brief literature review that appears in most articles), they will
usually publish a review article rather than a book.

Someone entering the biology literature for the first time would be well
advised to ask a colleague for the names of the most important scholars
and articles related to your topic. With these in hand, you can ask a
research librarian for help running three types of searches. The first is an
author search to find everything a key author has published. There is a
good chance the author has not tried to summarize all her work in one
place, so you will want to see all her publications on a given topic. The
second is a forward citation search to see who has cited an article. This
will bring you up to date on more recent work on a topic. The third is a
backward citation search: databases will show you the articles and books
cited in a given article, often along with their abstracts. With a series of
clicks, you can quickly navigate your way from one relevant article to the
next.

Now we turn to the second goal of this essay: helping historians read
science. Many historians find science daunting. I understand that feeling,
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for I felt the same way. I graduated from college with a degree in English
and the minimum number of science courses required for graduation
(three). I am embarrassed to admit it, but science courses scared me.
Later, I realized that I had cheated myself. The cure was drastic – I went
back to school to get a PhD in biology.

Few historians will want to earn degrees in science, so let me rec-
ommend some other strategies. The first is to try reading scientific pub-
lications. It can take years of study before one understands everything
in some scientific articles, but other articles are accessible to someone
with no specialized training at all. And some scientists, including leading
evolutionary biologists, have written books intended for wide audiences.

The second strategy is to learn enough science to understand the main
arguments of scientific publications even if you cannot follow all the
details. One year of college-level biology will equip you with the most
important concepts and terms. Adding an introductory course in applied
statistics will work wonders. Many fields of science, including ecology
and evolutionary biology, rely heavily on statistics. Statistical conventions
appear indecipherable to the uninitiated, but a single statistics course is
all you need to understand the statistics in most scientific publications.
Community colleges offer science and statistics courses at bargain prices
and convenient hours.1

If these recommendations ring a bell, they should. They are almost
identical in spirit to the foreign language requirements of PhD programs.
Language requirements almost never demand fluency. They require stu-
dents to master enough of a language to understand the main arguments
of a professional publication. I am suggesting the same level mastery of
the language of science, and for the same purpose: to open up important
literatures that otherwise would remain mysterious. Ideally, graduate stu-
dents should know both a world language and some science. If there is
room for only one in a PhD program, a strong argument can be made that
learning the language of science would be most useful for an evolutionary
or environmental historian.





Glossary

Acclimatizing is the process of encouraging members of a species to
grow in a new location and climate. The process may include genetic
adaptations.

Adaptation is the evolutionary process in which traits of a population
change over time to suit its environment.

Anthropogenic means “human caused” or “human shaped.” The word
appears in this book most often as an adjective modifying evolution.
Anthropogenic evolution may work by itself or in concert with other
processes (such as natural selection), may involve large or small changes
in populations, and may be intentional or accidental.

Artificial selection is a process in which human actions increase or
decrease the survival or reproduction of individuals because of their
traits. For reasons explained in the text, I avoid artificial selection in
favor of anthropogenic evolution and other terms.

Biological refers in this book to physical, physiological, or genetic traits
of organisms. Its counterpart in the realm of ideas is culture.

Biology refers to the scientific discipline that studies living organisms
and to the ways that organisms live and function.

Biotechnology is a noun that refers to organisms modified to supply
goods or services to human beings. Biotechnologies may be produced by
traditional techniques (such as methodical selection) or new techniques
(such as genetic engineering).

Breed as a noun usually refers to a variety of animal, especially one
developed through methodical selection.

Breeding is a form of selection in which human beings intentionally
shape the traits of future generations by mating specific males with
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specific females. Breeders often use culling in addition to selective
mating.

Chance is a critical element in evolution of all types and especially in
sampling effects.

Change in inherited traits of a population over generations is the defini-
tion of evolution.

Cloning is the process of creating offspring that are genetically identical
to their parents, typically bypassing sexual reproduction. Cloning tech-
niques include those with a long history (such as grafting) as well as
others that have arisen recently (such as those that rely on techniques
from molecular biology).

Coevolution is the process in which traits of populations of different
species repeatedly change in response to each other. The idea originated
in the study of plants and their pollinators and focused on physical
traits, but the meaning has expanded to include cultural as well as
biological traits.

Culling is the process of keeping some individuals of a population
because they perform well and weeding out those that do not. Dar-
win called this process unconscious selection and noted its similarity
to natural selection. Both processes led the traits of populations to
change over generations, even though the actors (human beings and
what Darwin called Nature) had no conscious intent to do so.

Cultivar is a noun that usually refers to a variety of plant developed
under partial or full domestication.

Cultural evolution refers to changes in the frequency of ideas in a
population.

Cultural traits are traits (usually behaviors) grounded in culture rather
than biology.

Culture refers in this book to ideas about how to do things. In other
contexts, the word has other meanings.

Darwin, Charles, was a nineteenth-century English naturalist who devel-
oped the idea that species (and populations of species) evolved as a
result of natural, sexual, methodical, and unconscious selection.

Darwinian evolution is a term used in various ways but most often today
refers to evolution by natural selection and to rejection of the idea that
organisms can inherit acquired traits. Both these ideas revise Darwin’s
thinking because he attributed evolution to four types of selection (nat-
ural, sexual, methodical, and unconscious) and believed in the inheri-
tance of acquired traits.
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Domestication refers to the process through which human beings altered
the traits of populations of other species to supply people with goods
and services. Domesticated animals usually live in captivity, and people
often control the planting of domesticated plants.

Environment refers to the surroundings of any species, human or other-
wise. Environments play a critical role in evolution because they select
for and against traits.

Epigenetic refers to heritable changes in gene expression that do not
affect the sequence of nucleotides (DNA) in a gene.

Evolution refers to changes in inherited traits of populations of organ-
isms over generations.

Evolutionary history refers in this book to the field (or research pro-
gram) that studies the way populations of people and other species
have shaped each other’s traits over time and the significance of those
changes for people and other species.

Extinction is the disappearance of all members of a population, variety,
species, genus, or other taxonomic group.

Founder effect is an evolutionary mechanism in which an unrepresenta-
tive subset of individuals of one population produces a new population,
usually in a different place. The new population’s traits differ from
those of the ancestral population because it inherits only the genes
its parents carry rather than the full range of genes in the ancestral
population.

Genes are units of biological inheritance made up of stretches of DNA
(deoxyribonucleic acids) that encode instructions for cellular function-
ing.

Genetic determinism refers to a belief that genes control all traits of
organisms, especially human beings. Based on a poor understanding of
genetics and evolution, this idea has underpinned malign social policies
directed at less powerful human groups.

Genetic drift is an evolutionary mechanism in which the frequency of
genes in a population fluctuates over generations as a result of chance
rather than selection.

Genetic engineering is the use of molecular biology techniques to transfer
genes from one individual to another (often across divergent taxonomic
groups).

Genetic traits are those shaped by genes (in contrast to cultural traits).
Heritable is an adjective meaning that something can be passed from

parents to offspring. Heritability of traits is essential for evolution.
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Hybridizing refers to the mating of individuals belonging to different
taxonomic groups such as varieties or species.

Inbreeding is the mating of closely related individuals (such as siblings).
Breeders have used this technique, which reduces genetic variation, to
increase their ability to produce individuals with desirable traits.

Inheritance refers to the passing of traits from some individuals to others
(usually parents to offspring) and is essential for evolution.

Lamarckian evolution refers to evolution via inheritance of acquired
traits (named for Jean Baptiste Lamarck, the French evolutionary biol-
ogist).

Line as a noun may refer to a variety of plant or animal developed
through methodical selection and often inbreeding.

Master breeder narrative (or hypothesis) refers to the belief that people
domesticated other species by imagining traits they wanted to develop
in wild species of plants and animals and controlling the mating of
plants and animals to reach their goal.

Meme is a term coined by Richard Dawkins to refer to a unit of cultural
inheritance. He meant it as the cultural analogue of gene.

Methodical selection is Darwin’s term for breeding.
Mutation refers to a change in the sequence of nucleotides that make up

an individual’s DNA. Mutations may be beneficial, harmful, or neutral
in their effect. Mutation is the raw material for evolution because it
generates new traits.

Natural selection is the evolutionary process in which variation in traits
leads some individuals to survive and reproduce more than others.
Darwin believed natural selection was the primary driver of speciation.

Population refers to an interbreeding group of individuals, usually liv-
ing near each other. Evolution is a characteristic of populations, not
individuals.

Recombination refers (roughly) to the process through which chromo-
somes swap genes during cell division, creating gene combinations and
traits in offspring that did not exist in their parents.

Reproduction is the process through which organisms produce offspring.
Biological evolution involves changes in traits of populations from
one generation to the next (rather than within one generation), so
reproduction is essential for evolution.

Resistance refers to the capacity of populations to survive poisons (such
as antibiotics or pesticides) that killed earlier generations of their pop-
ulation. Resistance evolves by selection.
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Sampling effects are processes that affect the evolution of populations
by chance. Examples include genetic drift (random fluctuation in gene
frequency) and the founder effect (in which an unrepresentative subset
of individuals creates the next generation).

Selecting refers in general to the process of selection. When used by
breeders, the term may refer to culling or to selective mating.

Selection is the differential survival and reproduction of individuals in a
population resulting from differences in traits. Darwin identified four
types of selection: natural, sexual, methodical, and unconscious.

Selective mating means breeding.
Sexual selection refers to differences in reproduction by individuals

because their traits increase or decrease their ability to mate.
Speciation is the process of creating new species from old species.
Species is a group of similar organisms that can interbreed.
Sterilizing means eliminating an individual’s ability to reproduce without

killing it, usually by removing or altering reproductive organs.
Strain as a noun often refers to a variety of microorganism.
Susceptible is an adjective that refers to organisms capable of being killed

by a poison (such as insecticides, pesticides, and antibiotics). Suscepti-
ble is the opposite of resistant.

Traits are characteristics of organisms. They might be physical, behav-
ioral, or chemical.

Unconscious selection is Darwin’s term for the process through which
human beings affect the evolution of populations without intending to
do so.

Variation refers to differences in traits among individuals in a popula-
tion.

Varieties are populations of organisms believed to be different enough to
merit separate names but similar enough that they belong to the same
species. Synonyms include strains, races, cultivars, lines, and breeds.
Varieties may be domesticated or wild.
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